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EDITORIAL

Tan Yang How
President
DSTA Academy

Now into its ninth issue, DSTA Horizons which started as
a channel for knowledge sharing within the defence
community has also served us well as a repository of our
stock of intellectual capital and accumulated knowledge.
We are heartened that this technical journal has
been accepted into the Institution of Engineering and
Technology’s Inspec1 database, an information resource
for scientists and engineers.
In this issue of DSTA Horizons, we feature a selection
of 13 articles chosen for their breadth and depth in their
respective disciplines. With the Singapore Armed Forces’
(SAF) spectrum of missions broadening and growing in
complexity, their requirements for technological solutions
in recent years have also changed significantly. The articles
are thus a reflection of the level of insights and innovations
that DSTA develops today to support the Ministry of
Defence (MINDEF) and the SAF.
Six of these articles best exemplify the sharing of insights.
Through case studies on Enterprise Architecture, ‘Business
Architecting – The Journey Towards Process Excellence’
examines the Business Architecting approach and its
utility in managing the intricacies of business processes in
MINDEF and the SAF; while ‘Development of Enterprise
GIS for Defence’ looks at geospatial information and
illustrates how this vital information can be managed and
shared among many users through a coherent enterprise

Geographical Information System. ‘Lessons Learnt from
Managing Acquisition of Pre-Owned Naval Platforms’
tackles some of the common issues in managing
pre-owned military platforms, offers insights into the
challenges and attempts to ‘tune’ the robust acquisition
framework practised in DSTA. ‘Managing Shock
Requirements of Shipboard Equipment’ takes a closer look
at shock specifications, requirements and management, as
well as key considerations for shock design and common
international standards on shock specifications and
qualifications.
‘Assessment of ARINC 653 and Its Potential Applicability in
RSAF Context’ presents the Avionic Application Software
Standard Interface, evaluates the characteristics of the
specification and how they can possibly be adopted
in the Republic of Singapore Air Force (RSAF) to ease
the testing effort arising from software changes; while
‘Interoperable Open Architecture for Land Platforms’ raises
considerations and challenges in examining a potential shift
to a more scalable, flexible and open architecture for the
next-generation land vehicles.
Anchored on innovations, the other articles discuss new
methods and techniques our engineers developed in the
course of delivering capabilities. By proactively developing
new modelling and simulation tools for analytical studies as
well as frameworks and methodologies to enable systematic

1 The Institution of Engineering and Technology, one of the world’s leading professional societies for the engineering and technology community
with more than 150,000 members in 127 countries, runs the Inspec database which contains over 14 million bibliographic and indexed records
to articles, conference proceedings, books, reports, dissertations, and scientific videos in the fields of electrical engineering and electronics,
computers and control, information technology, physics, and mechanical and production engineering.
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study of complex System-of-Systems (SoS) architecture,
DSTA’s competency spectrum has also widened.
In particular, ‘Framework for Managing System-of-Systems
Ilities’ is a pioneering body of work done by Systems
Architects from 2012 to 2013. Using a comprehensive
framework, it conceptualises the ‘relationship’ and
‘hierarchy’ of key SoS ilities and suggests how they can
be measured. This significantly aids decision makers and
analysts in developing insights into the myriad of SoS
quality attributes. Another article ‘Optimising Complex
Networked Systems Availability’ looks at how the new
Optimised Decisions in Networks tool equips DSTA,
MINDEF and the SAF with the ability to simulate networked
system elements and optimise resource allocation. These
two efforts exemplify how our Systems Engineering
Analysts and Systems Architects push the envelope,
develop and integrate useful tools for advanced studies in
complex SoS design and resource optimisation.
Separately, ‘On-Site Radar Performance Verification
Testing’ sets out to determine the methodology to derive
the number of trials required for verifying a specific radar
performance parameter during on-site radar testing. The
systematic and rigorous approach outlined promotes
dialogue between operators and radar programme
managers in establishing the sensible number of sorties for
on-site radar performance acceptance testing.
Additionally, ‘Tradespace Exploration for Military
Simulations’ presents new methods to enhance the use of

simulation to evaluate systems and operations, achieved
by leveraging an advanced level of automation and
customisation, and encapsulated in a software simulation
tool; while in ‘Modelling the Debris Throw from a Reinforced
Concrete Ammunition Storage Magazine’, DSTA engineers
discuss a predictive model that outlines the stages involved
in the event of an explosion resulting in debris throw,
thereby enhancing our understanding of the phenomenon.
Finally, ‘Enhancing Network Resiliency – Innovative
Exploitation of FabricPath Switching Technology’ explores
how a team of DSTA engineers improved resiliency of
enterprise networks through creative lateral thinking and
innovative adoption of existing technology developed
for data centres; and ‘Human Computer ‘Cooperation’ in
Environmental Scanning’ shares how the collaborative
power of humans and machines can be harnessed to make
sense of copious amounts of data. By leveraging state-ofthe-art software and algorithms to retrieve information from
the web and deliver interactive visualisations, analysts can
now conduct environmental scanning and analysis more
effectively and efficiently.
We hope that our readers will be enriched by the insights
and innovative engineering work shared by the authors
in this issue of DSTA Horizons. We would like to thank
all the authors and the reviewers for their dedication and
effort. We welcome participation from all who are inspired
to further enrich our community with ideas, insights and
contributions. Thank you.
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BUSINESS ARCHITECTING – THE
JOURNEY TOWARDS PROCESS
EXCELLENCE
LIM Joon Ann Elton, TENG Tat Boon Andy, LOW Kwee Boon, TAN Song Beng

ABSTRACT
Modern organisations today have evolved to become multi-dimensional in terms of their complexity. They exist in a highly
dynamic world and must respond to change in a timely fashion. As such, a business architecture (BA) approach is important
to help frame this level of complexity and dynamics into comprehensible perspectives.
This article seeks to introduce the importance of the role of BA in the Ministry of Defence (MINDEF) and the Singapore
Armed Forces (SAF). It describes what is BA, and explains the concepts through a metaphor of “sight-seeing”. It also
highlights how the various BA techniques, such as business process management, process intelligence and architecture
analytics, help achieve process excellence.
Through real-life BA project experiences in MINDEF and the SAF, this article shares the architecting work and real-world
benefits experienced by MINDEF and the SAF.
Keywords: business architecture, business process management, process excellence, enterprise architecture

INTRODUCTION
The operating environment is increasingly complex and everchanging in this modern business world. This perceived
complexity can stifle an organisation’s appetite and gumption
to innovate and transform. Hence, the ability of the organisation
and its leaders to frame the environmental complexities into
comprehensible perspectives is relevant and important. A
business architecture (BA) is about building these perspectives.
This article focuses on how BA is operationalised and how it
can bring about business value in an organisation. It describes
the various methods and technologies introduced by DSTA
that serve as key enablers in the Ministry of Defence (MINDEF)
and the Singapore Armed Forces’ (SAF) BA development. This
article will also examine three case studies that will help to better
illustrate the concepts and value of BA. It will also comment
on the future direction and development of these concepts
and how they will enhance MINDEF and the SAF’s business
capability as they journey towards process excellence.
4
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DEFINING BUSINESS
ARCHITECTURE, BUSINESS
PROCESS MANAGEMENT AND
PROCESS EXCELLENCE
To better comprehend the discussions and case studies in
this article, the definitions of Business Architecture, Business
Process Management (BPM) and Process Excellence in the
context of MINDEF and the SAF are described below.

Business Architecture
BA is defined and described in various ways. The common
references from the industry include:
From BusinessDictionary.com:
“Graphical representation of a business model, showing the
networks through which authority, information, and work flows

in a firm. It serves as the blueprint of a firm’s business structure,
and clarifies how the firm’s activities and policies will affect its
defined objectives.” (BusinessDictionary, n.d.)

of Defense Architecture Framework was applied. A common
language, using the “Event-driven Process Chain” notation, to
describe business processes was also institutionalised.

From the Object Management Group:

Business Process Management

“Business Architecture defines the structure of the enterprise
in terms of its governance structure, business processes, and
business information. In defining the structure of the enterprise,
business architecture considers customers, finances, and the
ever-changing market to align strategic goals and objectives
with decisions regarding products and services; partners
and suppliers; organization; capabilities; and key initiatives.”
(Business Architecture Special Interest Group, Object
Management Group, n.d.)

The key focus of BA in MINDEF and the SAF is to orchestrate
the development and integration of business processes across
the enterprise. With this objective, BPM is framed as a life cycle
that begins from the strategic perspectives and directions,
driving the design of the business processes through a series of
process mapping, process re-engineering and gap-fit analysis,
before leading to implementation. This cycle is repeated
through an integrated continuous improvement mechanism
which is illustrated in Figure 1.

BA is part of the enterprise architecture (EA) framework in
MINDEF and the SAF. EA comprises the business architecture,
information architecture, systems or solution architecture,
technical architecture and architecture governance. For the
context of MINDEF, the SAF and this article, it suffices to treat
BA as a management tool to facilitate enterprise decisions and
communication.

Process Excellence

At the enterprise level, BA enables all stakeholders the ability
to operate within the same information realm by providing
consistent representation of the organisation’s functions and
processes. This is achieved by setting the standards for framing
the various business perspectives. In MINDEF and the SAF, the
operational views concept adapted from the US Department

Process excellence in MINDEF and the SAF’s context is
a business outcome where the organisation is capable of
executing its business operations effectively to meet its goals
through well-defined processes, performance metrics and
governance. The organisation must also achieve the agility and
adaptability to embrace process transformation and innovation.
With the BA to provide the framework for building the business
landscape and the BPM methodology to harvest the business
knowledge and manage the business processes, the next few
sections shall explain how the two concepts work hand-inhand to achieve process excellence for an organisation.

Figure 1. Business process management life cycle
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THE EVOLUTION OF ENTERPRISE
ARCHITECTING IN MINDEF AND THE
SAF
DSTA pioneered the EA programme with MINDEF and the SAF
to establish the framework, standards, governance processes
and infrastructure, since 2003. Besides governing and ensuring
that the EA standards were maintained, DSTA also provided EA
training for the project teams and users. This ramped up the
overall EA competencies. By 2010, key reference architectures
such as the Technical Reference Model, Data Reference
Model and Information Technology Reference Architecture
were established to offer guidance for future IT development
to achieve interoperability and potential savings for MINDEF
and the SAF. Through its partnership with DSTA, MINDEF has
implemented EA on an enterprise-wide scale successfully,
and enabled the business and technology blueprints of the
organisation to be integrated into a central repository that
provides a single and reliable source of information. With
EA established, DSTA has built up an architecture analytics
capability for MINDEF and the SAF, something that was
not realisable in the past. DSTA then introduced advanced
methodologies and technologies, leveraging EA, to find new
ways to improve business operations and performance for
MINDEF and the SAF. These collaborations have led to the
development of the BPM ecosystem.

OPERATIONALISING BUSINESS
ARCHITECTURE
Operationalising Business Architecture through Technologies
- the “Sight-Seeing” Capabilities and the Business Process
Management Ecosystem

“Sight-Seeing” Capabilities
It is a challenge for MINDEF and the SAF, like many large
modern organisations worldwide, to have visibility of their
business-IT landscape and business performance, as well as
the ability to optimise and transform their business processes.
With advances in architecting software and BPM technologies,
MINDEF and the SAF are now equipping themselves with a
suite of “sight-seeing” capabilities – “Oversight”, “Insight”,
“Foresight” and “Line-of-Sight” – to operationalise their
business architecture.

An “Oversight” Capability
The “Oversight” capability enables the organisation’s leaders
and management to have a holistic view of the business
landscape, clarify business strategy and objectives, and monitor
the organisation’s performance. The concept of “oversight”
is powered by performance visualisers as depicted in
Figure 2. These visualisers allow the constant monitoring and

Figure 2. “Oversight” – performance visualiser
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tracking of strategic business outcomes to aid in the planning
of enterprise strategies.

An “Insight” Capability
The “Insight” capability allows impact analysis to be performed
on its processes, people, systems and information in the event
of policy changes. A central repository stores and connects the
various architecture perspectives. These perspectives include
individual business components such as processes, people,
systems, data, policies, as well as the relationships among
them. This allows changes to be traced and the impact of a
change in one area on another to be analysed instantly. This
approach as shown in Figure 3 is being adopted increasingly
by MINDEF and the SAF business users. It is a contrast to the
traditional means of looking through stand-alone directives,
systems list, organisation charts and standard operating
procedures.

A “Foresight” Capability
The “Foresight” capability advocates simulation of the
outcome of process improvement before the actual resource
deployment. New and continuous improvement initiatives
take up considerable time and effort. Business users may be
uncertain about whether the end output of such initiatives
achieves the desired outcome. With the business processes

captured as part of the BA, simulation technology enables a
realistic simulation of the processes to study bottlenecks,
weaknesses, optimisation and improvements as well as test
alternative process permutations and determine the best
working model for the business (see Figure 4).

A “Line-of-Sight” Capability
The “Line-of-sight” capability ensures that IT implementations
are aligned with the actual business process design through
a Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) concept. MDA provides
the means to translate BA to actual implementation. The MDA
concept allows process implementations, system configurations
as well as test scenarios to be generated automatically through
business models (stored as a single source of truth). This
strengthens the business-IT alignment goals and cuts down on
manual effort and time, as compared to conventional systems
development methods. Hence, MDA enhances the pace and
agility of how systems are built.
“Line-of-sight” capability also cultivates process intelligence
and discovery by revealing instances of actual executed
processes that differ from documented and implemented
processes. Performance management is then possible with
the identification and monitoring of process performance
indicators representative of the organisation’s strategy and
desired outcomes.

Figure 3. “Insight” – architecture impact analysis
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Figure 4. “Foresight” – process simulation

These key features of the “line-of-sight” capability are
illustrated in Figure 5.

changes. It also increases alignment between IT investments
and business goals.

Business Process Management Ecosystem

c) BPM technologies enable quick business deployment to
meet dynamic business process changes, thereby increasing
business agility.

The “sight-seeing” capabilities of BA – “Oversight”, “Insight”,
“Foresight” and “Line-of-sight” – were achieved through close
collaboration among stakeholders from the lines-of-business,
the MINDEF and SAF CIO offices and DSTA. This brings
together business knowledge, BA practice and governance,
and technology enablers such as BPM technologies, EA
repositories and process analytics tools that make up the
full cycle of BPM capability as shown in Figure 6 (Ministry of
Defence, 2012).
The key benefits that have been observed from a BPM
approach are as follows:
a) Business models are able to communicate business
requirements in a common language to facilitate analysis and
integration.
b) Process-centric approach promotes business process
improvements and is more responsive to external and internal

8
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The implementation of BPM technologies as an enabler faced
several challenges such as:
a) accuracy and consistency of business process such that
processes can be integrated across different business domains
b) clarity of business processes to provide sufficient details
for process models to be developed that can be translated to
system implementations
c) consistency between models and system implementation
due to legacy systems
These challenges raise upfront investment cost and effort that
can dampen returns on investments.

BUSINESS ARCHITECTING – THE JOURNEY TOWARDS PROCESS EXCELLENCE

Figure 5. “Line-of-sight” – model-driven architecture and process intelligence and performance monitoring

Figure 6. Business process management ecosystem
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CASE STUDIES ON ENTERPRISE
SYSTEM, NATIONAL SERVICE
MANAGEMENT, PERSCOM
Since EA was first introduced into MINDEF and the SAF, there
have been various initiatives which adopted a BA approach
to drive their desired outcomes. The next few sections will
illustrate the business architecting work conducted in these
projects and share the real-world benefits experienced by the
various organisations in MINDEF and the SAF.

Case Study on MINDEF’s Enterprise System
In 2003, with a mandate from the MINDEF executive forum
to deliver an integrated logistics enterprise system (ES), a
steering committee was formed to drive and manage the
ES(Logs) programme. The aim of the ES(Logs) programme
was to build an interoperable logistics, financial, procurement
and project system to support MINDEF and the SAF business
operations. The steering committee also mandated the use of
a common process modelling framework for the managing of
the integration of the business key performance indicators and
processes with IT. This was the birth of BA for MINDEF and the
SAF with ES(Logs) as the pioneer initiative, under the ambit of
the EA approach.
ES(Logs) adopted EA as the strategy to develop the future
logistics BA and process landscape. The EA views provided
the business owners, subject matter experts and technical
analysts the required visualisation and common information
base to connect various stakeholders in the programme. For
ES(Logs), the global process mapping phases were completed
in 18 months with an impressive 92% commonality, covering
107 cross-discipline business scenarios and 619 harmonised
processes across MINDEF and the SAF. Based on these
business blueprints, ES(Logs) was implemented in a phased
approach starting with Navy (ES(N)) in April 2005. Subsequently,
Army (ES(A)) and Joint (ES(J)) were completed in 2006 and
Air Force (ES(R)) in 2007, all on time and within the planned
budgets. These were achievable only with the business owners
and stakeholders embracing an enterprise mindset and the EA
approach.
In 2011, the Building and Infrastructure (B&I) community
launched ES(B&I) successfully with the unprecedented
introduction of facility management capabilities. The business
process models for ES(Logs) were reviewed by both B&I
business owners and technical consultants to determine the
reusability of the existing ES(Logs) business processes to
meet the requirements of the new B&I users. With the ES(Logs)
10
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business process models, business owners were able to have
a good understanding of the actual business operation details
while IT consultants were able to leverage and reuse the
common functionalities and modules available in the existing
systems.

Case Study on MINDEF’s National Service
Management
The National Service Administration Department (NSAD)
Business Process Study was initiated in April 2011 for a period
of 18 months and it adopted the BA approach. This study was
to map and streamline the National Service (NS) administration
processes before determining the way ahead for the Ops
Admin Support Information Systems. Prior to the study,
many of the key processes had already been documented in
accordance with ISO audit standards and in various formats
such as flowchart diagrams, swim-lane diagrams and textbased terms of references. While these documents served
their purpose well to guide individual operations, there were
unintended variations across the Services in the SAF due
to differing needs, interpretation and understanding of the
documents. There were also substantial undocumented
processes including manual tasks that might not have been
sufficiently significant to be documented, innovative methods
streamlined by staff or alternatives necessary to overcome
specific situations.
As these documents were maintained by the Services at
individual branches managing different segments of the NS
administration, there was a lack of visibility of the holistic
end-to-end process. NSAD recognised that the conventional
housekeeping methods were neither efficient nor served the
demands of the Third Generation SAF. There was a need for
new ways of managing business processes for NSAD to remain
agile and adaptable to the increasing pace of change to ensure
that the administration of NSmen continues to contribute to
the success of SAF operations. Hence NSAD embarked on
the BA journey to transform the management of its business
processes.
This BA journey offered a good opportunity to conduct TriServices focus groups where ground users from different
hierarchical levels came together to understand the similarities
and differences in their own processes. As each unique service
entity had its own perspective and understanding of the
processes, it was challenging for all to come to a consensus
at the start of the study. However, focus groups sessions
for different groups of users were conducted to understand
their needs. From screen navigation of the process models to

BUSINESS ARCHITECTING – THE JOURNEY TOWARDS PROCESS EXCELLENCE

poster-size print-outs of the process models, the users were
able to conceptualise the processes easily and accurately.
When presented with the actual end-to-end process, users
participated actively in the initiative for change and developed
new ideas, hence generating more valuable insights for
the business processes. This also helped to promote
greater consensus among the users and increased the new
implementation’s probability of success. The documented
process models also enhanced traceability in future process
streamlining for improved performance.
The key accomplishments of this project are summarised as
follows:
a) preservation of NS management institutional knowledge
– detailed ground processes were elicited from individual
knowledge workers and vendors
b) single source of truth – process knowledge were
consolidated and modelled in a single reference repository
c) emergence of architecture analytics capability
d) readiness for advanced business process management
including process simulation and model-to-execution solutions

Case Study on MINDEF’s Personnel
Command
The transformation of MINDEF and the SAF’s Human Resource
(HR) system saw the establishment of the three-tier HR
landscape which included the realisation of the SAF HR Hub
and E-HR System. To further transformation efforts as well as
strengthen the HR system and manpower operations execution,
the Personnel Command (PERSCOM) was established in April
2011. One of its key priorities is to ensure that HR practitioners
across the various tiers understand and are consistent in
performing all HR-related processes.
With strong management support, PERSCOM embarked on
the BA initiative and undertook significant effort to model the
entire suite of HR scenarios into an EA repository as shown
in Figure 7. Numerous workshops involving all relevant HR
practitioners were held to map out the HR processes. Through
this journey, HR practitioners were able to obtain a better
understanding of the end-to-end processes, especially those
with multiple process roles from different agencies. They
were also enlightened on the implications of their actions
on downstream processes and other related users. With the
participation and contribution of subject matter experts and
their sharing of insights into process steps and workflow logic,

Figure 7. Collective business landscape
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HR practitioners were given a better appreciation of the endto-end HR-related processes.

MOVING FORWARD
With the completion of process studies that have reaped
significant results, effort and focus is now on the continued
development of business models and integration of these
models to system implementations through a MDA approach.
Infrastructure foundations that enable MDA will be built up to
proliferate and realise the benefits of BA across the business
and system landscape.
For instance, ES(Logs) will be looking at the next step of the
BA journey – the model to execution phase – to reap more
benefits from the Business Process Models captured in the EA
Repository. This upcoming phase will see the implementation
of the SAP Application Lifecycle Management solution
whereby auditable change management and optimised
testing capabilities based on the models will be introduced for
ES(Logs).
In a similar direction, the documented HR processes in the EA
repository have established a strong foundation for the future
BPM ecosystem. DSTA will work closely with PERSCOM to
lead the way forward to explore the process intelligence and
performance management capability. MINDEF and the SAF will
be equipped with the full suite of “sight-seeing” capabilities
with the acquisition of this capability together with MDA. With a
robust BA and an integrated BPM ecosystem, MINDEF and the
SAF will be able to better optimise their business processes and
operations and realise the full potential of process excellence
in the near future.
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DEVELOPMENT OF ENTERPRISE GIS
FOR DEFENCE
NG Chee Wan, FOO Kok Jin, LEE Chee Meng, HUANG Tingxing

ABSTRACT
The Geographic Information System (GIS) handles large amounts of geospatial data of different types. In the defence
domain where human lives are at stake, a GIS needs to satisfy a range of requirements and uphold principles of accuracy
and consistency. This article introduces the concepts of an enterprise GIS and the pragmatic approaches adopted to
develop such a system. The lessons learnt during the development of an enterprise GIS are also shared in this article.
Keywords: geographic information system, enterprise system, geodesy, user experience, military computing

INTRODUCTION
The Geographic Information System (GIS)1 is essential for
defence, as it is designed to manage effectively geospatial2
information that is used prevalently throughout defence.
Examples of such geospatial information include topographical
maps, satellite imagery, terrain elevation, building locations,
transport network, military plans and manoeuvre overlays, air
corridors and flight routes, sea lanes and navigation routes,
threat coverage and weapon danger areas.
An enterprise GIS3 plays a critical part in network-centric
warfare. It facilitates the sharing of geospatial information for
coordinated operations. Common situational awareness is
enabled through consistent geospatial information updates
across systems.
Additional benefits of an enterprise GIS are:
a) Geospatial Data Integration – A large organisation needs
to manage data from diverse sources. An enterprise GIS helps
users integrate large amounts of data of different types. Many
data of different types also have location as one of the common
attributes. GIS can thus be used as a base to fuse disparate
data types to help users make sense of the profuse information.
b) Common Geographic Reference – In an organisation
or operation that involves many participants, the participants
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would find it useful to have a common geographic reference
to serve as the basis of their information sharing and
understanding. An enterprise GIS can put in place reference
base maps and reference projection and coordinate systems
to serve this common reference.
c) Location-based Decision Making – GIS can provide
geospatial analysis capabilities to help users leverage
geospatial information to make better and faster decisions.
An enterprise GIS enables users to tap diverse sources, wider
data coverage and higher resolution data to provide additional
dimensions of analysis. For example, an enterprise GIS can
plan for the best route of advance while considering other
factors such as threat areas and traffic obstructions.
d) Geospatial-based Collaboration – An enterprise GIS can
be used as an effective collaborative platform for discussion
and planning especially when the team is distributed across
geographical locations. The advantage of using a GIS over
normal collaborative tools is that the common geographic
reference helps the collaborators visualise the common
situation better.
e) Dissemination of Geospatial Information – An enterprise
GIS can facilitate the dissemination of geospatial information.
Instead of transferring the geospatial information manually, an
enterprise GIS can serve as a logical central repository for the
sharing of geospatial information.

While there are many benefits of an enterprise GIS for
defence, there are also many challenges to overcome in its
development. One of the first challenges in the 1990s was the
absence of GIS software development library in the commercial
market. A common maps, graphics and geospatial analysis
component had to be developed in-house and customised
to serve different operational domains. In the early 2000s,
with the availability of GIS commercial off-the-shelf (COTS)
software development libraries, the larger pool of resources
in industry-leading GIS companies could then be tapped for
GIS developments. By developing command and control
(C2) applications based on GIS COTS, new GIS standards,
projections and coordinate systems immediately became part
of the C2 systems capabilities. However, the large size of the
desktop GIS application that is typical of GIS COTS poses a
new challenge for deployment across the enterprise.
Another challenge is the growing size of geospatial information.
The size of geospatial information, especially that of digital
maps and satellite imagery, can be huge; up to terabytes and
possibly more in future. As geospatial information becomes
larger, distribution requires more and more network bandwidth.
Alternative means to transfer larger geospatial information
through disk media are manual and tedious, and this can lead
to infrequent updates.

KEY PRINCIPLES OF ENTERPRISE
GIS
In the development of an enterprise GIS, the two key principles
guiding the architecture, design and implementation are
accuracy and consistency.
Accuracy is fundamental in the design of a GIS. Positional
accuracy ensures that the geospatial location is within a
distance tolerable to the end user. For example, a 15m to
30m accuracy with the Global Positioning System is sufficient
for street navigation systems. In an enterprise GIS, accuracy
considerations take place end-to-end from data capturing to
end user visualisation. Accuracy is managed through proper
handling of projections and coordinate systems, extraction,
translation, and loading of geospatial information to reduce
errors in data. For example, it is not unusual to find errors of a
few hundred metres that could be due to the omission of the
datum in the transformation between coordinate systems.
Consistency is important to ensure end users that data and
services are the same across an enterprise GIS. An enterprise
GIS may ingest data from multiple sources and with different

quality and different projection methods. In addition, its
services may also come from diverse providers. An enterprise
GIS must resolve these issues and provide all its users with a
consistent view of data across different times. This is critical
for the enterprise GIS to be used as a common reference
system. The GIS should ensure that users are looking at the
same data and that the computation services use the same
algorithms to derive the same results. Users in different
geographical locations can then be presented with a consistent
situational visualisation for coordinated decision making. This
will prevent errors that are made from decisions based on nonsynchronised data and services.

ENTERPRISE GIS ARCHITECTURE
An enterprise GIS architecture is essentially an information
system architecture with special considerations for handling
the unique demands of enterprise geospatial information. In
addition to common enterprise IT architecture goals of business
functionality and performance, security, interoperability,
reliability, availability, maintainability and scalability, the two
key principles of accuracy and consistency provide a high
level guidance in the end-to-end design of the enterprise GIS
architecture.

Standards
Standards play a key role towards ensuring consistency.
Because an enterprise GIS is likely to have different user
groups with different needs, the different pieces of software
applications and configurations, as well as data sources and
products, greatly increase the likelihood for incongruities in
information and understanding. This natural disintegration
into a chaotic mess can be harmonised by prescribing GIS
standards for the enterprise.
GIS standards provide the foundation for the architecture of the
enterprise GIS. GIS standards need to be ratified and enforced
by the governing body of standards in the organisation. This
will ensure interoperability in the exchange of geospatial
information between users, systems and down to different
versions of applications.
When architecting the enterprise GIS, the relevant standards
for geospatial data, software and services need to be identified
and adopted. These can be international standards such as
standards established by ISO/TC 211 (2013) and the Open
Geospatial Consortium (2013).
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Coordinate Reference Systems
Coordinate reference systems is another key architectural
consideration in the design of an enterprise GIS. There are
thousands of possible coordinate reference systems4 in the
world. A location with only the (x, y, z) coordinate is incomplete
without a reference system to identify that coordinate. With the
aid of GIS COTS software, this discipline is applied throughout
the enterprise GIS. This is complemented by GIS training
conducted for users and developers.
To overcome the challenge of dealing with thousands
of different local coordinate reference systems, a global
coordinate reference system was developed by the US
Department of Defense (DoD) in the late 1950s as a consistent
way of mapping data around the world. Conversion algorithms
are used to convert between global and local coordinate
reference systems. By making use of a global coordinate
reference system as a standard for interchange among local
coordinate reference systems, the chance of making errors in
an enterprise GIS is drastically reduced.
The US DoD baselined the global coordinate reference
system in 1984 as the World Geodetic System 1984 (WGS84)
and it is currently used in the US Global Positioning System
(World Geodetic System, 2013). The name WGS84 gives the
impression that there are no changes since 1984 but it is
constantly being refined as more accurate earth data becomes
available.
A set of base stations is used to establish the WGS84 datum
and this is combined with the geographical coordinate system
to form the WGS84 coordinate reference system (see Figure 1).

The datum is a critical component of the coordinate reference
system, providing a set of reference points used to specify
the size and location of the globe model. The geographical
coordinate system is a curved grid system used for establishing
location on this globe model that employs the Equator and the
Greenwich meridian as the x and y axis respectively.
Map projection is a process of transforming this curved
coordinate system to a flat coordinate system (Map projection,
2013) necessary for printing on a flat paper map or display
on a digital screen (see Figure 2). This is a lossy process that
results in the distortion of shape, distance, direction or area,
while preserving the dimension of importance. Examples of
map projections used in the local region are SVY21, Rectified
Skew Orthomorphic and Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM)
projections.

Unwrap surface
as flat map
(UTM zone 48)

Wrap surface
around globe
(UTM zone 48)

Developable
Surface
(Cone, Cylinder,
Plane)
Figure 2. Projection (2D map)

For accuracy and consistency, it is important to store and use
the coordinate reference system information correctly. This
is because the same real-world location can be reported in
different coordinate reference systems and each will have a
different coordinate. For example, a building location could be
(21085, 31334) in SVY21 coordinates and (363287, 143683) in
UTM zone 48 coordinates (see Figure 3). If the UTM coordinates
(363287, 143683) were used as SVY21 coordinates, one would
locate the wrong building.
Figure 1. Geographic coordinate system (3D globe)
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Figure 3. Using the correct coordinate reference system

The two ways of finding out the correct coordinate reference
system are to either extract the coordinate reference system
from the information source or to derive it indirectly based on
real-world location.
Once the coordinate reference system information is stored
correctly, the proper conversion algorithm is applied to convert
the geospatial information to the WGS84 coordinates for
exchange purposes.
The conversion algorithm is composed of projection algorithms
and datum transformation algorithms. Projection converts
between coordinates on a globe and coordinates on a plane,
based on the projection surface and how it cuts the globe (Map
projection, 2013). Datum transformation converts between
coordinates on the standard WGS84 globe and coordinates on
a localised globe, based on their different shapes, sizes and
locations (Singh, 2002).
To overlay geospatial data from different sources onto a digital
display correctly, the same workflow can be applied to convert
coordinates from the different sources to a single coordinate
reference system in the display.
There are a few issues to take note of during the conversion
process.

One issue is the impact of the rounding off of numbers in the
conversion process. If location A converts to display position B
and B gets rounded to B’, B’ will convert back to A’ instead of
A. Location A’ is in a slightly different position from the original
location A. This will be an error, as the user is expecting the
original location. To reduce the impact, one could explicitly
avoid rounding in computation and to store the data with higher
precision, such as double-precision floating-point number data
types rather than integer data types. When coordinates are
intentionally rounded to simplify the display representation to
the user, it should be made clear that these should not be used
as inputs to further computation.
Another issue is the choice of algorithms based on factors like
speed, accuracy and data availability. For example in datum
transformation, the Bursa Wolf algorithm is more accurate but
requires seven parameters while the Molodensky algorithm
is less accurate but only requires five parameters (see Figure
4). The Molodensky algorithm may have to be used if the
Bursa Wolf data parameters are not available. The difference
in speed for different algorithms may not be an issue for fast
desktop clients but may affect the performance of slower
mobile clients. One of the reasons why Google has chosen to
use the simpler Web Mercator projection for its map display
rather than traditional map projections is due to performance
considerations.
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Bursa Wolf

Molodensky

Figure 4. Conversion using different datum transformation algorithms (OGP Geomatics Committee, 2013; National Imagery and Mapping
Agency, 2000) with Bursa Wolf diagram modified from Singh (2002) and Molodensky diagram modified from GeoIdee (2013).

To simplify communication of locations, Map Grid Reference
Systems are commonly used in defence applications. They
provide ways to report positions within 100km by 100km
grids with a fixed short-length alpha-numeric string (National
Geospatial Intelligence Agency, 2013). Tools are developed
in the enterprise GIS to support this for consistent position
reporting.

Service-Oriented Architecture
An enterprise GIS should adopt a service-oriented architecture
(SOA) to enable growth and scalability. An SOA provides
applications and data as web services. It is a networked
server-based technology that centralises the application and
data at the server, providing ease of deployment, as well
as consistency of information and functionalities. It allows
universal access by diverse clients, including heavy-duty
desktop applications (thick clients), lightweight browser-based
applications (thin clients) and even applications (mobile clients)
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on smart mobile platforms. SOA provides a foundation for
enterprise IT that simplifies and standardises the application
services for universal access.
By adopting an SOA approach, an enterprise GIS can
standardise the provisioning of common GIS applications
services, such as map services and geospatial analysis services.
Map services can include reference base maps, satellite maps,
topographical maps, transportation network maps and water
bodies maps. Geospatial analysis services can include lineof-sight, best driving route, high points, driving time, closest
facilities and service area. An SOA-based enterprise GIS will
provide end users with consistency of data and services, as
well as prepare for future growth by allowing new services and
clients to be added more easily.
To enhance consistency of services, the SOA-based enterprise
GIS should also consolidate primitive functionalities to provide
consistent outputs. For example, there are many algorithms
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to calculate the geodesic5 distance between two points,
such as great-circle distance (2013), Robbins’s algorithm,
Rudoe’s algorithm or Vincenty’s algorithm (Bomford, 1971).
The algorithms give results with different accuracies. By
selecting the best algorithm for the calculation of the distance
between two points and developing a common service for this,
applications and end users will have a consistent distance
result to work with.
In the tactical environment where network availability is
constrained, offline versions of the critical services will be
required. For consistency, these offline modules and data
packages should be designed starting from the same baseline
as the online data and services.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Quality Control
The enterprise GIS should be integrated with the quality
control and production process for geospatial data to address
accuracy and consistency in the upstream data capture,
storage, processing and production stages. Automated
geospatial quality control tools can be integrated to check
the logical consistency of the geospatial data (Harding, 2007).
Geospatial workflow management software can also be used
to standardise, administer, execute and monitor the entire
geospatial data production process. This will further enhance
the level of quality control and speed of production of geospatial
data for enterprise use.

Virtualisation
A significant number of server hardware is required for the
enterprise GIS infrastructure. While the server hardware
equipment for enterprise GIS can be optimised, there are
often constraints due to the demand for limited server room
resources of power, cooling, rack space and weight loading.
Virtualisation technology enables the hosting of multiple
virtual servers on a single physical server, thus reducing the
number of servers needed and the corresponding server
resource requirements. Equally attractive is the ability to
move virtual servers automatically from defective to working
server equipment, thereby enhancing system availability.
However, it is challenging to implement a virtualised GIS due
to the significant processing power needed to handle the large
amounts of geospatial data.

Through feasibility testing and optimisation studies with
GIS server software in a virtualisation environment, it was
established that virtualisation can be used for the enterprise GIS
infrastructure, including web, application, GIS and geospatial
database servers. However, there are situations where a virtual
solution is ill-advised; for example, where high volume data
creation is required, such as the generation of large areas of
map data cache. Thus, virtualisation can be applied selectively
to the enterprise GIS to reduce the requirement for server room
resources and improve software reliability and performance
management.

Data and Service Synchronisation
The enterprise GIS can consider either a centralised or a
distributed design. When the system needs to spread across
a wide area and the geospatial data are distributed at different
locations, applications and processes must be designed to
synchronise both the geospatial data and services to ensure
consistency. The design of the applications and processes
needs to take into account the usage profile, the system
and network infrastructure, the size and type of the
data and services to be synchronised, and performance
requirements. By integrating technologies including GIS
server, geospatial database, bandwidth control, file transfer
and file synchronisation, the synchronisation process can be
automated.

One-Stop Geospatial Portal
To provide quality assurance for geospatial data coming from
different sources in an enterprise GIS, one approach is to have
a central and authoritative point of access for the information.
Common reference data should be made accessible to many
users. A solution to this is a single one-stop geospatial portal
that provides a way to browse and search the list of enterprise
GIS services. It is akin to an online library for the enterprise
GIS data and functionalities. Users can publish and share their
own map services that are useful to other users. Users can also
access it easily without having to know the details of where the
GIS service is residing. This enables scalability to encompass
new sites for GIS sources.

Geospatial Analysis
Geospatial analysis is reliant on the availability of geospatial
data and may require complicated structuring of the data. For
example, to perform route calculation, the road network data
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needs to be available. The road network or graph needs to be
packaged in a vector data structure containing roads encoded
as polylines, road junctions as points, cost to travel in terms of
time or distance attributes as well as the road traffic rules and
preferences such as the one-way and no U-turn rules in the
data policies. Another example in the urban environment is that
natural terrain alone is insufficient for analysing visibility. Preprocessing is required to include buildings.
Besides being complicated, geospatial analysis can take
up too much time and resources; the enterprise GIS, on the
other hand, can handle this centrally. For example, analysis
services can be distributed across processors and machines to
enhance performance. Bandwidth utilisation can be reduced by
returning results as vectors. Analysis processing is performed
on the servers, making it available to anyone with access to the
analysis services via desktop, web or mobile devices. These
tools become accessible by users as well as other systems.
This gives the flexibility to develop new tools by combining
existing tools in a user-specific workflow.

Lightweight Rich Client
One of the key components in the enterprise GIS is the client
software. A lightweight browser-based client with rich features
complements the SOA, helping users access the enterprise
GIS services seamlessly and providing pervasive access by
any device platform that can run a common browser. With a
browser-based client, GIS data and services are accessible
from everywhere, thus expanding the reach of the system. The
web application is centralised at the server, allowing for ease
of deployment and maintenance at the server and requiring
zero deployment effort from the client. This also enables a
consistent information and functionality interface.
The powerful and accurate backend infrastructure would be
in vain if there was no software for clients to access it in a
simple and intuitive manner. Similar to the consumer world,
user experience in terms of simplicity and intuitiveness plays
an important role in developing the enterprise GIS system.
Therefore, a significant amount of effort was focused on the
user experience in the development of the client software. The
following are the key design considerations.
a) Richness – Richness in features is a fundamental
requirement for enterprise GIS. In military context, operations
such as military manoeuvre planning, line-of-sight analysis
and visualisation are usually sophisticated. This involves
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computations such as geometry intersection, datum
transformation and geodesic computation. Hence, the Rich
Internet Application framework is adopted for richness in
functionality while taking advantage of web-based design.
b) Reach – Clients in an enterprise system are geographically
distributed, and the client machines number in the hundreds
or thousands. Efforts towards software deployment and
upgrading in such a large-scale system are significant, and
is one of the critical considerations. Hence, the web-based
GIS technology is adopted for easy deployment and quick
capability rollout. Such web-based design enables pervasive
access to the backend GIS capabilities.
c) Responsiveness – Geospatial data can be large and
processing can be time-consuming. If this leads to an
unresponsive application, the application will not be able

to gain acceptance by users. A number of development
techniques is used to boost the responsiveness. In addition
to leveraging the usual multi-tasking mechanism, data caching
is used extensively to avoid duplicate access to network
data. This is critical in an SOA-based enterprise GIS where
significant volume of data access is performed via network.
Finally, background processing and progress indicators for
long-running geospatial processing are also important.

CONCLUSION
With a quantum increase in the amount and variety of data,
an enterprise GIS has become a key component to help
users unify these data. Guiding the design of the enterprise
GIS are the principles of accuracy and consistency, which are
critical in a system for defence. The overarching architecture
considerations including standards, coordinate reference
systems and SOA, are grounded on these two tenets. The
practical design of the enterprise GIS should consider
integration with quality control processes, virtualisation
technologies, as well as data and service synchronisation. It
should also consider the applications of a one-stop geospatial
portal, geospatial analysis and the design of a lightweight rich
client for faster deployment, universal access and improved
user experience.
The enterprise GIS will evolve with the need for smarter decision
making and with developments in smart mobile, big data and
cloud technologies. The future face of the enterprise GIS will be
different but it will certainly be central to these changing needs
and developments.
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ENDNOTES

BIOGRAPHY

1

“Geographic Information System (GIS) is a computer system
for capturing, storing, checking, integrating, manipulating,
analyzing and displaying data related to positions on the earth’s
surface.” (Geographic Information System, 1995).

NG Chee Wan is a Senior Principal

Engineer (C4I Development) looking at
new developments for the GIS. He led the
development of enterprise GIS infrastructure
and software as well as in-house GIS

2

Geospatial means “of or relating to the relative position of
things on the earth’s surface” (Geospatial, 2009).
3

“An Enterprise GIS is a geographic information system
that is integrated through an entire organization so that a
large number of users can manage, share, and use spatial
data and related information to address a variety of needs,
including data creation, modification, visualization, analysis,
and dissemination.” (Wade & Sommer, 2006)
4

For example, currently there are 3,684 projected Coordinate
Reference Systems (CRS), 440 geographic 2D CRS and 84
geographic 3D CRS, among others, in the EPSG Geodetic
Parameter Registry. (Geodesy Subcommittee of OGP, n.d.)
5

The term “geodesic” comes from geodesy, the science of
measuring the size and shape of Earth; in the original sense,
a geodesic was the shortest route between two points on the
Earth’s surface, namely, a segment of a great circle. (Geodesic,
2013)
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LESSONS LEARNT FROM
MANAGING ACQUISITION OF
PRE-OWNED NAVAL PLATFORMS
CHEAH Yew Jin, ONG Li Koon, TAN Beng Hock

ABSTRACT
Acquisition of pre-owned military platforms can be a cost-effective solution to meet operational requirements but it also
poses significant challenges. Besides typical project management and engineering management issues, acquisition of
pre-owned military platforms also comes with some unique challenges.
While these issues can be partially mitigated through a well-crafted contract and close supervision during the acquisition,
the challenge comes in handling the unexpected and resolving them swiftly in order not to impact the project schedule
adversely. This article provides some insights into the challenges faced and suggests possible measures that can be used
to refine the existing framework for the acquisition of pre-owned platforms.
Keywords: lessons learnt, military acquisition, pre-owned, life cycle management framework, challenges

INTRODUCTION
Pre-owned military platforms are opportunity buys that can be
brought into service rapidly and cost effectively. Compared to
the long lead time required to design, build and test new military
platforms, pre-owned platforms typically only require countryspecific modifications and refurbishment and therefore can be
inducted into service in a short time. Such acquisitions are not
new to the Singapore Armed Forces (SAF). In the formative
years, pre-owned platforms such as the County-class Landing
Ship Tanks, AMX13 light tanks and A4 Skyhawks allowed
the SAF to build up military capabilities which are required
urgently, in a quick and cost-effective manner. While the SAF
has evolved over the years and many new systems have been
acquired, the advantage offered by opportune pre-owned
military platforms has not been completely dismissed. This is
clearly demonstrated by the acquisition of the Challenger-class
submarines as well as the Leopard 2 tanks in recent years.
This article draws from the experiences gained from managing
the various pre-owned acquisition projects over the years.
It attempts to share insights into the challenges faced and
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lessons learnt, which can in turn be used to refine the existing
framework for acquisition management.

FRAMEWORK FOR ACQUIRING
DEFENCE SYSTEMS
Over the years, the Ministry of Defence has developed a
structured approach to manage the life cycle of defence
systems. The framework, illustrated in Figure 1 (Ministry of
Defence, 2012), serves to guide the management of systems
through the system’s life cycle. The framework has been useful
in the management of new systems and capabilities.
While the process for the acquisition of new build military
platforms is well defined and the challenges understood, the
same cannot be said of the acquisition of pre-owned military
platforms. Being opportunistic buys, such acquisition projects
of pre-owned platforms tend to be ad-hoc purchases. They
also come with unique project management and technical
challenges that are different from new build acquisitions. As
such, the existing framework can be adapted to better reflect
the unique challenges of such acquisitions.

Life Cycle

Key Activities

Long-Term
Planning

Strategic planning, formulation of concepts and master plans, resource prioritisation

Front-End
Planning

System requirements planning, project planning, management and control

Acquisition
Management

System definition, tender management, contract award, engineering development
management, serial production management

Transition
to O&S

Acceptance, delivery, system run-in, post implementation reporting

O&S
Management

System management, training and personnel development, real estate management,
operational test and evaluation, system modification, system upgrade,
budget management

System
Retirement

Retirement planning, logistics support planning, sales planning and approach

Figure 1. Life cycle management framework

UNIQUE CHALLENGES IN
ACQUISITION OF PRE-OWNED
PLATFORMS
Time pressure to conclude opportunistic acquisitions usually
leaves the project team with little time to examine the state
of the component systems on board the platforms thoroughly
and properly, look out for defects or to validate the prevailing
performance of the systems before contractual commitment.
Without in-depth system knowledge, the project team will also
face difficulty in specifying the modification and upgrades
required to customise the platform for the new intended
usage. As a result, besides the usual project management
and technical issues associated with military acquisition,
pre-owned military platform acquisition will also include the
following unique challenges:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

dealing with uncertainty in material condition
handling existing systems
managing the configuration control
dealing with obsolescence
implementing new systems
managing differences in standards
managing documentation
building relationships with the host country’s armed forces

DEALING WITH UNCERTAINTY IN
MATERIAL CONDITION
Normally, the material condition of pre-owned platforms cannot
be fully ascertained prior to acquisition as it is not possible
to strip the entire platform down to its component level. As
it is impractical and too costly to order a complete overhaul
and renewal of every component, it is not unusual to adopt
the existing refurbishment scope of work of the host country
since the project team may not be equipped with sufficient
knowledge to specify the required scope of refurbishment
accurately.
However, adopting existing maintenance scope of work
is inadequate. It is not unusual for the existing owner to
drop selective scope of work for overhaul to manage cost
and availability. This is usually an acceptable practice for
the existing owner since the platform’s original equipment
manufacturer (OEM) is able to provide timely support when
defects occur due to their close proximity with their armed
forces. The same would probably not be valid for the new
owners of the pre-owned platforms as the OEM is most likely
located at extended distances and thus unable to provide the
required repair at short notice. In this case, there is a need to
perform the additional overhaul scope of work not normally
performed during the refurbishment, especially for safety
critical systems, to mitigate potential future availability issues
due to component failure. The additional scope of work would
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be next to impossible to establish at such short notice under a
normal contract situation.
Poor material conditions are picked up typically through close
supervision of the refurbishment process. The presence of an
on-site supervision team, otherwise known as the Resident
Programme Office, enables the prompt identification of defects
over the course of the refurbishment phase and helps to
mitigate potential schedule delays. In addition, the availability
of a fast-track process1 will greatly facilitate the project team’s
engagement with the OEM to resolve issues expeditiously.
The boundaries of such a fast-track process would have to
be defined during the acquisition management phase of the
system’s life cycle.

HANDLING EXISTING SYSTEMS
Besides being unable to ascertain the exact material conditions
of existing components, the project team would also likely be
hard-pressed to provide the detailed modification and upgrade
required to convert the pre-owned platforms to suit local needs
due to insufficient system knowledge. Likely shortfalls will
occur in areas such as adaptation to local conditions (different
environmental conditions), safety (due to differing workflows
and safety tolerances), monitoring system (different operating
philosophies), host country laws and regulations. Additional
modifications not included within the original scope of work
will likely incur substantial cost and adversely impact the
schedule especially if identified late in the project management
when design has been finalised. To mitigate such issues, a
checklist of potential modifications would be helpful. Such a
list would be accumulated over time drawing from the lessons
learnt from similar projects. The applicability and critical level
of each lesson would have to be assessed during the front-end
planning phase.
Another likely issue on existing systems relates to the
performance of the pre-owned platform and the onboard
system. While the refurbishment and upgrade would have
rejuvenated and extended the service life of the pre-owned
platforms, it is not realistic to expect the pre-owned platform
and the onboard system to perform to the originally specified
performance. This is especially so for electromechanical
systems. In the event where the existing or modified system
fails to meet specific performance requirements, disputes
would arise between the OEM and the project team on the
acceptability of the performance demonstrated and whether
additional modification would be required to improve the
performance. The resulting cost and impact on schedule
would be another point of contention. To handle such issues,
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it is important to provide acceptable tolerance to handle
the likely deterioration of performance due to ageing as
well as a mechanism in the contract to handle the liability
and responsibility in the event of such an occurrence. The
mechanism should include cost-sharing formulae to handle
situations where additional modifications of existing systems
are required. Such a mechanism would have to be proposed
during the acquisition management phase to gain the OEM’s
acceptance on the cost-sharing approach prior to contract
signing.

MANAGING THE CONFIGURATION
MANAGEMENT
Over the course of the project, it is not uncommon to note
discrepancies between the documented information2 and the
physical configuration found on board the platforms. The most
common observations are missing components, from items
as minor as cable tags to major items like sub-assemblies as
well as the mismatch between the actual component and its
description as stated in the technical manuals (e.g. normal
nuts were used instead of self-locking nuts). It is common
to discover additional components fitted but not reflected
in drawings (typical items are electrical sockets and storage
boxes) as well as electrical connections in the drawings differing
from physical connections on board. It is also possible to note
discrepancies in configuration between different platforms of
the same class (such as additional structural fittings, elbows
and extensions on various piping). Ad-hoc corrective actions
will be required to manage such discrepancies or to document
the non-conformity.
Other than inaccurate configuration, it is also likely that the text
on the labels, tags, gauges, instructions and warning signs are
written in the language of the host country. Such a configuration
could pose a dilemma. Enforcing blanket changes to English
text would likely incur a substantial cost, bearing in mind that
the related documentation such as drawings and technical
manuals will need to be updated as well. In many cases, tradeoffs will be necessary to achieve the right balance between
operational efficiency/safety and cost effectiveness. Based on
experience, all text with safety implications (such as warning
signs, operational instructions and push buttons) should
be replaced to reduce the likelihood of human error during
operations. This would have to be imposed on the OEM during
the acquisition management phase.
Unfortunately, it is impractical and impossible to identify all
the text that need to be changed at contract signing. Hence,
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the remaining3 configuration issues would have to be resolved
during the project implementation.
Since many configuration issues cannot be fully anticipated,
it is necessary to set aside adequate budget to update
the configuration to reflect actual conditions, and without
compromising safety.

DEALING WITH OBSOLESCENCE
Equipment obsolescence is a key requirement to be addressed
to ensure supportability and maintainability post-delivery. This is
especially critical when the pre-owned platforms are expected
to be supported for an additional service life of greater than 10
years. It is important to demand that the OEM provide evidence
during the acquisition management phase to identify potential
obsolescence issues upfront. It is also important to continue
to keep a close watch during the refurbishment or upgrade
to identify further occurrences of potential obsolescence and
resolve them promptly. Solutions to overcome obsolescence
include the following:
a) acquire the remaining spares
b) contract the OEM for extended maintenance agreement/
warranty
c) source for third party maintenance and supply support
d) redesign/replace/upgrade the existing components/		
systems
To mitigate potential schedule delay, it is necessary to purchase
the remaining available spares to ensure at least short-term
supportability while efforts are taken to review the feasibility
of options (b) to (d). Redesign and upgrade of obsolete
components/systems are usually undertaken after a proper
cost-effectiveness study is conducted since it will typically
incur substantial cost and impact on schedule. Nevertheless,
option (d) may be necessary during the course of the project
implementation and it will therefore be important to address,
if possible, how to manage such obsolescence issues in the
contract.

IMPLEMENTING NEW SYSTEMS
To meet the operational demands, there could be requirements
to implement and integrate new systems to the pre-owned
platforms. This is especially true for combat systems
which typically need to be replaced in order to meet unique
operational demands or to manage obsolescence due to rapid
advancement of technology. The typical problem associated

with implementation of new systems, especially electronic
systems, relates to the compatibility of the new systems with the
existing services and support systems such as electrical power
supply, hydraulic system and cooling system. In many cases,
there may be insufficient electrical power, cooling capacity or
hydraulic supply to support the system or the quality of the
power supply may not meet the demands of the new electronic
systems. The existing foundation may also be incompatible
and require redesign. Therefore it is necessary to factor in the
required upgrade to the foundation, the power supply and the
supporting systems during the front-end planning phase to
prevent costly modifications late in the projects.

MANAGING DIFFERENCES IN
STANDARDS
Due to differences in the design standards between the preowned platform and the new systems such as electromagnetic
compatibility and/or quality of power supply, issues such
as interference and performance degradation can arise. To
mitigate such issues, it is important to ensure that the new
systems to be installed are sufficiently robust so that they do
not become a source of interference or become affected by
the existing equipment or system. However, such issues are
difficult to identify beforehand and it is therefore necessary to
cater for interoperability tests. This is to check for equipment
interference so that corrective actions can be taken promptly.
For pre-owned platforms, the safety standards that were
adopted back then to design the platform could be legacy
standards that are probably obsolete and/or superseded by
newer and more stringent standards. Therefore, efforts may be
required to ascertain the gap between the legacy standards
and the new benchmarks in areas such as explosives, system
and workplace or occupational safety in order to identify
corrective actions that can be implemented during the project
phase. Such efforts have to be undertaken in the early phase
of the project in order to prevent excessive cost and impact
on schedule as a result of last minute modifications. In some
instances, there may be no viable solutions available and
residual risks will have to be managed via procedures.

MANAGING DOCUMENTATION
Similar to the configuration issue, much existing documentation
would have been written in the language of the host country.
Concise and precise translation of the documentation will be
necessary to ensure effective operation and support in the
future. Such translation may not impact the project schedule
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but is nevertheless a costly affair which needs to be budgeted
adequately.

BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS WITH THE
HOST COUNTRY’S ARMED FORCES
With acquisition of pre-owned platforms involving two countries,
it is pertinent to foster good relationships between the armed
forces of both countries to promote the sharing of experiences
and lessons learnt. In many cases, support like trial assets and
safety clearances from the host country’s armed forces would

Life Cycle 		

also be required during the acceptance trials for the pre-owned
platforms. Interactions between the armed forces would also
improve understanding of each other’s culture and facilitate
planning and discussions during the testing phase.

REFINING EXISTING FRAMEWORK
Drawing from the lessons learnt, it can be seen that the existing
framework would need to be adapted to better serve the needs
of managing the acquisition of pre-owned military platforms.
Proposals to refine the framework are outlined in Table 1.

Adaptations to Activities

Long-Term Planning
		

As part of the long-term planning process, the feasibility of using pre-owned platforms to
meet the capability requirements should be explored.

Front-End Planning
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

With the acquisition of pre-owned platforms being opportunistic, the front-end planning
cycle will be short. Typically, it consists of a quick assessment of the suitability of the
pre-owned platform to meet the capability requirements. Project planning and control
are difficult due to a lack of information. Multiple iterations with the OEM or foreign
government will be needed to distil the information required for decision making.
Bearing in mind the challenges highlighted, generous budget provisions and contingency
planning are essential. It is also important at this stage to set the key performance 		
requirements and acceptance criteria in order to facilitate downstream acceptance and 		
transition to Operations and Support (O&S).

Acquisition Management
		
		
		
		
		

Other than the standard acquisition activities, it is critical at this stage to address the 		
management of obsolescence and configuration prior to contract award. Emphasis
should be placed on identifying potential obsolescence issues in order to secure the
remaining available spares or initiate alternative options to overcome obsolescence.
Configuration and documentation updates should also be imposed on safety critical
systems to ensure operational efficiency and safety while maintaining cost effectiveness.

		
		
		

Due to uncertainty in material condition, additional works would be required over the 		
course of the refurbishment or upgrade. Setting up fast-track processes and cost-sharing
mechanisms are critical to allow smooth project implementation.

Transition to O&S
		
		

Besides the normal challenges, the transition to O&S for pre-owned platforms will be
hampered by obsolescence issues. It is therefore important to set realistic targets for
obsolescence while not hampering transition to O&S.

O&S Management

No difference from new acquisitions.

System Retirement

No difference from new acquisitions.
Table 1. Proposed adaptations to the framework
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CONCLUSION
While the insights shared in this article were derived largely
from the experience of acquisition management of preowned naval platforms, the lessons learnt and the proposed
adaptations to the acquisition framework are applicable to
pre-owned land or air platforms as well. This acquisition
approach remains pertinent in today’s context as it enables
new capabilities to be introduced into service rapidly and
cost effectively. Awareness of past lessons learnt will help
shorten the learning curve, placing project teams in a better
position to handle the unexpected and resolve challenges
swiftly to deliver capabilities to the SAF in good time.
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MANAGING SHOCK REQUIREMENTS
OF SHIPBOARD EQUIPMENT
ANG Boon Hwee, HAN Mingguang Jeremy

ABSTRACT
Shock, in layman’s term, is generally understood as a sudden and violent blow or impact. It is characterised as a dynamic
disturbance with a short duration compared to the natural frequency of the affected equipment. Equipment subjected
to shock beyond its fragility level can fail structurally and functionally. Generally, the extent of these undesirable effects
increases with both the shock magnitude and duration. These effects can also be increased when the shock pulse frequency
coincides with the affected equipment’s natural frequency.
The management of shock requirement for equipment to be installed on board the Republic of Singapore Navy’s
ships is a constant challenge. Specifically, the equipment needs to be able to withstand the relatively infrequent,
non-repetitive shocks experienced in handling, transportation and service environments. This challenge is made more acute
considering the increasing use of commercial-off-the-shelf components as well as the installation of the same equipment
across different classes of ships.
This article provides a brief introduction to shock specifications and requirements of shipboard equipment. The reader is
then guided through aspects of shock management, such as shock isolation and qualification, followed by a short overview
of some of the common international standards regarding shock specifications and qualifications.
Keywords: naval shock design, shipboard equipment, shock qualification, shock response spectrum, underwater explosion

INTRODUCTION
Naval vessels and the equipment on board such vessels are

generally required to withstand and survive shocks. The most

severe shocks that a naval vessel needs to withstand are
usually those related to an underwater explosion (UNDEX),

where explosives are detonated in the waters surrounding the
vessel.

UNDEX generate shock waves that strike the hull of the naval

vessel. The shock energy that is transmitted via the ship

structure to the various locations on board the ship has the
potential to damage equipment installed at these locations.
Equipment damage usually occurs when the transmitted

shock exceeds its design specifications. Forms of damage
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include malfunction of electronic components within the
equipment, mechanical deformation or collapse of the affected
equipment and general interference between equipment due to
misalignment or breakage from its mountings.
As such, the adequacy of the equipment design against shock is
an important consideration during the acquisition of equipment
to be installed and operated on board naval vessels. This is an
aspect of equipment acquisition that is actively managed by
DSTA engineers.
Through the numerous naval programmes managed by DSTA,
the project teams have not only acquired an understanding of
the international practices with respect to equipment design
against UNDEX, but have also successfully tailored such
practices to meet project needs.

Figure 1. Probable shock loads on surface ship during UNDEX

The gas bubble exerts high pressure loads on the ship’s hull
via incompressible flow as it migrates upwards and expands.
The bubble then contracts due to hydrostatic pressure from the
surrounding depths. Its internal pressure subsequently initiates
a second cycle of expansion and contraction. This continues
until the bubble energy1 is dissipated or the bubble breaks
through the water surface as a venting of water column and
debris. The flow distribution of the expanding bubble is radial

Gas Globe

The phenomenon of UNDEX is well defined in numerous
studies (Scavuzzo & Henry, 2000). In the initial phase of an
UNDEX, a spherical shock wave propagates outwards from
the detonation centre while a superheated gas bubble forms in
the detonation centre. An instantaneous rise to peak pressure
followed by an exponential decay to hydrostatic pressure is a
characteristic of the shock wave pressure plot. Shock waves
reflected off the seabed may contribute to the overall shock
wave loading at the ship’s hull should it be in phase with
the spherical shock wave. This phenomenon is illustrated in
Figure 1. Bulk cavitation is caused by the reflection of shock
waves at the free surface (air/water interface) and the low
capacity of water to withstand high tension levels. The
cavitation region is observed as a circular, whitening region
prior to a venting of the water column and it extends in a
radial direction from the centre of the explosion. The closure
of the cavitation region exerts additional shock loading on the
ship’s hull.

and can lift the ship hull while the reverse flow of a contracting
bubble can cause the hull to sag. The overall effect is amplified
when the frequency coincides with the natural frequency of
the hull girder. In the event where the bubble is within one
bubble radius of the ship, collapse flow in the direction from
the ship’s hull towards the bubble centre is restricted. This
will cause the bubble to collapse onto the hull and produce a
water jet capable of breaching it. A general profile of bubble
characteristics against time is illustrated in Figure 2.
Migration

Radius

T1

Pressure

OVERVIEW OF UNDERWATER
EXPLOSION

Time

T2

Shock
Wave
Bubble Pulse
First

Second
Time

Figure 2. Bubble migration behaviour, pulse and shape
with time (Reid, 1996)
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SPECIFICATION OF SHOCK
REQUIREMENTS
Shock Factor
While naval vessels are generally designed to survive and
remain operational after exposure to UNDEX, the level or
magnitude of UNDEX that a vessel is expected to be subjected
to depends on ship type and its mission role. The magnitude
of UNDEX that a naval vessel is designed to withstand may be
estimated by an explosion energy parameter (shock factor) that
relates the explosive quantity and position from the ship. Hull
Shock Factor (HSF) is a representation of available energy that
a shock wave contains which may damage the hull plating on
the ship. Keel Shock Factor (KSF) is relevant when the relative
position of the explosive charge and the angle of incidence of
the shock wave with respect to the ship are taken into account.
A vessel designed to a higher shock factor is able to withstand
larger and hence more damaging UNDEX. The mathematical
representations of both HSF and KSF are given below and
illustrated in Figure 3.

where W is the mass of explosive in trinitrotoluene (TNT)
equivalence (kg)
R is the stand-off distance between the charge and
the target
is the angle between a vertical line and diagonal
drawn from charge to the ship’s keel

Detonation
Figure 3. Relative position and distance of charge from ship in
HSF and KSF calculations
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Shock Transmission in the Ship Structure
Except for equipment such as sonar arrays that are installed
externally below the waterline, the majority of shipboard
equipment are located within the vessel or on the superstructure
above the waterline and are not directly exposed to the
shock energy from UNDEX. Instead, the onboard equipment
experience shock energy transmitted via the ship structure.
And since shock energy dissipates as it travels through the
ship structure, the shock experienced by equipment mounted
on the higher decks or the superstructure would be lower than
that experienced by those mounted inside the hull or on the
lower decks.
As such, in larger ships where the shock energy is transmitted
over relatively longer distances, shock levels can vary
significantly between the lower decks and the upper decks. On
such larger ships, the ship is frequently divided into zones and
equipment installed within each zone will need to withstand
a different level of shock. Equipment in the zone closest to
the bottom of the ship is expected to experience the highest
levels of shock. Shock level reduces from each zone to the
next, moving up the ship structure. For a smaller ship where the
attenuation by the ship structure is less pronounced, the entire
ship may fall into a single zone for the purpose of managing
equipment design against shock.
The concept of dividing the ship into zones is stated explicitly
in both the German and British standards. An example of this is
illustrated in Figure 4. Shock levels applicable to equipment are
determined considering the equipment’s installation location
and orientation with respect to the ship.

Figure 4. Example of ship shock zone variations across ship structure
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Figure 5. Examples of ideal shock pulse shapes (Left to right: Square, Half-sine and Terminal Peak Saw tooth)

For a given shock factor, the design of the ship is a significant
determining factor of the shock levels seen by equipment at
the various zones. The most appropriate way to derive the
shock levels will be through analysis and whole ship shock
test done by the ship builder. Over-reliance on generic shock
specifications increases the risk of inadequate design.

Representation of Shock Specifications
The shock requirement for shipboard equipment is most often
specified as classical shock pulses or as a Shock Response
Spectra (SRS). Some typical classical shock pulses are shown
in Figure 5. The half-sine shock is most commonly used for the
testing or qualification purposes of naval equipment.
Where the shock levels are derived through shock testing, the
requirement will most likely be provided in the form of an SRS
as described above. Shock Response Spectra can be viewed
as a collection of the maximum absolute responses of a set
of damped single-degree-of-freedom systems with negligible
mass (as compared to the base input) to a time history base

input. Hence, it can be used as an indicator with regard to the
damage potential due to a given shock input as the envelope
of the spectrum establishes an upper bound of the shock load
experienced by the item. One common form of presentation is in
terms of peak acceleration response against natural frequency.
The other medium of presentation is through the four-coordinate

graph as illustrated in Figure 6. The displacement, velocity
and acceleration response against natural frequency3 are
presented collectively in a single graph.
While classical shock pulse and SRS can be used to specify
shock requirements, designers may have a preference to work
with one or the other. The conversion of a classical shock pulse
in time domain to its equivalent SRS in frequency domain can
be mathematically tedious as it involves the solution of multiple
second order differential equations. Clough and Penzien (1975)
recognised that the SRS for each classical shock pulse has
a characteristic shape, which is skewed by the magnitude
and duration of the shock pulse. This observation allowed a
simplified approach to determine the equivalent SRS of a
classical shock pulse to be derived.

Figure 6. Generic representation of a SRS on 4-coordinate graph (USA Information Systems, Inc., 1989)
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Other Shock Requirements
While UNDEX is considered a rather stringent design
requirement for shock and much engineering effort is often
expanded to address it, there are other categories of shocks
that an equipment may experience over its service life. During
requirements definition, the various shock requirements may
be addressed as individual shock requirements or as a single
requirement that envelops all the individual requirements. In the
former, the responsibility to determine the most constraining
shock requirement or requirements falls on the equipment
designer.
Viewed from another perspective, the UNDEX requirement
is almost certain to be the most constraining shock design
requirement for equipment that are permanently installed on a
naval vessel. It would generally suffice that engineering teams
conduct a simple review to confirm this prior to commencing
shock design. For equipment that may be frequently
disembarked from the naval vessel and deployed elsewhere
over its service life, a thorough review of the applicable shock
environment is usually carried out.

DESIGN AGAINST SHOCK
For critical shipboard equipment, there are typically two
approaches with regard to equipment protection against shock.
One is to install resilient mounts between the equipment and its
foundation to attenuate the shock entering the system where
feasible. The other is to harden the equipment that needs to
be rigidly mounted due to performance considerations. From
experience, these are by far the most common approaches to
protecting operational equipment against shock.
However the hardening of rigidly mounted equipment to
withstand shock loads generally requires the equipment
structure to be strengthened, leading to increased equipment
weight. This is a concern in terms of naval platform design.
Equipment with shock mounts need only be hardened to
withstand the attenuated or residual shock loads. With less
stringent equipment hardening requirements, the shockmounted equipment will be lighter and there will be more
opportunities to exploit the high performance of commercialoff-the-shelf (COTS) equipment in naval systems. An added
advantage would be that equipment can be easily adapted
to ship design to various shock factors by resizing the shock
mounts.
For the sizing of shock mounts, several factors need to be
considered. The dynamic deflections shall be less than the
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maximum allowable deflection of the shock mount selected.
Adequate clearance between the shock-mounted equipment
and its surroundings must be ensured to prevent obstruction
during dynamic deflections. The shock mount selected must
also avoid resonance with the ship’s excitation frequencies.
Finite Element Analysis (FEA) is often used during the detailed
design phase to assist the designer in ensuring that the
equipment design meets the shock requirements. FEA provides
a modelling and simulation environment where the stress and
the dynamic response of the equipment under shock can
be determined and assessed even before any equipment is
manufactured.

SHOCK QUALIFICATION
Besides requirements definition, qualification is another
important aspect of shock management. Shock qualification
provides the technical evidence that the equipment design has
fulfilled the requirements for design against shock.
The qualification can be achieved through testing, analysis or
similarity. The decision hinges on the availability of qualification
data, cost and, to a lesser extent, the project schedule. Analysis
and testing can be synthesised; where testing cannot be
carried out, analysis is used for inference. For developmental
equipment, both approaches of qualification by testing and
analysis have been applied.
Qualification is done to ensure that the equipment is able to
withstand the effects of a predetermined shock input from
handling, transportation and service environments while
maintaining its functional performance as well as to ensure
that the equipment remains attached to the shock isolator.
An assessment of the overall equipment must also be made
to ensure safety for the tested environments such as ensuring
equipment structural integrity is retained and that it remains
attached to its fixtures. For shock testing, tests may be carried
out at equipment sub-assembly or component level if the
equipment is too voluminous or heavy for the test machine. The
input shock level must then be sized to the expected attenuated
shock that the sub-assembly or component would experience
to account for shock attenuation as the shock wave transverses
through the whole equipment. A main drawback of testing is
that it incurs higher costs in comparison to other qualification
means. Hence, provisions are generally made to accept results
of previous shock tests for the shipboard equipment provided
these are assessed to be adequate.
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This is particularly applicable for new equipment which is
identical or similar to previously shock-tested and accepted
equipment. In the event that differences exist between the new
and previously tested equipment, the new equipment must be
shown to possess equal or greater shock resistance for this
means of qualification to be viable. In addition, the shipboard
mounting location, orientation and dynamic characteristics for
the new item must not be more severe in terms of shock loads
than that of the original shock test.

SHOCK QUALIFICATION STANDARDS
While the shock specifications are generally tailored to specific
ship and specific threats, shock qualification is usually governed
by standards to ensure consistency in the level of assurance.
Table 1 presents a summary of the different international shock
standards and standards for shock qualification testing.
There are several established shock standards in use by
various countries for shock qualification of equipment
pertaining to naval applications. The US military standards are
most readily available and are available to the public at no cost.
The European military standards and commercial standards
are generally proprietary. The former are only available via
government channels, while the latter need to be purchased
from the issuing bodies.
With the exception of MIL-S-901, the shock qualification
standards generally seek to subject the equipment to the
required shock and to determine if the equipment can retain its

specified performance. When tested based on these standards,
the equipment is subjected to the required shock generated by
a shock table which in turn is driven by an electro-dynamic
shaker or a hammer.
MIL-S-901 is unique in that depending on the weight of the
equipment, it is tested on a specified shock machine or floating
barge. As instrumentation of the test level is not mandatory, the
test level and the level expected to be seen by the equipment
in-service is not directly correlated. This is the US Navy de facto
shock test standard for naval equipment. It can be speculated
that the generic testing requirements ensures that a single
qualification exercise can make certain that the equipment is
adequate for installation on board most if not all classes of
naval vessels in the US Navy fleet. Nevertheless, this article
holds the view that instrumentation should be applied during
MIL-S-901 qualification even though this is not a mandatory
requirement.
Besides equipment designed specifically for the US military
market, MIL-S-901 is rarely applied. Contractors generally fall
back on the standards from their national bodies and where
lacking, MIL-STD-810 may be applied.
For the test standards that require testing to the required shock
levels, the key difference is in the level of rigour in terms of
test repetition. For example, MIL-STD-810, where the default
recommended test exposure is three blows per axis per
direction, is one of the more rigorous standards.

Origin

Doc ID

Doc No.		

International 		
Electrotechnical Commission

EN IEC

60068-2

BR

Britain		

Doc Name

Environmental testing

3021

Shock Manual (Metric) Volume 1

			

8470

Shock and Vibration Manual

		

Def Stan

00-35

Environmental Handbook for Defence Material

Germany		

BV

043

Shock Resistance Specification for Bundeswehr4 Ships

United States		
MIL-S
901
				

Requirements for shock tests, high-impact shipboard 		
machinery, equipment and systems

		
MIL-STD
810
				

Environmental Engineering Considerations and
Laboratory Tests

France		

General Environment Testing of Materials

GAM EG

13

Table 1. Environmental test standards reference table for shock test methods and procedures
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CONCLUSION

ENDNOTES

In conclusion, the general characteristics of shock and their
effects on equipment are briefly discussed in this article,
providing readers with a basic understanding on the nature of
shock, its characteristics and principles in shock isolation. With
an increasing trend in the insertion of COTS components and
equipment in military systems, the emphasis is to ensure these
COTS equipment are able to withstand the rigours of shock
from the handling, transportation and service environments. An
intimate understanding of the equipment’s dynamic behaviour
under these environments can uncover potential problems and
verify that applied solutions work as intended in shock isolation
work.
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47% of the total energy released in an UNDEX goes into the
pulsation of the gas bubble while the remaining 53% goes into
the shock wave.

2

Another format is via relative displacement. In this case,
the acceleration values are derived by multiplying relative
displacements by ωn2, where ωn is the natural frequency in
radians per second.
3

Displacement is plotted at a 45 degree positive diagonal,
velocity on the vertical axis, acceleration on the 45 degree
negative diagonal and frequency on the horizontal axis.

4

Bundeswehr is German for ‘Federal Defense Force’.
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ASSESSMENT OF ARINC 653 AND
ITS POTENTIAL APPLICABILITY IN
RSAF CONTEXT
KHOO Wee Tian

ABSTRACT
In all software development standards, every piece of software needs to go through regression testing when bugs are
discovered and fixed during software development. The difficulty has been in conducting the change impact analysis of a
software change and determining the adequate amount of regression testing required to ensure that the software has been
tested adequately and that no unintended changes have been introduced. ARINC1 653 was developed by the aviation
industry to address this concern. This article assesses the features of ARINC 653 and how it makes a change impact
analysis easier. This article also assesses ARINC 653’s potential applicability in the Republic of Singapore Air Force context.
Keywords: ARINC 653, software regression testing, partitioning, real-time operating system, avionics

INTRODUCTION
Software is present in almost every piece of equipment used
today. In the case of software in safety critical equipment or in
systems such as aircraft, the safe and proper functioning of
the software are important requirements. To this end, software
development standards have evolved steadily over the years
with more and more emphasis placed on the certification of
safety critical software. One of the most prevalent safety
critical software development standards in use for aircraft
today is RTCA2/DO-178B Software Considerations in Airborne
Systems and Equipment Certification. This standard has been
adopted by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) as well
as the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA), where it is
also known as EUROCAE ED-12B, to certify software used in
commercial aircraft.
Repeated testing is required for every piece of software when
bugs are uncovered and fixed during the various phases of
software development. This is known as regression testing.
In general, the methodology adopted by software developers
and software certification bodies to determine the scope of
regression testing involves conducting some form of change
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impact analysis. However, conducting such an analysis
requires a good knowledge of the software architecture and
the design of the software of the specific aircraft or system
which resides with the software developer, usually the original
equipment manufacturer (OEM). Without this knowledge,
software certification bodies – not to mention buyers of such
equipment or systems such as the Republic of Singapore Air
Force (RSAF) – would find it quite difficult to perform such
analyses especially for equipment or systems with legacy
software which are generally less modular in nature. This
often results in a regression test scope which is much more
conservative, hence requiring more time, effort and resources.
This is a major concern for the aviation industry as more
and more aircraft are being designed with increasingly more
software content leading to time-consuming and costly
software testing and regression testing efforts. To address this,
aviation experts have come together to develop the ARINC
653 specification Avionics Application Software Standard
Interface for a Real Time Operating System (RTOS) interface
definition (Aeronautical Radio, Incorporated, 2006-2012) as
an enabler in the development of Integrated Modular Avionics
(IMA) (Prisaznuk, 2008). In the years since the development

of this specification, software based on ARINC 653 has been
implemented in both the Airbus A380 and the Boeing 787,
achieving certification by EASA and FAA respectively.
This article evaluates the features of ARINC 653 and explores
how ARINC 653 makes a change impact analysis easier,
thereby allowing the scope of the regression tests to be more
deterministic and reduced. This article also looks at how ARINC
653 may be potentially applied in the context of the RSAF.

WHAT IS ARINC 653?

ARINC 653’s RTOS interface definition supports these needs.
The standardised RTOS interface establishes a known
interface boundary for avionics software development, thus
allowing independence of the avionics software applications
and the underlying core software. This enables concurrent
development of application software components and the
RTOS. The same applications can also be made portable
among ARINC 653-compliant platforms. The standard RTOS
interface definition also enables the underlying hardware
platform and the core software to evolve independently of the
software applications (Prisaznuk, 2008).

Background

Partitions

The aviation industry developed ARINC 653 as a standardised
RTOS interface definition between the RTOS of an avionics
computer resource and the application software. This benefits
both the software developers as well as the hardware platform
suppliers. This standardisation effort was sponsored by the
airline user community, through ARINC, and involved many
interested parties.

The key concept introduced by ARINC 653 is the idea of a
well-defined partition. It creates a kind of container for a
software application and guarantees that execution of the
application is both spatially – in terms of memory allocation
– and temporally isolated. The partitions are divided into two
categories: application partitions and system partitions. The
application partitions execute avionics applications. They
exchange data with the environment by means of a specific
interface called APEX (Application/Executive). The system
partitions are optional and their main role is to provide services
that are unavailable in APEX, such as device drivers or fault
management. Figure 1 shows a generic logical structure of the
RTOS (Samolej, 2011).

To meet the software certification requirements of RTCA DO178B / EUROCAE ED-12B, software specialists convened and
identified the following specific needs for avionics equipment:
a) Safety-critical – as defined by FAR3 Part 25.1309
b) Real-time – responses must be within a prescribed time
period
c) Deterministic – the results are predictable and repeatable

In essence, this RTOS structure ensures that each partition in
which an application is running has its allocated processing
time and memory. The occurrence of issues such as lockups,

Figure 1. Generic ARINC 653 logical RTOS structure (Aeronautical Radio, Incorporated, 2010)
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freezes, endless loopings and overruns within one partition will
not prevent another partition from operating. However, it is still
possible for running partitions to suffer from “data starvation”
due to the faulty partitions ceasing to deliver the necessary
data (Lagoy & Gauer, n.d.).
Processes that belong to one partition may be executed
concurrently. A separate partition-level scheduling algorithm
is responsible for this. A major time frame, activated
periodically, is defined for each module. Each partition in this
module receives one or more time partition windows to be
executed within this major time frame, and this is illustrated in
Figure 2. Generally, time partition windows constitute a static
cyclic executive. Real-time tasks executed within the partition
can be scheduled locally according to priority-based policy.
The order of the partition windows is defined in a separate
configuration record of the system.
Inter-application, or inter-partition, communication is based on
the concept of ports and channels. The applications do not
have information on which partition the data is sent to. The
applications send and receive data via ports that are connected
virtually by channels (Samolej, 2011).

Hardware-Software Module Architecture
The ARINC 653 specification also includes recommendations
on micro-processor module architecture for the dedicated
RTOS. The general diagram of this architecture is shown in
Figure 3. Each module includes one or more micro-processors.
The hardware structure may require some modification of the
core operating system to allow the system to integrate with the
hardware though this modification is not required for the APEX
interface.
All processes that belong to one application partition (realtime tasks) must be executed on one micro-processor. It is
forbidden to allocate them to different micro-processors within
the module or split them between modules. The application
program should be portable between processors within the
module without any modifications of the interface to the core
operating system.
The module also has an important element called the Health
Monitor (HM). HM is an operating system component that
monitors hardware, operating system and application faults
and failures. Its main task is to isolate faults and prevent failure

ARINC 653 Scheduler

Priority-Preemptive Inside Partitions

Partition #1
Partition #2
Partition #3

Partition #4

Time
Figure 2. Example of ARINC 653 scheduler (Wind River Inc., 2008)
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Figure 3. Hardware-software architecture of typical ARINC 653 module (Aeronautical Radio, Incorporated, 2010)

propagation. For example, the HM can restart a partition when
it detects an application fault.
Applications, or partitions, can be developed by different
providers. The integrator of all the applications and modules
collects data regarding resources, timing constraints,
communications ports and exceptions defined in each
partition. The collected data is then transferred to configuration
records. The configuration record for each module is an XML
document interpreted during compilation and consolidation of
the software (Samolej, 2011).

APEX Interface
APEX interface definition is the main part of ARINC 653. The
APEX specifies how to create platform-independent software
that fulfils ARINC 653 requirements. The main components are:
a) Partition Management – The APEX interface provides a
separate set of functions enabling the user to determine the
actual partition mode and change it. The application may start
the partition after the creation of all application components.
It is also able to obtain the current partition execution status.
Inter-partition health monitoring procedures can stop or restart
the partition.

b) Process Management – The application can be
constructed as a set of soft or hard real-time processes,
scheduled according to priorities. APEX process management
services can:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

create process and collect process status or ID
start, stop, suspend or resume the process
prevent process pre-emption
change the process priority

c) Time Management – The APEX manages both aperiodic
and periodic processes. Periodic processes are activated
regularly. Additionally, a separate parameter called “time
capacity” is attached to each process. It defines the time
frame within which each task must finish computations. When
a process is started, the deadline is set as the current time
plus time capacity. The operating system periodically checks
whether the process is completed within the allotted time. Each
process has a priority, and during any rescheduling event, the
operating system always selects the highest priority process
that is in the “ready state” for execution.
d) Memory Management – There are no memory
management services in APEX because partitions and their
associated memory spaces are defined during system
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configuration. The whole memory is allocated statically to
partitions and processes before the partition or application
starts.
e) Inter-partition
Communication
–
Inter-partition
communication is based on queuing port and sampling port
communication units. The queuing port provides the interpartition message queue, whereas the sampling port shares
variables between the ports. During system integration, the
ports are connected by means of channels defined in system
configuration tables. The ports communicate with other
partitions or device drivers within the module or exchange data
between modules.
f) Intra-partition Communication – The synchronisation of
processes belonging to one partition may be achieved by the
appropriate application of counting semaphores and events.
The inter-process communication within the partition (intrapartition communication) is implemented by means of APEX
buffers (shared message queues) and APEX blackboards
(shared variables). It is possible to define a time-out period
within which a process waits for data if the data is not
immediately available. The process may be blocked for the
specified time only.
g) Health Monitoring – The ARINC 653 HM is an advanced
exception handling engine. Three error levels are defined:
i.

process level which affects one or more processes in
the partition
ii. partition level with only one partition affected
iii. module level which affects all partitions within the module
The health management framework is hierarchical, in which
errors that cannot be handled at the level where they occur are
propagated up to the next level. Both partition level and module
level errors are handled by a set of procedures installed by the
system integrator. The process level errors can be handled
by the application software developer. A separate sporadic
task called “error handler” can be registered for each of the
partitions. When the HM detects an error at the process level,
it calls the error handler. The handler recognises the error and,
depending on the error, can:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
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log it
stop or restart the failed process
stop or restart the entire partition
invoke the registered error handler process for the specific
error code (Samolej, 2011)
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Addressing DO-178B Certification
Examples of RTOSes that meet ARINC 653 requirements are
LynuxWorks LynxOS-178 RTOS, LynuxWorks LynxOS-SE
RTOS, Sysgo PikeOS and Wind River VxWorks 653 (Samolej,
2011).
However, besides an ARINC 653-compliant RTOS, the RTOS
should come with DO-178B qualified development tools such
as compilers and qualified verification tools up to the required
design assurance level of the software to ease the DO-178B
certification effort for the software. These tools should ideally
also be able to provide evidence for the DO-178B certification.

ASSESSMENT OF ARINC 653
To be able to reduce the scope of regression testing, testing
should ideally only be done for the parts of the software that
are changed as well as the parts which are unchanged but are
affected indirectly by the change. However, in many cases,
especially in non-modular software, regression testing of other
areas of the software would also be conducted to ensure that
unintended changes have not been introduced into those areas.
This approach often results in a large regression test scope.
For software using ARINC 653, the specification dictates that
software applications are written as “partitions”. The ARINC
653 RTOS ensures that the partitions are spatially (i.e. in terms
of memory space allocation) and temporally (i.e. in terms of
scheduling processor usage) separated. ARINC 653 specifies
that each partition be allocated a predetermined area of
memory. These unique memory areas are identified based on
the requirements of the individual partitions and can vary in size
and access rights. At most, only one partition has write access
to any particular area of memory. Memory partitioning is ensured
by prohibiting memory accesses outside of a partition’s defined
memory area. This partition memory allocation is defined in
configuration tables. For temporal separation, the partitions
are scheduled on a fixed, cyclic basis by the ARINC 653 RTOS.
The RTOS maintains a major time frame of fixed duration,
which is repeated periodically throughout the module’s runtime
operation. Partitions are allocated one or more predefined
partition windows within this major time frame. See Figure 4
for an example of partition windows scheduling. The order
of partition activation is defined in configuration tables. This
provides a deterministic scheduling methodology to ensure
that individual partitions have uninterrupted access to common
resources during their assigned time periods (Aeronautical
Radio, Incorporated, 2010). Any issues within one partition
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Figure 4. Example of ARINC 653 partition time windows (Aeronautical Radio, Incorporated, 2010)

will not prevent another partition from operating. Hence, this
partitioning feature of ARINC 653 ensures the modularity of
the software application in each partition with respect to the
software applications in other partitions. In essence, these
features allow each partition to be likened to and treated as
individual Line Replaceable Units (LRUs) in a federated avionics
architecture.
In ARINC 653, inter-partition communications is implemented
via ports and channels. The data exchanged are called
messages. A port is an access point in the partition to send
or receive messages from other partitions either within the
same module or from other modules. Channels connect the
sending and receiving ports. Ports and channels are virtual and
the underlying transport layer can be implemented via memory
sharing, physical bus communications or other means. From
the perspective of a partition, APEX communication services
support the transmission and receipt of messages via ports
and are the same regardless of the system boundaries crossed
by the communicated message. The ARINC 653 RTOS also
ensures the integrity and sequence of arrival of the messages
as well as its atomic nature (i.e. either the whole message is
received or nothing is received). Similar to spatial and temporal
partitioning, the core module resources required to manage
the ports and channels are defined in configuration tables
(Aeronautical Radio, Incorporated, 2010). Besides supporting
the reusability and portability of application software, this

feature also makes it easy to identify which other partitions
could potentially be affected by a change in one partition.
For instance, this could be done by looking at the channels
exiting the changed partition and identifying which partitions
are receiving messages from this changed partition.
These features of ARINC 653 could allow the regression test
scope to be limited to just the partition that is changed and
the partitions that could potentially be affected by this change.
If DO-178B qualified development and verification tools which
could identify dependencies and provide certification evidence
are also available to support the particular ARINC 653 RTOS,
it would also be possible to identify the specific changes and
their linkage to other affected areas within the application
software so as to further reduce the regression test scope for
a particular partition.
This assessment assumes that the traditional federated
architecture of the aircraft’s avionics and its associated
software are replaced by a single IMA system with software
based on ARINC 653. FAA (2010) defines an IMA system as
a shared set of flexible, reusable and interoperable hardware
and software resources that, when integrated, form a
platform that provides services. In cases where the federated
architecture is only replaced partially by an IMA system or by
more than one IMA system, the benefits of ARINC 653 may
not be reaped fully as limiting the regression test scope to
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just the changed partition and the partitions that could be
affected by this change would not be sufficient. Regression
testing between an IMA system and the remaining LRUs of
the federated architecture (in the case where the federated
architecture was only partially replaced by the IMA system)
or between IMA systems (in the case where the federated
architecture is replaced by more than one IMA system) would
be required.

POTENTIAL APPLICABILITY IN RSAF
CONTEXT
Like many other air forces, the RSAF has its own airworthiness
certification body to certify the airworthiness of the aircraft and
systems which are acquired and inducted into its inventory
or upgrades implemented on its existing fleet. Certification of
software is delegated by this body to a subordinate committee
called the Software Modification Committee (SMC).
Today, none of the software used in the RSAF’s fleet is based
on ARINC 653. The SMC has to deal with software ranging
from those developed to legacy standards such as DOD-STD2167A to more recent standards such as DO-178B. Although
the RSAF and the DSTA project management teams (PMTs)
have subject matter expert knowledge of software in general,
they may not have detailed knowledge of the specific software
designs of these aircraft and systems in their position as
buyers. This is exacerbated by the fact that the legacy software
of the aircraft and systems do not support partitioning and
that the OEMs usually do not provide sufficient information for
the PMTs to review the change impact analysis for the SMC’s
approval. In some cases, this has resulted in the SMC taking
a more conservative approach by adopting the test scope
originally used by the aircraft OEM to certify the aircraft or
system for the RSAF. This results in a larger regression test
scope especially in cases where safety-critical software is
involved. This consequently results in more time, effort and
resources required to release a new software version.
With the advent of ARINC 653, IMA and their increasing use in
aircraft, it is a possibility that ARINC 653 based software may
be introduced into the RSAF’s fleet. Depending on the extent
of the IMA and ARINC 653 based software implemented in the
aircraft, this could mean that the PMTs could take advantage
of the features in ARINC 653 to ensure that the regression test
scope approach taken for software changes in these aircraft
is adequate. The PMTs should be able to verify or request the
necessary information to authenticate the comprehensiveness
and accuracy of a change impact analysis and determine
the adequacy of the resulting regression test scope for any
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software change proposal. This is especially if the ARINC 653
RTOS used comes with DO-178B qualified development and
verification tools. The resulting benefits are reduced time, cost
and resources required to release a new software version for
the introduction of new capabilities to the RSAF or to fix critical
bugs that limit or constrain current capabilities.

POSSIBLE FUTURE WORK
To better prepare the RSAF and the PMTs for the introduction
of ARINC 653 based software, one approach could be to use
a pilot project to implement ARINC 653 based software on a
small scale. This approach would enable the RSAF and the
PMTs to familiarise themselves with the features of ARINC 653
and to verify its benefits in terms of facilitating the reduction
in regression testing. At the same time, this project could also
identify any challenges involved and come up with mitigating
measures to address them before the actual induction of the
first ARINC 653 based aircraft into the RSAF’s inventory.

CONCLUSION
It is assessed that the features of ARINC 653 do provide the
resulting software applications with a structure that makes
change impact analyses and the determination of the scope
of regression testing easier and more deterministic. This is
especially so if the ARNC 653 RTOS used comes with DO178B qualified development and verification tools.
The RSAF could acquire aircraft with IMA and ARINC 653 based
software in the future and take advantage of these ARINC 653
features to better manage regression testing efforts.
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ENDNOTES

Commission (which later became the Federal Communications
Commission) to serve as the airline industry’s single licensee
and coordinator of radio communication outside of the
government. Over the years, ARINC has broadened its scope
to provide engineering solutions in the aerospace and defence,
aviation, airports, government, networks, security and
transportation industries worldwide.
2

RTCA (known as Radio Technical Commission for
Aeronautics), originally founded in 1935, and until its reincorporation in 1991 as a private not-for-profit corporation is a
US volunteer organisation that develops technical guidance for
use by government regulatory authorities and by industry. It has
over 200 committees and overall acts as an advisory body to
the FAA. RTCA is sponsored as a Federal Advisory Committee
by the US DOT Federal Aviation Administration. Guidance
documents are developed and drafted by a Special Committee
(SC) and are based on a consensus developed within the SC
charged with responsibility for the given document. Despite
the loosely defined requirements of membership in RTCA, the
guidance documents are based on expert technical opinion.
3

FAR (Federal Aviation Regulations) Part 25.1309 defines
the requirements for equipment, systems and installations in
civil aircraft administered by the FAA.
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ARINC was incorporated as Aeronautical Radio,
Incorporated in 1929. It was chartered by the Federal Radio
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INTEROPERABLE OPEN
ARCHITECTURE FOR LAND
PLATFORMS
HEE Yong Siong, PHOON Kok Keong, ANG Jia Yuan

ABSTRACT
In developing the next-generation fighting vehicle, a modular and open vehicle architecture was adopted in an attempt to
better manage the increasing integration risk during the development phase and to facilitate insertion of new enabling
technologies for future capability exploration. This architectural design was later aligned to the Interoperable Open
Architecture (IOA) which has attracted growing interest among militaries around the world in recent years for the management
and integration of increasingly complex systems for land platforms. The IOA advocates a common, scalable, flexible, open
and connected architecture for the land platform infrastructure and associated human machine interface. This is a paradigm
shift from the tried-and-tested “bolt-on” approach, where the subsystems are standalone and usually integrated point-topoint. This article presents the architectural considerations for the vehicle electronics design and architecture of the nextgeneration land fighting vehicle, the impetus towards an open and modular IOA, and the associated challenges.
Keywords: integrated crew station, next-generation fighting vehicle, vehicle electronics architecture, interoperable open
architecture, vetronics architecture

INTRODUCTION
Next-generation armoured fighting vehicles are expected to
have a more integrated and networked weapon sensor suite to
achieve dominance and victory in future battlefields. The risk
of increasing integration complexities as a result of integrating
multiple sensors and weapons as well as the need to facilitate
insertions of new technologies have led to the adoption of a
modular open vehicle electronics architectural design over the
conventional “bolt-on” integration approach. This adoption
is essential for the management of integration risks and
enhancements of system responses to changing requirements
and technologies.

INTEGRATED CREW STATION
The next-generation fighting vehicle will see multiple platform
subsystems being integrated together to enable more
battlefield information to be collated and presented to the
crew. An integrated crew station, as illustrated in Figure 1, was
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envisaged for the crew to interact with all the subsystems via
a common and robust interface. This will shield the system
complexities away from the crew and reduce the associated
training requirements.
System integration complexities have increased many folds
in future fighting vehicles with more system interfaces and
information that need to be integrated and presented to the
crew. The challenge in system integration lies in the need for
interoperability among independently developed systems. With
the prevalence of vendor proprietary interfaces and protocols,
integration issues such as incompatible interfaces and mutual
interference are far more likely to happen. All these difficulties
lead to complex interface development and have contributed
to the longer design and development time. The need to
replicate interfaces across the different crew stations to enable
role inter-changeability and redundancy further complicates
cabling routing. The traditional “bolt-on” approach is no longer
feasible and new integration approaches to deal with these
challenges need to be established.

Figure 1. Integrated crew station

TRADITIONAL “BOLT-ON”
APPROACH, ITS LIMITATIONS AND
IMPLICATIONS
The “bolt-on” approach where individual subsystems are
acquired and integrated into the platform has been adopted
in many land platform developments in the past when system
integration was much simpler. However, this approach resulted
in exponential growth in complexity over time with the increased
number of subsystems on board. Problems with size, weight,

power and cooling (SWaP-C) within the land platforms have
also become persistent.
In addition, such piecemeal but tightly coupled integration
would reduce flexibility when it comes to technology insertion
and obsolescence management. The “closed” system design
and interfaces complicated integration design and usually led
to a lock-in with the original supplier for downstream system
maintenance, logistics and upgrades. The problems associated
with “bolt-on” integration are illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Today’s problem with bolt-on integration
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MODULAR OPEN VEHICLE
ELECTRONICS ARCHITECTURE
A systematic methodological approach to modularise the
vehicle electronics architecture (VEA) for the next-generation
fighting vehicle was adopted to drive an integrated crew station
concept with usability central to the design of user tasks and
workflows to simplify operational processes. The approach
modularised the VEA for the next-generation fighting vehicle
and is guided by the following basic principles:
a) Modular Design – breaking capabilities into modular and
independent building blocks to better manage integration risks
b) Scalability – possessing an open backbone infrastructure
that has the capacity for growth to explore new technologies
and capabilities
c) Portability – adopting open interface standards to facilitate
technology insertion such as upgrades, updates, repairs, and
the replacement, removal and addition of components
d) Interoperability – adopting open interface standards and
data models to facilitate interoperability between components

e) Extensibility – use of adaptors and interface middleware
to extend components across different architectures
Systems within the platform were categorised into building
blocks based on their functional domains such as Automotive,

Surveillance, Command and Control (C2) as well as requirements
(time critical or non-time critical). Within the functional blocks,
appropriate open bus interface standards with wide adoption
for similar functional application in commercial and military
industries were adopted. This would better enable the
leverage of fast technology development driven by the mass
market demand and avoid incurring unnecessary engineering
resources and cost to develop proprietary or customised
solutions. A common intra-platform data bus enabled the
sharing of information across the various functional blocks with
gateway equipment to mediate between different interfacing
protocols.
The intra-platform data bus adopted the open IEEE 802.3
Ethernet standard to enable a wired local area network
for high speed broadband text, video and imagery data
exchanges across the functional blocks within the platform.
The maturity, scalability and wide adoption of the IEEE 802.3
Ethernet standard in many domains were key factors in its
adoption. These factors enable huge open-source engineering
resources to be tapped on to manage integration issues
and shorten learning curve and development lead time. The
intra-platform data bus facilitates the exchange of battlefield
and system status information among the platform’s crew.
Platform information that is required to be shared with other
vehicles such as fuel, ammo and defects will be sent to the
Battlefield Management System (BMS) computer via the intraplatform data bus for dissemination through the C2 network, as
illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Functional block of VEA
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A weapon bus provides robust and deterministic low latency
link for time critical sensor-shooter information exchanges.
Separated from the common data bus, the weapon bus offers
a dedicated channel to ensure timely exchanges of sensorshooter information that will not suffer interference from other
intra-platform data exchanges (see Figure 4). Nodes joining the
time critical net and message exchanges are tightly governed to
ensure optimal timely performance. The modular and decoupling
design of sensor/weapon and C2 systems facilitates ease of
insertion of new subsystems and/or replacement of obsolete
subsystems as the impact of the changes will not ripple across
the entire network but be contained within the functional
local network. With the interface protocols and data model
between interface mediator (e.g. Weapon Interface Module)
and respective subsystems remaining intact, any subsystem
changes on one side of the network will be transparent to the
subsystems on the other sides.
The Controller Area Network (CAN) is a bus standard widely
adopted in automotive industries that connects automotive
subsystems together. With most of the automotive subsystems
already installed in the CAN bus interface, the architecture
enables new or replacement subsystems to be connected
without any additional customisation. Information on
transmission and engine status is broadcast via the CAN bus to
the crew stations. The status information can then be translated
by the Digital Vehicle Interface Module (DVIM) which acts as

the mediator, and routed to the BMS via the intra-platform
data bus for processing and sharing with other platforms. The
power bus module (PBM), on the other hand, manages the
power supply via the CAN bus. As seen in Figure 5, operators
can control the power switches of the various systems from the
crew stations via the CAN bus.
The Video Control Unit (VCU) processes the video feeds from
all camera sources and distributes them to the crew stations
within the vehicle via a dedicated video bus. Video from
mission critical sensors such as the Independent Commander
Sight and Gun Sight are connected directly to the crew stations
to ensure mission continuity in the event of failure of the VCU
as shown in Figure 6.
The modular design enables a more effective and efficient
testing of the integration design between subsystems. The
system is able to organise into functional modules for fault
isolation. Defective modules can be isolated promptly and
rectified while other tests are being conducted concurrently.
The decoupling of modules via mediators prevents the potential
implications of system patches promulgating throughout the
entire system. This facilitates the application of system patches
without the need for extensive regression testing. New sensor
subsystems have been introduced and successfully integrated
with the platform network through the reuse of relevant interface
modules and data models.

Figure 4. Weapon bus for time critical exchanges
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Figure 5. Automotive data bus for automotive status exchanges

Figure 6. Video distribution within platform

The plug-and-play concept cannot be realised fully due to the
lack of standards in data connectors and data models used
in subsystems and data terminals. With the system’s original
equipment manufacturers free to choose their connector (and
pin) implementation, replacement of subsystem will also likely
need to re-lay new harnesses. New or replacement subsystems
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will require non-recurring engineering effort to translate and
process the new data model. A standardised connector and
data model will also be needed to realise a complete plugand-play and interoperable architecture, but this would require
the industries to converge to a common standard which is a
broader industry issue.

INTEROPERABLE OPEN ARCHITECTURE FOR LAND PLATFORMS

INTEROPERABLE OPEN
ARCHITECTURE
The Interoperable Open Architecture (IOA), inaugurated in 2010,
is a System-of-Systems (SoS) architecture based on open
standards. It aims to enable interoperability among subsystems
and applications built and procured at different times. Open
standards enable defence procurement agencies to mandate
architecture, while interoperability is seen as the cornerstone
of IOA. Both the UK Ministry of Defence (MOD) and the US
Department of Defense (DoD), in their respective programme
developments, have identified controlling and speaking a
common data language as the key to achieving openness and
interoperability. They advocate building a common data model
which not only encapsulates the language for communicating
between applications and subsystems, but also the semantic
meaning of the data. This data model would be captured in a
system data dictionary which defines the content and context
of the data as it is transmitted between systems.
From system development and integration perspectives, the
IOA will bring about the following benefits to the development
of future fighting vehicles:
a) Technical Flexibility – IOA will enable more rapid and costeffective integration as well as the upgrade and obsolescence
management of increasingly complicated land systems:
i.

Commonality and Scalability. IOA will enable the building
of small to very large SoS from simpler, reusable and
interchangeable subsystems. The open interfacing and
data exchange standards as well as the modular
architectural approach provide areas of commonality
to facilitate the connecting of tried and proven subsystem
components to deliver new capabilities and meet new
requirements.

ii. Reduced Engineering Risk and Cost. Through the alleviation
of complexities and reuse of common components,
engineering know-how and lessons learnt from past
developments can be utilised to lower integration risks and
shorten development time.
iii. Leverage Commercial Innovations. The use of open
standards and modular design enables the tapping of
innovation and creativity in the commercial market and
facilitates the integration of the latest and most relevant
commercial technologies into the military context. This also
poses lower risk and shorter development time.

b) Operational Flexibility – The technical flexibility provided
by IOA enables fast configuration of available subsystems and
the insertion of new subsystems to meet rapidly changing
operational requirements, thereby enhancing operational
flexibility in response to new and evolving threats.
c) Vendor Agnostic – Eliminates single vendor lock-in and
potentially increases competition by lowering barriers to entry
and achieves more competitive pricing through an enlarged
supplier community.

JOURNEY INTO INTEROPERABLE
OPEN ARCHITECTURE
Defence IQ’s1 inaugural Interoperable Open Architecture Event
held in UK in 2010 brought key IOA protagonists together for
the first time and allowed the UK MOD and the US DoD – the
early proponents of IOA – to exchange ideas and views on how
to achieve a truly open, scalable and interoperable architecture.
Today, significant progress can be seen in the field of IOA, with
programmes and standards groups around the world working
towards shaping a new procurement model anchored on the
principles of an open, modular and scalable architecture. Key
IOA programs include the US DoD’s VICTORY, the UK MOD’s
Generic Vehicle Architecture (GVA), NATO IST-090 and Open
Group’s Future Airborne Capability Environment consortium.

UK GENERIC VEHICLE
ARCHITECTURE
GVA2 is one of the three platform views3 categorised under
the UK MOD’s Land Open System Architecture4 that
addresses systems integration and interoperability in the land
domain within the context of a deployed brigade. GVA, which
is an open, modular and scalable generic vehicle architecture
standard (UK Def Stan 23-09) developed in conjunction with the
industry, was built on previous work done in the Vehicle System
Integration and Vehicle Technology Integration Demonstrator
programmes (see Figure 7). The scope of GVA includes:
a) a common power infrastructure design to facilitate
portability of subsystem
b) a common crew station human machine interface to
improve usability and minimise operator training
c) a common electronics infrastructure to facilitate
interoperability and portability by specifying vehicle network
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Figure 7. Def Stan 23-09 GVA

and connectors, and middleware specification to enable
modularity and plug-and-play solution
d) a Health Usage Monitoring System to gather, process,
display and export vehicular status data
For network communications, GVA mandates the use of
middleware to provide a common communication backbone.
The middleware is based on Data Distribution Service5 (DDS)
messaging protocol and DDS wire protocol. DDS is an open
standard released by the Object Management Group, a
systems software standards organisation.
Data can be converted by using adapters or bridges for legacy
or commercial subsystems that do not adopt DDS. In some
military vehicles, engine and other commercial off-the-shelf
subsystems communicate through the CAN bus. It will not
be cost effective to modify these components as it will incur
unnecessary development cost and the continued supply of
customised components may not be assured. In such cases,
the platform control unit will be used as a bridge between the
CAN bus and DDS where most platform information will be
shared with the various computers.
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Besides infrastructure and communication, an essential part of
GVA is the Land Data Model. It defines the connective and data
exchange requirements between subsystems on a platform.
A common data model understood by all will enable system
reconfiguration, replacement, technology insertion and system
portability across different platform variants with minimal
integration work.
GVA is owned by the UK MOD but is currently limited to
within the vehicle, which means that it mandates the common
interfaces, wire and message protocols for all electronics on
board the platform. The first version6 was released in August
2010 and has been implemented on the FOXHOUND and SV
Scout7 platforms. The standard has been updated regularly
since its release and many European nations are making
references to GVA. France’s Scorpion Experimentation, for
example, adopted GVA to manage system complexity and
enable system flexibility and scalability. Under Military Vetronics
Association8, a GVA Working group has been set up to explore
the development of a multi-national GVA and possibly a NATO
Standardisation Agreement on the basis of GVA.

INTEROPERABLE OPEN ARCHITECTURE FOR LAND PLATFORMS

US VICTORY ARCHITECTURE
The VICTORY Architecture was initiated by the US DoD to
adopt the open system development approach with the
objective of delivering more technical flexibility and scalability
in future land platform development as well as creating a
more level competition environment within the US industry
for future procurement. The VICTORY architecture framework
puts in place a common data bus infrastructure to host a set
of sharable components, services and interface standards for
the integration of C4ISR/EW and Vetronics subsystems within
the land platform. The scope of the VICTORY Architecture
includes:
a) enabling subsystems integration that is centred around a
common data bus (Gigabyte Ethernet)
b) minimising hardware by deploying sharable software
component onto a common platform
c) adopting open interface standards and data bus services
between subsystem components
d) building sharable hardware and software Information
Assurance components
VICTORY specifications were developed and are currently
maintained by a government-industry standards body
comprising three specification working groups (WG). They
are the Information Assurance WG, Data Bus WG and
Application Interfaces WG. VICTORY Architecture version 1.0
was published on 29 July 2011 and was made available for
download from the VICTORY Army Knowledge Online9 portal.
However, access was not available for public domain outside
the US.
Full interoperability between GVA and VICTORY will take
some years of convergence and development. However,
the VICTORY compliant system can still be integrated and
operated with a GVA based system – and vice versa – through
the use of middleware.

WAY AHEAD AND CHALLENGES
Both the GVA and VICTORY IOAs have articulated the benefits
of system engineering and acquisition perspectives. The

policies of procurement authorities will help to drive the
industries towards more standardisation. The fundamental
engineering motivation is very much aligned with the design
considerations for the prototype development of the nextgeneration fighting vehicle and there are many architectural
similarities between GVA and its VEA. The inauguration of
the IOA has shaped the way ahead for future fighting vehicle
development and the VEA design for the next-generation
fighting vehicle prototype will continue to be refined towards
openness and interoperability, making references to the GVA
and VICTORY standards where relevant. The development of
VEA will continue working on two areas. One area will be in
the adoption of open standard DDS to facilitate more seamless
and flexible information exchanges within the interchangeable
crew stations. The other area will be in the formulation of a
common data model to ensure interoperability.
The success of land platform IOA will hinge on the policies of
the procurement authority for the architecture compliance and
the adoption of the standards by the industries. It is anticipated
that the industry will continue to develop its own proprietary
systems to safeguard the prospects of future work without
any definite policies from the procurement authority. The
responsibility of the IOA implementation and system integration
will reside with the industry and therefore a wholehearted buyin for the IOA from the industry is important in order to meet the
objectives of IOA. The industry has been building its internal
integrated capabilities for obvious commercial and through-life
programme revenue reasons. For the industry to open up and
share information, the level of openness should be set at a level
that can be sustained in a commercial environment where the
benefits of open architectures can be ported to the industry’s
commercially oriented systems and products.
Details of the system interfacing design can be made known
to many with the adoption of open standards and a common
data model. Openness, while allowing more vendors to create
a healthy competition, could expose potential vulnerability to
malicious hacking. Researchers funded by the US Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency have demonstrated
the ability to hack into a Toyota Prius via the open standard
onboard diagnostics port and gain control over the vehicle.
With more electronic connections and software automation
inside future fighting vehicles, the security concerns arising
from the adoption of open standards will need to be suitably
addressed.
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CONCLUSION

ENDNOTES

Shifting away from the conventional “bolt-on” approach, the
IOA promises to meet the demands of the warfighter for leaner
and better systems while reducing costs for initial delivery and
logistical support as well as enhancing the pace of through-life
upgrades.

1

The US DoD and the UK MOD have taken the lead in defining
the IOA in their respective programmes and are guiding the
industry to align to the IOA landscape through official policies.
IOA and open standards will enable militaries to leverage the
open market’s innovation and competition to acquire better
technologies at a more cost-effective price to deliver new
capabilities.
For the Army, the journey towards modular open VEA started
early with the prototype development of the next-generation
fighting vehicle. The inauguration of the IOA since 2010 has
reinforced the way ahead for the VEA and will continue to refine
the current architectural design in the prototype.
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		Defence IQ is an international online community dedicated
to providing information regarding current military and defence
issues.
2

		GVA is available for download at http://www.dstan.mod.uk/
standards/defstans/. Registration for access is required.
3

		Three platform views are formulated under the Land Open
System Architecture (LOSA) – Generic Vehicle Architecture
(GVA), Generic Soldier Architecture (GSA) and Generic Base
Architecture (GBA). The three views will address integration
and interoperability issues for force level capabilities delivered
by a brigade. GSA and GBA are still work in progress.
4

		LOSA is an open, service based architecture for systems
integration and interoperability in land domain to deliver
coherent force elements.
5

		DDS specifications are publicly available at http://portals.
omg.org/dds/content/page/specifications.
6

		
A future release of LOSA is expected to address
interoperability within the land domain.
7

FOXHOUND and SV Scout are developed by General
Dynamics UK.

8

		Military Vetronics Association is an independent joint
industry and government group comprising representatives
from twelve NATO and PFP Nations.
9

		Registration is required for Army Knowledge Online access.
A sponsor is required to create a guest account for contractors
and non-US civilians.
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FRAMEWORK FOR MANAGING
SYSTEM-OF-SYSTEMS ILITIES
KANG Shian Chin, PEE Eng Yau, SIM Kok Wah, PANG Chung Khiang

ABSTRACT
The design of ilities in System-of-Systems (SoS) architecture is a key means to manage changes and uncertainties over the
long life cycle of an SoS. While there is broad consensus on the importance of ilities, there is generally a lack of agreement on
what they mean and a lack of clarity on how they can be engineered. This article presents the DSTA Framework for Managing
SoS Ilities, which coherently relates key ilities identified as important for SoS architectural design. Newly established in
January 2013 to guide Systems Architecting practitioners in DSTA, the framework also proposes a set of working definitions
of key SoS ilities and introduces notions of how they could be measured.
Keywords: System-of-Systems ilities, robustness, evolvability, flexibility, survivability

INTRODUCTION
A System-of-Systems (SoS) can be described as a set
of constituent systems or elements that are operationally
independent, but working together to provide capabilities that
are greater than the sum of its parts. Managed independently
and distributed geographically, these constituent systems

work together to perform unique function(s) or capabilities
which cannot be carried out by any individual constituent
system. Figure 1 shows an example of an SoS in which a range
of systems like coastal and airborne sensors, vessels and
information systems from various stakeholders are networked
to achieve a Maritime Security (MARSEC) capability.

Figure 1. Example of a MARSEC SoS
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Terms like robustness, resilience, flexibility, adaptability,
survivability, interoperability, sustainability, reliability, availability,
maintainability and safety are often used to describe desirable
attributes of an SoS. These attributes are commonly referred to
as ilities, because many of them end with –ility.
Ilities are attributes that characterise a system’s ability to
respond to changes, both foreseeable and unforeseeable. Ilities
are sometimes also known as non-functional requirements
because they do not describe what a system should do,

but rather how a system should be. For example, reliability,
availability, maintainability, survivability and resilience are
especially important non-functional attributes for military
SoS-es as they are expected to continue to perform under
harsh environments and even when under attack.

VALUE OF ILITIES
The design of ilities in SoS architecture is a key means to
ensure consistency of value delivery and to manage changes
and uncertainties over the long life cycle of an SoS. This
provides an enduring architecture that is robust and survivable,
yet flexible and forward-looking to allow the insertion of new
systems, technologies or concepts to evolve a new SoS due to
changing threats, technology or stakeholder needs. However,
there is a cost to implementing each ility as well as possible
trade-offs among certain ilities. For example, flexibility may add
vulnerability to the SoS. A balanced approach to ilities design
is therefore required and it is a practical approach to focus on
the key ilities.
Despite the well-acknowledged importance of ilities, there is
generally a lack of consensus on what they mean and a lack

of clarity of how they can be engineered, with the exception of
established areas like quality, safety and RAMS (i.e. Reliability,
Availability, Maintainability and Supportability).
Figure 2 shows a map of 20 of the most common ilities and
their inter-relationships based on a literature research by the
Systems Engineering Advancement Research Initiative group
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s Engineering
Systems Division. The thickness of the lines represents the
strength of the relationships based on co-occurrence in the
literature. The research suggests that a means-end hierarchy
of ilities could exist, with certain ilities supporting other
ilities. However, a universally accepted hierarchy has yet to
be established. It is clear that a practicable framework that
identifies the key ilities and their relationships will be helpful
in guiding the design of ilities in systems architectures. This
is the motivation behind the DSTA Framework for Managing
SoS Ilities.

KEY SOS ILITIES – ROBUSTNESS
AND EVOLVABILITY
SoS-es are typically designed to meet capability objectives
that span a range of predefined missions and tasks. The
SoS architecture designed to realise such a capability must
meet these baseline requirements i.e. fitting the purpose, and
must be robust in delivering the required performance under
predefined operating parameters and the associated
operational contingencies.
Often, the SoS also has to evolve to address changes in mission
context, key stakeholders’ needs and new technologies during

Figure 2. Map of common ilities and their inter-relationships based on co-occurrence in the literature
(de Weck, Rhodes, & Ross, 2012)
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its long life cycle. The changes can include requirements that
were either unforeseen, consciously deferred at the design
stage or requirements that are revised as context changes.
For example, uncertainty over the materialisation of a threat
and/or a lack of cost-effective technological solutions may
lead to the deferment of requirements to a later stage. These
requirements may be re-incorporated when there is more
clarity in the threat or solution space. The new requirements will
merge with the original baseline requirements to form the newly
evolved baseline requirements for the SoS. Some aspects of
the original baseline requirements that have become irrelevant
over time will be removed or revised in the process.
For instance, abrupt shifts in the maritime security landscape
(e.g. rise of non-state actors engaging in piracy) may
necessitate a significantly higher tempo of operations and/or
more surveillance nodes to be established for the MARSEC
SoS. These changes may create permanent stress to the
existing SoS infrastructure (e.g. communications architecture
or logistics chain) in a way that necessitates changes to SoS
design. For example, the availability of new technologies, the
commoditisation of satellite imagery or the maturation of fully
autonomous patrol vessels, may offer opportunities for force
transformation. These possible shifts in context are likely to
translate to revised requirements for the SoS.
From the requirements perspective, it is challenging for an SoS
to meet baseline requirements, and later, new evolutionary
requirements (i.e. unforeseen, revised or previously deferred
requirements that have design implications over time). The

ilities of Robustness and Evolvability for the SoS architectures
were introduced to deal with this challenge.

MEETING BASELINE
REQUIREMENTS: ROBUSTNESS
Robustness refers to the ability of an SoS to maintain its
required mission effectiveness across the entire mission
spectrum (e.g. threat/target types, peacetime to wartime, area
of operations) and associated operational contingencies (e.g.
jamming or damage by external threats, internal system failures)
as defined in the baseline requirements. The Robustness of an
SoS can be measured by how well it can achieve or maintain
the requisite level of Measure of Effectiveness (MOE) across
the entire mission spectrum. Ilities such as Survivability and
Sustainability refer to more specific aspects of Robustness
and can be considered second-order ilities that contribute to
Robustness.
For example, to achieve its high-level mission of ensuring
safe passage of maritime traffic, the MARSEC SoS would be
required to perform a range of tasks (e.g. surveillance, patrol,
boarding operations) and be able to handle the entire spectrum
of threats (e.g. oil tankers, passenger cruise, sailing vessels).
The associated operational contingencies would include
environmental conditions (e.g. extreme weather) and loss of
datalinks (e.g. interferences or jamming, equipment failure).
Figure 3 shows some possible MOE and scenarios that can be
used to evaluate the Robustness of MARSEC SoS in meeting
the baseline requirements.

MARSEC SoS – Baseline Requirements

Measure of Effectiveness

Missions/Tasks
• Surveillance
• Patrol
• Boarding Operations

Ability to detect and respond to maritime
incidents and threats
• P(success)

• Time Taken

Target/Threat Types
• Oil Tankers
• Passenger Cruise
• Sailing Vessels

Selected Set of Scenarios for Evaluation

Area of Operations
• Singapore Territorial Waters

Target/Threat Types

Associated Contingencies
• Extreme Weather
• Other Ad-hoc Missions

Missions/Tasks
• Surveillance

• Sailing Vessels

Area of Operations

• Singapore Territorial Waters
Associated Contingencies
• Sea State 5

Figure 3. Example of MOE and scenarios for evaluation of the robustness of a MARSEC SoS
in meeting baseline requirements
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A possible MOE of the MARSEC SoS can be defined as the
time taken to detect and respond to maritime incidents and
threats. Robustness of the MARSEC SoS can be measured
by how well the MOE stays above a minimum threshold, as
the MOE performance varies with respect to the mission
parameters like threat types, mission context and associated
contingencies. In reality, it is challenging to measure
Robustness across the entire parameter space due to the
many attributes and scenarios that need to be evaluated. A
practical approach in Systems Architecting would be to select
a range of scenarios (e.g. most likely, worst cases) to iteratively
arrive at a robust SoS design (see Figure 4). For evaluation of
alternative architecture designs, Robustness can be measured
by the number of scenarios where the MOE exceeds the
threshold, in accordance with the baseline requirements.

ASPECTS OF ROBUSTNESS SUSTAINABILITY AND SURVIVABILITY
Sustainability and Survivability are important aspects of
Robustness that enable an SoS to continue to operate
effectively throughout its mission cycle, with respect to both
internal contingencies (e.g. logistics demands, accidents,
system failures) as well as external disturbances (e.g. disruption
by adversary, neutral nations’ activities, lightning strikes).
a) Sustainability – An SoS can only be robust in meeting
its baseline requirements when it can operate in an effective
manner continuously during the mission period, and when it can
be maintained and supported in order to be ready for mission
throughout its life cycle i.e. being a sustainable capability. The
traditional realm of RAMS contributes to Sustainability.
b) Survivability – Survivability is the ability of an SoS to
withstand the impact of an external perturbation (e.g. destructive
actions taken by adversaries) on mission effectiveness.
The more survivable an SoS is, the greater the Robustness.
Survivability can be enhanced if the vulnerability of the system
(i.e. weaknesses that can be exploited or targeted) can be
reduced through system design. A more vulnerable system
that is of greater importance will be more likely to be targeted
(i.e. higher susceptibility). On the other hand, a more resilient
system can better withstand attacks.

Figure 4. Variation of MOE performance in key mission scenarios

Mission/System
Performance

Resilience refers to the ability of a system to absorb (e.g.
minimal or graceful degradation) the impact of a disruption
or attack, stay at or recover to above an acceptable level of
performance and sustain that level for an acceptable period

Start of Attack
or Disturbance

Normal
Performance
Acceptable
Performance

Extent of
Degradation

Emergency
Threshold
Duration of
Degradation

Time

Figure 5. Conceptual diagram for measuring vulnerability and resilience (Richards, Ross, Shah, & Hastings, 2009)
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of time. Resilience can be measured by the extent (the less
the better) and duration (the shorter the better) of degradation
in MOE performance when the SoS is attacked (see Figure 5).
A more resilient SoS would be able to reduce the extent and
duration of any degradation in performance and ensure that
they are within acceptable threshold values.
To illustrate using the MARSEC example, there can be a
possible jamming threat affecting Line-of-Sight communication
between the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) and shore-based
Command Centre (C2). This aspect of the SoS architecture can
be designed to have greater Survivability either by reducing
the vulnerability (e.g. protection against jamming) or enhancing
resilience by limiting the degree of degradation (e.g. secondary
communication means).

MEETING NEW REQUIREMENTS:
EVOLVABILITY
Evolvability refers to the ability of the SoS to incorporate the
required design changes to meet new requirements that arise
over time, while maintaining Robustness with respect to the
newly evolved baseline requirements. SoS architecture review
may be required if substantial redesign is needed. Evolvability
can be measured by the cumulative cost of transition in terms
of capital costs, engineering complexity and/or manpower over
time.
In the MARSEC example, the SoS can be considered to be
evolvable if it is able to scale up in response to a higher tempo
or a larger area of operations, and if it is able to incorporate new

technological opportunities with relative ease or a relatively
low cost of transition (see Figure 6). On the other hand, a less
evolvable SoS design may need significant reworking of the
existing systems and infrastructure, incurring engineering costs
and causing disruptions to operations. Possible design choices
that enhance evolvability in this case may include adopting a
modular task force design, avoiding tight coupling between
constituent systems and adopting open data standards and
protocols.
The Evolvability of an SoS architecture design can be
evaluated across multiple sets of requirement scenarios over
time (e.g. Years 2020, 2025, 2030). The expected cumulative
cost of transition that enables the SoS to meet the revised
baseline requirements robustly in each time frame can be
used to quantify Evolvability. This metric can be used for
relative comparisons between SoS alternatives. In view of the
long time horizon and uncertainty of future requirements, the
evaluation will be limited to foreseeable new requirements in
the specified time frames (i.e. the known unknowns). The need
for a complete architecture redesign will arise when the SoS
can no longer evolve to meet new critical requirement(s) that
arise(s) in the future.

KEY ENABLING ILITY - FLEXIBILITY
Flexibility is the degree of ease of effecting change(s) to the
SoS, in response to external or internal changes, in order to
maintain its mission effectiveness. There are two different types
of flexibility – operational versus design.

Figure 6. Evolving MARSEC SoS for higher tempo and technology insertion
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a) Operational Flexibility – An operationally flexible SoS
will be able to transit with relative ease between different
modes of operations to satisfy a range of missions and the
associated operational contingencies. Clearly, Operational
Flexibility enables Robustness. Operational Flexibility can
be measured by the transition cost (e.g. degree of human
intervention, time, operations and support cost) associated
with effecting the SoS change(s).
For example, a MARSEC SoS that comprises mostly multimission platforms is inherently more operationally flexible than
one that requires different specialised platforms and systems
to be deployed for different missions. This is because the latter
would incur more time, higher level of human intervention and
possibly, higher operating costs to be reconfigured for different
mission modes.
b) Design Flexibility – The attribute of Design Flexibility
will enable the SoS to incorporate the required changes with
relative ease to meet new requirements. Design Flexibility
can be measured by the cost of transition (e.g. capital cost,
manpower, time, engineering complexity) when the change is
triggered.
It is useful to note that Design Flexibility is evaluated with respect
to a specific change at a particular instance in time, whereas
Evolvability is a more enduring quality that manifests itself
over the long term, after a number of SoS design evolutions.
Evolvability can also be understood as (Design) Flexibility over
time, but Flexibility does not amount to Evolvability. While an
evolvable SoS would exhibit Flexibility over the long term, an
SoS that is not evolvable could still exhibit some Flexibility in
response to specific changes in requirements.
In the MARSEC example, the SoS may be able to incorporate
additional platforms (e.g. Maritime Patrol Aircraft) or new
mission modules from existing vendors, thereby exhibiting a
certain degree of Design Flexibility. However, the same SoS
could be limited in its ability to incorporate next-generation

technologies (e.g. digital radar to replace analogue radar) due
to tight coupling of component systems that use proprietary
data formats or the use of legacy system components with
limited upgrade paths. These previous design choices would
limit the Evolvability of the SoS.

SPECIFIC FORMS OF FLEXIBILITY
Agility, Adaptability and Scalability are commonly used ilities
that can be seen as specific forms of Flexibility (see Figure 7).
Agility is a form of Flexibility where the degree of ease is
measured in terms of time. The term ‘Agility’ is used when
a quick transition of the SoS in response to change is of
primary importance. For example, a MARSEC SoS would be
operationally agile if it could switch quickly from anti-piracy
patrols to search-and-rescue mission when a passenger cruise
ship is in distress.
Adaptability is a form of Flexibility reflecting the degree of
intervention needed to adjust an SoS to meet a new situation
or requirement. A highly adaptable SoS is able to adjust by
itself without intervention. Examples of intervention may
include user-led intervention where there is a need for the
user to sense-make, decide and initiate adaptation responses
or technician-enabled interventions where there is a need for
technicians to reconfigure the SoS. For example, a MARSEC
SoS may include a fleet of unmanned UAV that is able to
sense, analyse and respond collaboratively to different weather
conditions (e.g. strong winds, heavy rain) and change its patrol
patterns without operator intervention. Such an SoS can be
considered to exhibit a higher level of Adaptability compared
to one that requires an operator to monitor weather conditions
through a third party application and decide on the new patrol
patterns.
Scalability is a form of Flexibility reflecting the ease of
increasing the scale of the SoS either during mission period or
over its life cycle. It can be measured in terms of transition cost.

Nature of Change
(e.g. Task, Threat Type, Scale,
Operating Conditions, etc.)

Transition Cost
(e.g. Capital Cost, Human
Intervention, Time, etc.)

Specific Forms of
Flexibility

Any

Any

Flexibility

Scale

Any

Scalability

Any

Time

Agility

Any

Human Intervention

Adaptability

Figure 7. Specific forms of flexibility in relation to the nature of change and transition cost
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For example, a MARSEC SoS may be required to expand its
area of responsibility due to mission contingencies (e.g. ad-hoc
missions). A spike in terrorist attacks on merchant ships may
require the MARSEC SoS to increase its frequency of patrols
and boarding operations. A scalable SoS will be able to cope
with such spikes or permanent scaling up of operations with
relative ease. In the employment of unmanned technologies,
a MARSEC SoS where one operator is able to control multiple
UAVs will be more scalable than an SoS where one operator
can only control one platform at a time.

FUNDAMENTAL SOS ILITY INTEROPERABILITY
Interoperability is a fundamental ility for an SoS. The SoS
Interoperability Requirements – defined to enable the
constituent systems or elements to work coherently with
one another to achieve the desired operational effect – are
necessary and have to be realised. Any interoperability gaps
will likely result in the SoS not being able to meet its capability
objectives. As illustrated in Figure 8, there are different levels
or layers of Interoperability including physical, protocol, data
and information layers. The degree of Interoperability can be

9. Political Objectives
8. Harmonised Strategy Doctrines
7. Aligned Operations
6. Aligned Procedures
5. Knowledge/Awareness
4. Information Interoperability
3. Data/Object Model Interoperability
2. Protocol Interoperability
1. Physical Interoperability
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Technical
Interoperability

Figure 8. Layers of coalition interoperability framework (Tolk, 2003)

measured by how well the SoS constituent elements provide
and/or accept data, information, material and services from
one another.

Higher Interoperability realised within an SoS than what is
necessary would contribute to Robustness, if subsequently
such additional Interoperability design proves to enable
additional Operational Flexibility for the SoS to handle previously
undefined operational contingencies during missions. Higher

Figure 9. DSTA framework for managing SoS ilities (across requirement/parameter space)
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Organisational
Interoperability
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Interoperability design provisions can contribute to Evolvability
if it is congruent with the direction of SoS design evolution.
For example, a MARSEC SoS may have been originally
designed for all messages (e.g. radar tracks from air and surface
platforms) to pass through the shore-based C2 before the fused
situational picture is retransmitted to the respective platforms.
Interoperability between the various platforms with the shorebased C2 would be sufficient to ensure Robustness across
the set of baseline requirements for all stated missions and
areas of operations. An alternative design whereby platforms
could also pass messages among themselves without going
through the shore-based C2 is more interoperable, although
the Robustness with respect to baseline requirements may not
be superior to the former. However, if a new requirement arises
later where the constituent systems need to share situational
awareness picture directly with one another (e.g. for situations
where the shore-based C2 is out of communication range or
when latency requirement becomes more stringent), the latter
with higher interoperability designed upfront would offer added
Flexibility to meet this new mission requirement.

SoS
Requirements

DSTA FRAMEWORK FOR MANAGING
SOS ILITIES
The articulation of various key ilities and their relationships
to one another is consolidated in the DSTA Framework for
Managing SoS Ilities. Figure 9 shows how these ilities relate
to one other across the requirements (baseline versus new
requirements with design implications) and mission parameters
space. Figure 10 shows how these ilities relate to one another
across the different time periods or spirals of SoS evolutionary
development.
In summary, Robustness and Evolvability are the two key
high-level ilities that the SoS architecture should possess.
Sustainability and Survivability are important aspects of
Robustness. Operational Flexibility and Design Flexibility
contribute to Robustness and Evolvability respectively.
Interoperability is the fundamental ility that enables the
realisation of SoS capability.

Baseline Requirements

New Requirements

(Defined at the initial architecting phase)

Mission Spectrum
(i) Mission Context

Parameter
(ii) Targets and Threat
Space for SoS
Types
Requirements (iii) Operating Conditions
(iv) Scale

Operational
Contingencies
External
Internal
Perturbations Perturbations
(e.g. Disruptive (e.g. System
Failures)
Actions)

(Previously deferred or unforeseen requirements that
emerge during operations and implementation phase
leading to design implications)
Examples of New Requirements:
(i) Future Threat or Vulnerability
(ii) New Mission/Tasks
(iii) New Opportunity (e.g. technology or resource)
(iv) Increased Scale of Operations

ROBUSTNESS

Key SoS
Ilities

(Survivability and Sustainability are specific aspects of
Robustness. Reducing system vulnerability and increasing
system resilience enhances Survivability. The traditional
realms of Reliability, Availability, Maintainability and
Supportability contributes to Sustainability.)

EVOLVABILITY

(Can be understood as Flexibility over time)

FLEXIBILITY

(Agility, Scalability, Adaptability are specific forms of Flexibility.)

Key
Enabling
Ilities

Design Flexibility

Operational Flexibility
INTEROPERABILITY

(Interoperability is a fundamental ility that enables SoS capabilities. Higher Interoperability would enhance
Robustness, if it enables additional Operational Flexibility. Greater interoperability design can contribute to
Evolvability if it is congruent with the direction of the SoS design evolution.)
Figure 10. DSTA framework for managing SoS ilities (across time periods/spirals)
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CONCLUSION
The design of ilities in SoS architecture is a key means to
manage changes and uncertainties over the long life cycle of
an SoS. A well-designed systems architecture that has the
attributes of key ilities will be an enduring architecture that
is forward-looking and allows the insertion of new systems,
technologies or concepts for a SoS to evolve to address
changing environment, technology or stakeholders’ needs. The
DSTA Framework for Managing SoS Ilities pioneers the effort
to identify and relate coherently key ilities for enduring SoS
architectural design. The framework also introduces notions of
how these ilities can be measured, which facilitates evaluation
of alternative architecture designs.
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OPTIMISING COMPLEX NETWORKED
SYSTEMS AVAILABILITY
CHENG Siew Yen, SEAH Yong Huang Lester

ABSTRACT
With the Singapore Armed Forces (SAF) building up network-centric warfare capabilities, the reliance on the multiplier
effects from interconnectivity and collaborative operations among forces becomes increasingly critical. Availability has been
applied typically at the system level, as a means to analyse the readiness and logistics effectiveness of the fighting force.
Such a standalone system level Measure of Effectiveness is no longer adequate to capture complex interdependency and
ensure the readiness of networked systems in a holistic manner.
Today, the Optimised Decisions in Networks (ODIN) tool equips DSTA, the Ministry of Defence and the SAF with the ability
to quantify networked system architecture and to identify critical links or bottlenecks that enhance design decision of the
architecture. It provides the means to examine network robustness and survivability under complex threat environment.
ODIN seeks to perform resource (spares, technicians) optimisation at the network or System-of-Systems level to ensure
they are considered holistically to meet stringent demands. This article aims to describe the methodologies and capabilities
of ODIN.
Keywords: complex networked system availability, system interdependency and connectivity, resource optimisation, network
architecture evaluation

INTRODUCTION
The next-generation Singapore Armed Forces (SAF) is seeing
revolutionary changes in operation tempo, mission definition
and combat service support. Systems are becoming more
interconnected and interdependent to leverage the network
and information as force multipliers. For instance, a typical
defence capability will consist of not one but several systems,
namely weapons systems connected to communication
and sensor systems, with each possibly taking the form of a
complex network. Planning done at the system (platform) level
is no longer adequate to ensure mission success for such
network-centric operations.
The Optimised Decisions in Networks (ODIN) tool was
developed to meet the challenge in transforming operation
concepts. ODIN was developed with the ability to simulate
complex network topology while incorporating the network
systems operational profile, logistics maintenance support
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concept, system reliability and combat damage modelling. This
tool aims to quantify interdependency and interconnectivity
across component systems in a networked system. With the
means to quantify, ODIN enables one to identify weak links
and optimise resources at a network level that ensures mission
success for network-centric operations.
This article discusses the concepts and methodology applied
to a system-centric model and elaborates on how the model
is extended with the capability of networked modelling to
become a full fledged tool, ODIN.

SYSTEM LEVEL AVAILABILITY
System level availability (Ao) is defined as the average
availability of the system out in the field. Take the example of a
sensor. Factors that influence the sensor system Ao cover not
just the system inputs in terms of reliability and maintainability,
but also the operational concept and logistics factors such

as maintenance support concept, spares, technicians level
and available maintenance window (see Figure 1). Improving
system availability involves not just the optimal allocation of
spare parts across maintenance agencies but it is also highly
dependent on how the sensor is being operated, its inherent
system performance and the corresponding supporting
maintenance factors.
The above factors can be translated into a quantifiable steady
state Ao formula for a system of multiple Line Replaceable
Units1 (LRUs) indexed by k, k=1,…, k, as shown in the equation
below. An Ao of 80% indicates that it is ready for mission on
an average of 80 out of 100 hours. Statistically, it can also
be interpreted as having an average of 8 out of 10 systems
available.

Where MTBD is the mean time between demand and waiting
time,
is defined by Little’s Law.
A modified version of the formula is proposed as follows (Lau,
Song, See, & Cheng, 2006):

Where EBOk : Expected backorder of LRUk

MTBFk: Mean Time between failures of LRUk
MTTRk: Mean Time to remove and replace LRUk
Nsys: Number of system deployed
UR: Utilisation rate of system
QPMk: Quantity of LRUk that the system has

System level Ao is computed based on the summation across
all the LRUs within the system. However, at a networked
system level where the end-to-end mission requires collection
of systems operating with certain interoperability and
interdependency, such standalone system level Ao is no longer
adequate.

NETWORKED SYSTEM AVAILABILITY
Networked system availability is defined as the availability
of the interconnected systems at an end-to-end level. It
quantifies the availability of having a link from one point to the
other while having to route through the various component
systems. Each of the component systems has its individual Ao
defined by system level dependency on system, operational
and logistics factors shown in Figure 1. Many often argue that
such networked Ao can be obtained by simply multiplying
them together using analytical formulae. This will derive a quick
answer to the simple series-parallel type of networked system

Figure 1. Factors influencing the sensor availability
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shown in Figure 2. However, such a method is very restrictive.
First, typical networked systems are often meshed to meet the
network redundancy requirements and it is difficult to formulate
the analytical equation. Second, it is not possible to capture the
interoperability and interdependency that occur simultaneously
across the multiple system types. The largest drawback lies
in the analytical formulae multiplying the average of each
component system Ao and hence losing the interdependency
effect across systems that is the critical basis to the availability

of a networked system. In the next section, the limitation of
applying system level availability to an increasingly networked
system environment is further illustrated.

Analysing Networked System Availability
Using an integrated system live-firing exercise as illustrated in
Figure 3, sensors in the form of an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
(UAV) or Artillery Hunting Radar (ARTHUR) are used to conduct

Figure 2. Analytical computation for simple networked system availability

Figure 3. Integrated systems live-firing exercise
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battlefield surveillance and detect potential targets. Images of
the ground surveillance are sent back to the command post via
a communication network that allows the commander to decide
on the appropriate strike platforms to take out the adversaries.
From the command post, the target positions and information
are sent via a communication network to the strike platform,
which will engage and ensure the destruction of the acquired
targets. It is evident that the mission success of acquiring
and destroying the adversary is dependent on the integrated
working of all systems types inclusive of communication
networks. Should any of the systems be down, the mission will
fail.
Typically, Ao, spares and resources are evaluated and allocated
for each individual system; for example, Ao of 80% for each
of the sensor and shooter systems. Such measurement is
unable to reflect the interdependency of the various systems
across the communication network for the mission. It may also
potentially lead to under or over provision of resources and
impact the logistical readiness of the systems.
A simplified “acquire and destroy” mission calculation is shown
in Figure 4, where ARTHUR is used as the sensor, PRIMUS
as the weapon system, command post as the command and
control centre, and a fixed communication network as the
means of information and data transmission. By adopting a
standalone system as the criteria for resource or maintenance
support planning, the planner would ensure an Ao of about
80% for each of the individual system. However, from the
“acquire and destroy” mission definition, it would require all the
systems to be functioning together. If the planner’s resource
planning for each system is at 80% Ao, the entire networked
system would have a maximum logistical readiness of only
40% by simple multiplication. Therefore, resource planning
should be carried out at the networked system level. Planners
can no longer perform their resource and maintenance support
planning by treating each system as a standalone system.
With the interdependency among the systems, the Ao of each

ARTHUR
Ao=80%

Comms
Ao=80%

system may no longer be treated independent of one another.
Measurement of the performance of the networked system
“acquire and destroy” mission needs to be performed within
the model itself.

EXTENDING NETWORK Ao
COMPUTATION
With such a complex network structure, system level Ao
measurement can no longer suffice as a good Measure of
Effectiveness (MOE) as it becomes more dynamic and largely
dependent on the context. Two MOEs will first be defined and
how these MOEs are used will be illustrated.

Mission Ao/Probability of Mission Success
Mission Ao will see tighter integration between the operational
and logistical contexts. This MOE requires the operational
context to define how the operators had intended to interoperate
the systems to ensure mission success. This mission Ao is
highly dynamic and dependent on mission definition.
As illustrated in Figure 4, the mission Ao is defined as the
“acquire and destroy” mission. It measures the probability
of having sensors acquire the targets and transmitting the
information to the appropriate shooters for them to take out
the adversaries simultaneously. Mission Ao can also take the
form of division to brigade Ao which measures the end-to-end
availability from division to brigade by factoring the means for
commanders to communicate to ensure mission success.

Matrix of System-to-System Ao
In some scenarios such as a large communication network,
single networked system Ao does not adequately represent and
evaluate the performance of such a large networked system.
Instead, a paradigm shift towards the use of upper triangular

Command Post
Ao=80%

PRIMUS
Ao=80%

Ao(Mission) = maximum 40%?
Figure 4. Simple illustration of integrated mission Ao computation
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Figure 5. Illustration of the upper triangular matrix tabulation of system-to-system Ao

matrix of system-to-system Ao proves to be a better MOE
when there are multiple source-sink pairs and bi-directional
traffic profiles, as illustrated in Figure 5. This matrix MOE allows
one to evaluate each pair of system-to-system Ao and aids in
identifying the weak links and bottlenecks at a quick glance.
For example, system-to-system availability of system 24 to
system 58 is low at 22.8% while system-to-system availability
from system 51 to system 58 is at 73.2%.

IMPLEMENTATION AND CASE
STUDIES
The MOEs discussed earlier are implemented within ODIN
and further illustrated using two case studies. The tool’s
detailed capabilities, implementation algorithms and software
architecture are described in the Appendix.

Case Study 1: Networked System
Architecture Evaluation
As part of the architectural evaluation of the robustness of
the Networked Air Defence design (see Figure 6) in meeting
its mission objectives, end-to-end network availability
from sensor to command and control (C2) to shooters was
performed. Several key considerations such as sensor network
were factored in since there was no dedicated sensor-toshooter pairs. In addition, shooters were dispersed across
large geographical locations and linked back to the central
C2 system. Moreover, there was the need to handle the IT
infrastructure and communication equipment to provide the
connectivity among sensor, shooter and C2. Adding to the
complication was the different network configurations across
different mission phases. All these were modelled through the
ODIN multiple network layers that were interconnected and
inter-linked to provide end-to-end mission readiness.

Figure 6. Evaluation of robustness of Networked Air Defence architecture (Ministry of Defence, 2007)
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In terms of methodology, interactions of the systems
were viewed as a network with multiple nodes and links.
Performance was measured in terms of the ability to pass
through from the source to the sink node without encountering
any interruptions from any broken links or nodes. Such
breakage could be a result of individual system failures, threat
scenarios or each system’s unique logistical factors.
Due to the different capabilities of the sensors and shooters
in terms of range and threat types, no single mission Ao could
be defined. Instead, a matrix of MOEs based on the threat
and campaign type was used. For example, against threat
X, availability was measured from Sensor A or B to Shooter
I or II. ODIN enabled the mission readiness of Networked Air
Defence to be evaluated in totality despite the independent
management of individual systems. This ensured robustness
in networked system architecture design with respect to
connectivity between the component systems. This was
achieved through the quantification and identification of weak
links and/or vulnerabilities which enabled the optimisation of
the Networked Air Defence Ao through improved connectivity
configuration and incorporation of system redundancy.

Case Study 2: Networked System Resource
Optimisation
A command, control, communications and computers (C4)
system consists of many component systems connected
together in a functional relationship. Typically, Ao is measured

and resources are catered for at a system or node level.
However, it does not provide a commander with a sense of the
mission readiness. Hence, this study aimed to evaluate endto-end network Ao from division to brigade level by piecing
together the radios, phones, Command Control Information
System to trunk communication equipment. ODIN provided the
means to quantify the network Ao down to data versus voice.
Such an approach ensured that the spares deployment from
different equipment were well balanced with respect to end-toend availability.
Optimising end-to-end Ao requires trade-off across multiple
factors. For network architecture, it involves deciding between
the number of radio links and the number of radio redundancies
available for each system node. There is also trade-off among
the various system configurations as well as the logistics input
of spares deployment and support to determine the response
to system and network downtime.

With ODIN, the modelling approach takes a step back to look
at the fundamental functional level. Instead of the physical
series-parallel reliability block diagram modelling, functional
routing within and across the systems are modelled so that
the system configuration design and differentiation between
the voice (V) and data (D) routes can be captured accurately.
Figure 7 shows the different possible routing paths to reach
end-to-end between the voice-to-voice and data-to-data
system nodes.

Physical series-parallel reliability block diagram

System Configuration

Figure 7. Illustration of physical series-parallel reliability block diagram modelling versus functional
network routes modelling
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Through such detailed modelling, overall end-to-end network
Ao can be optimised globally across various factors including
increased client redundancy, improved response time in spares
support, review of system configuration design to achieve
spares optimisation across systems, as well as operations
and logistics at the network level. It involves the levelling of
resources across the different component system nodes such
as providing identified bottlenecks with higher resources.

POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS
Through quantifying the availability of the network, identifying
weak links and managing system dependencies, ODIN can be
used for the following potential applications:
a) front-end planning tool in the design of resilient networked
system architecture or for network planning
b) multi-resource optimisation at networked system level
to obtain cost-effective solutions while ensuring end-to-end
mission readiness
c) logistic planning tool to aid the commander in verifying that
the logistics plans are able to support operational plans and
vice versa

CONCLUSION
ODIN now equips DSTA, the Ministry of Defence and the SAF
with the ability to evaluate end-to-end availability of networked
system architecture and captures the interconnectivity and
interdependency across the various systems. It allows one to
identify the vulnerabilities and resilience of architecture towards
threats. Most importantly, spares and resource optimisation can
now be done at a networked system level that result in costeffective solutions to ensure end-to-end mission readiness.

APPENDIX
INTRODUCING ODIN
ODIN provides the means to model and evaluate the Ao at a
networked system level to reflect the interconnectivity among
systems. Critical links and bottlenecks can hence be easily
identified by measuring end-to-end Ao between system nodes.
The tool also provides the ability to evaluate the survivability
of the network when subjected to combat damage scenarios.
In addition, ODIN allows the evaluation of network robustness
when subjected to various what-if scenarios; for instance, is
the network still able to fulfil its original mission intent when one
or two nodes are down?
ODIN provides the capability to optimise the spares and
resources at a network level. In this way, resources are no
longer allocated uniformly across all systems. Instead, systems
found to be the bottleneck or weak links identified from end-toend evaluation will be allocated higher resource level to better
optimise network availability in a more holistic manner. This
trade-off ensures that mission readiness can be achieved at
the end-to-end level using the most cost-effective approach.
ODIN’s key capabilities are outlined in Figure A1.

ODIN Methodologies
There have been extensive publications on the performance
of network analysis or quantifying resiliency in the context
of networks. Research on network reliability quantifies the
probability that the network performs its intended function for a
specific mission time under known, normal operating conditions
(Elsayed, 1996). Other approaches look at quantifying the

ODIN analyses interdependent factors across
networked systems to ensure mission readiness
Key Capabilities:

1. ODIN provides the ability to evaluate and optimise for end-to-end availability across
networked system.
2. ODIN boosts the robustness and resiliency of network architecture through
network analysis.
3. ODIN contributes to mission readiness by optimising resources at networked
system level.
Figure A1. ODIN’s key capabilities at a glance
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resilience of the network when subjected to external causes of
component failure such as potential catastrophic failures due
to attacks, disasters etc (Whitson & Ramirez-Marquez, 2009).
Within the ODIN model, measurement of network performance
with reliability and probabilistic combat damage (external
factors) as failure sources was adopted. Dependencies of the
various systems are also looked into to aid in identifying any
correlation and weak links.
In a networked system domain, the interaction of the various
systems can be viewed as a network with multiple nodes and
links. In ODIN, the source node is defined as the origin and
the sink node as the destination. For the network, performance
is measured in terms of the ability to pass through from the
source to the sink without any interruption from any broken
links or nodes. Each system is represented as a node and it can
be mapped from the source to the sink system with its network
Ao measured. Each individual system availability is affected by
its inherent system/component reliability, external probabilistic
combat damage together with its unique logistical factors (e.g.
maintenance support concept, finite resources) while operating
together under the networked system concept as illustrated in
Figures A2 and A3.
The mission success of a networked system often requires
some degree of interoperability among the individual systems
which may be physically sited in different network layers. In
order to address this concept of operations, multi-layered
networks are modelled within the same model through the
concept of network mesh and sub-layers. For example, in the
“acquire and destroy” mission, the interdependency can be

modelled without complicating the network and yet achieve the
effect of system dependency on the communication network
by modelling the communication network as a common mesh
layer.
With the use of such a network mesh, users are able to model
the interaction and interdependency on different network
layers within the same model. The run time of the model is
reduced significantly as the network mesh provides the means
of decomposition of large complex network layers. Each layer
can be computed independently and their interdependency
merged rather than computing for a huge complex network
(see Figure A4). In addition, rule sets that govern unique
routing of each of the network layers can be customised and
implemented to capture the network performance accurately.

ODIN Tool Architecture
ODIN is made up of numerous libraries and engines, each
designed with unique methods and functionalities. Three
main engines, namely the process simulation engine, resource
optimisation engine and network search computation engine,
are integrated to provide the full capabilities of ODIN. The
process simulation engine adopts a Monte Carlo simulation
method to evaluate the dynamics and stochastic system
failures, logistics supply chain, repair process and mission
profile. The resource optimisation engine built using
mathematical
algorithms
provides
optimum
spares
recommendation. Finally, the network search computation
engine adopts path searching techniques to compute and
evaluate the interdependency across networked systems.

ARTHUR

APACHE
COMMAND
POST

UAV

Comms
Network

Comms
Network

PRIMUS

Figure A2. A representation of ”acquire and destroy” mission as a network

ARTHUR

=

:

Figure A3. Illustration of how a system consisting of multiple LRUs can be represented within a system node, e.g. ARTHUR
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Together, they provide a holistic solution to the optimisation
of complex networked system availability. A high level
architectural view of ODIN is illustrated in Figure A5.
Typically there are two types of failure demand: one arising
from component reliability failures and the other due to combat
damage as a result of executing a combat mission. The unique
nature of each problem type uses different methods in providing
a solution in ODIN. Failures in reliability are approximated

with mathematical formulation while combat damage failures
are approximated via stochastics. For reliability spares
optimisation, mathematical formulation – an approximate to
Palm’s theorem and classical Multi-Echleon Inventory theory
(Lau et al., 2006; Sherbrooke, 1992; Alfredson, 1997) – is used.
The combination of metaheuristic algorithm with Monte Carlo
simulation (Dubi, 2000) is adopted for combat damage spares
optimisation.

Acquire and Destroy Mission

Figure A4. Illustration of the use of network mesh for modelling the interdependency of different network layers

Figure A5. An architectural view of ODIN
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ENDNOTES
1

While LRU is defined as Line Replaceable Unit, SRU is
defined as Shop Repairable Unit.
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ON-SITE RADAR PERFORMANCE
VERIFICATION TESTING
TAN Kheng Tat Marcus, TEO Seow Khye

ABSTRACT
Radar on-site testing and performance verification marks a critical milestone in the delivery phase of a radar project. The
costs for field testing are usually much greater than that for factory tests and actual test conditions are difficult to control.
Live targets are usually limited and repeated tests utilise resources and manpower. Hence it is important to understand the
interpretation of the outcome of the trials against the backdrop of the number of runs and the specified performance limit.
This article aims to set out the methodology to derive the number of trials required to verify a certain radar performance
parameter. This is based on a certain confidence interval as well as the acceptable consumer’s and producer’s risk.
Keywords: radar, performance, verification, testing, consumer’s risk, producer’s risk

INTRODUCTION
The word, ‘radar’, belongs to the category of words, called
palindromes, which is spelt the same forward and backward.
Examples include ‘civic’, ‘kayak’, ‘madam’ etc. Incidentally, this
holds a special meaning for radar too, as radar is the acronym
for RAdio Detection And Ranging, i.e. it senses targets by
transmitting forward wave as well as detecting and processing
the backscatter energy. Radar has been the leading player in
the field of remote sensing since World War II. Today, it still
retains this important position as a sensor capable of 24/7 allweather operations and all-round, long range surveillance for
different types of targets.
Indeed, the criticality of radar and the verification of its asinstalled performance cannot be overlooked. This is usually
conducted on site in the local environment using real, live
targets belonging to the buyer. It is an important milestone to
verify the performance of the radar in its operating environment.
The costs for field testing are usually much greater than that
for laboratory tests and also, actual test conditions are difficult
to control. Therefore, such testing using live targets is usually
limited to the critical radar performance parameters as it incurs
much time, manpower, resources and planning. Thus, the
number of trials is usually limited and it is therefore important
to understand the interpretation of the outcome of the trials
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against the backdrop of the number of runs and the specified
performance limit.
For example, when trying to determine the probability of
detection, Pd, of a radar during a radar on-site acceptance
test, nine successful detections out of 10 scans are obtained.
It cannot be safely concluded that the Pd of the radar is
0.9. It can, however, be said that with 10 trials, there is 80%
confidence that the Pd lies within the 0.66 to 0.99 interval.
Here, “0.66 to 0.99” indicates the confidence interval and if this
interval is to be narrowed down, either the sample size or the
number of trials would need to be increased.
How many samples are then needed? For example, if 90%
confidence that the Pd is 0.9 is desired, then 17 successes out
of 22 trials are needed. However, if only 10 trials are conducted
and nine successful detections are obtained, what does this
translate to?

AIM
This article aims to address the questions posed in the
scenario above and how results obtained from live trials
can be interpreted. It will first provide a primer on Bernoulli
trials and the Binomial distribution, and then introduce the
concept of confidence interval and the terms, producer’s risk

and consumer’s risk. It will also set out the methodology to
derive the number of trials required to verify a certain radar
performance parameter based on a certain confidence interval
as well as the acceptable consumer’s and producer’s risk.

BERNOULLI TRIALS AND THE
BINOMIAL DISTRIBUTION
A Bernoulli trial is a trial with a pass-fail criterion, i.e. there are
only two possible outcomes of the experiment – either a pass or
a fail. In radar testing, radar parameters are measured against
a threshold and a pass or success is considered if the returned
parameter crosses this threshold. For example, in testing the
detection range performance of a radar for a specified target,
the radiated energy returned is measured and the target
is considered detected if this energy measured is above a
threshold level. Hence most radar tests are pass-fail tests and
can be modelled by Bernoulli trials. Successive independent
Bernoulli trials are modelled by the Binomial distribution.
Let n be the total number of independent trials and m be the
total number of successes. The probability of success, p̂, is
m
then given by p̂= n . Note that p̂ denotes the probability of
success for the test and is different from the true probability of
success of the radar, which is denoted by p.
Now, denote the radar
variable X and assume
i.e. X
Bin(n,p) with
probability of getting
given as:

performance parameter by a random
that X follows a Binomial distribution,
true probability of success, p. The
exactly m successes in n trials is

where
. Note that this is also the probability
distribution function, p.d.f., of X. The cumulative distribution
function, c.d.f., is then given by:

Hence, as the number of trials, n, increases, the variance of p̂
will decrease proportionally, resulting in a better estimate of the
actual value p, the true radar parameter.

DETERMINING THE MINIMUM
NUMBER OF TRIALS
The minimum number of trials needed to satisfy a particular
confidence level is given by Gilliam, Leigh, Rukhin, and
Strawderman (2009) and the idea is generalised below.
Assume that the radar parameter of interest is the probability of
detection, Pd. Each trial is then a Bernoulli trial (i.e. either hit or
miss / success or failure) and the distribution of successive trials
is a Binomial distribution. Let n be the number of trials and m
be the number of successes. Assume it is needed to be shown
that the Pd is above a specified value denoted here as Pdsp.
The confidence level, CL, is then the likelihood that Pd≥Pdsp.
That is:

CL

Noting that m can take on values between 0 and n, i.e.
0 ≤ m ≤ n, then:

Hence:

CL
After simplification, the following relationship is derived:

CL)
The mean, E[X], and variance, Var[X], of X are given by np and
np(1-p) respectively, i.e. E[X]=np and Var[X]=np(1-p).
The mean, E[p̂], and variance, Var[p̂], for p̂ (where p̂ is
the unbiased estimate of p) are given by E[p̂]=p and
Var[p̂] =
.

where nmin is the minimum number of trials required to establish
the specified Pdsp for a desired CL. The following tables list the
minimum number of trials, nmin, for varying confidence level,
CL in %, and the specified probability of detection, Pdsp.
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Confidence Level (%)
		
(for Pdsp = 80%)

50

68

80

90

95

95.5

96

98

99

99.75

nmin

4

6

8

11

14

14

15

18

21

27

Table 1. Minimum number of trials required for a 80% probability of detection with varying confidence level

Confidence Level (%)
		
(for Pdsp = 90%)

50

68

80

90

95

95.5

96

98

99

99.75

nmin

7

11

16

22

29

30

31

38

44

57

Table 2. Minimum number of trials required for a 90% probability of detection with varying confidence level

Confidence Level (%)
		
(for Pdsp = 95%)

50

68

80

90

95

95.5

96

98

99

99.75

nmin

14

23

32

45

59

61

63

77

90

117

Table 3. Minimum number of trials required for a 95% probability of detection with varying confidence level

Note that the tables are based on the consumer’s risk, , and
are only for a right-tail test and Binomial distribution.

DETERMINING THE MINIMUM
NUMBER OF SUCCESSES
As most radar tests are right-tailed, the null hypothesis to be
tested should be for the radar parameter p, to be equal to its
estimate, p against the alternative that p≥p. In order for the
null hypothesis to be accepted with confidence level of CL, the
following has to be true with L defined as the upper limit of the
confidence interval.

HYPOTHESIS TESTING
What then, are the risks to the producer and consumer by
accepting the radar based on the above trial parameters? To
answer these questions, the topic of hypothesis testing needs
to be discussed.
Hypothesis testing is a methodology for testing a claim about
a parameter in a population, by using test data measured
from sampling. The idea behind hypothesis testing, as its
name suggests, is to come up with a hypothesis regarding a
population parameter and to test whether the hypothesis is
true by determining the likelihood that a sample statistic could
have been selected.
The four main steps in hypothesis testing are (i) Defining the
hypothesis, (ii) Determining the criteria to accept or reject the
criteria, (iii) Collecting data and computing the test statistic,
and finally (iv) Making a decision.

Thus the integer value of L which satisfies the above inequality
gives the minimum number of successes required. Starting with
the minimum of trials as required from the previous section,
Figures 1 to 3 plot the minimum number of successful trials
required to satisfy a given confidence level for a predetermined
number of trials in a test (Note that for each Pd line, it will only
start from some minimum point and this point corresponds to
the minimum number of trials required to be conducted based
on the desired CL and Pd).
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Step 1 - Defining the Hypothesis
In hypothesis testing, the claim about a population parameter
is often called the null hypothesis (H0). The null hypothesis is
always first assumed to be true, i.e. that the parameter about
the population is assumed to be true. The null hypothesis
serves as a starting point and it is then tested as to whether the
claim stated in the null hypothesis is likely to be true.

ON-SITE RADAR PERFORMANCE VERIFICATION TESTING

Confidence Level of 80%

Figure 1. Minimum number of successes required to satisfy a 80% confidence level for a predetermined number of trials in a test

Confidence Level of 90%

Figure 2. Minimum number of successes required to satisfy a 90% confidence level for a predetermined number of trials in a test

Confidence Level of 95%

Figure 3. Minimum number of successes required to satisfy a 95% confidence level for a predetermined number of trials in a test
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The alternative hypothesis (H1) is a statement that directly
contradicts the null hypothesis. The alternative hypothesis
serves as a conclusion in the event that the null hypothesis
turns out to be wrong, i.e. the null hypothesis is rejected.

Step 2 - Determining the Test Criteria
In determining the criteria for a decision, the level of
significance for a test must first be stated. The confidence
level, CL, expressed as a percentage, is closely related to the
producer’s risk, . The confidence interval is the range of values
of a population parameter used to indicate the probability that
the true value of the population parameter will fall within this
range of values at the confidence level from many repeated,
separate data analyses of experiments. In general, the greater
the population variance, the larger the confidence intervals will
be, and hence, the less precise the estimates of the population
parameter will be.
The sampling distribution (i.e. the statistical distribution of how
the samples are distributed) tends towards a normal distribution
as more sampling is carried out. Note that this tendency for
the samples to be normally distributed is regardless of the
distribution of the population. This makes it convenient to
use the standard normal distribution table to determine the
confidence intervals for large sample sizes.

Step 3 - Collecting the Data
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a) Decision A – This decision is to keep the null hypothesis
when the null hypothesis is indeed true. This leads to a correct
decision being made.
b) Decision B – The decision is to reject the null hypothesis
when the null hypothesis is actually true. This is also known
as producer’s risk, Type I error or False Negative. This error
involves rejecting previous notions of truth that are in fact
true. The larger the absolute value of the critical value, zc, the
smaller the Type I error.
c) Decision C – The decision is to keep the null hypothesis
when the null hypothesis is actually false. This is also known as
consumer’s risk, Type II error or False Positive. In this decision,
it is decided (erroneously) to retain previous notions of truth
which are in fact false; that is, nothing is done and the null
hypothesis is retained (when it is actually false). To minimise
making a Type II error, re-tests and more studies can be
conducted.
d) Decision D – The decision is to reject the null hypothesis
when the null hypothesis is indeed false. This leads to a correct
decision being made and is normally called the power of the
decision making process, 1- , where is the consumer’s risk.
Since the null hypothesis is only being tested because it is
thought to be wrong, the ability to reject a false null hypothesis
reflects the power to accurately reject false notions about the
truth.

After determining the null hypothesis and the test criteria,
the test is carried out and the data is collected from the test
sample. In general, the sample mean is assumed to be an
unbiased estimate of the population mean which translates to
the assumption that any randomly selected sample will have
an expected mean equal to the population. Hence, if the null
hypothesis is true, any random sample selected from a given
population will have an expected sample mean equal to the
value stated in the null hypothesis.

The decisions are summarised in Table 4 below:

Step 4 - Making a Decision

One-Tailed Tests Versus Two-Tailed Tests

After collecting the data, there could be a risk in making a wrong
conclusion as to whether to retain or reject the null hypothesis.
This is because a sample is being observed instead of the entire
population and an inference is being made from the sampling
results. The four decision alternatives regarding the truth and
falsity of the decision about the null hypothesis are as follows:

Two-tailed tests are generally more conservative as they make
it more difficult to reject the null hypothesis. One-tailed tests,
on the other hand, are associated with greater power because if
the value stated in the null hypothesis is false, then a one-tailed
test will make it easier to detect this (i.e. leads to a decision to
reject the null hypothesis).
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Decision
		

Keep null		

Reject null

Null Hypothesis
(or truth about
population)

True

Correct (A)		

Type I error (B)

False

Type II error (C)		

Correct (D)

Table 4. Possible decisions of hypothesis testing

ON-SITE RADAR PERFORMANCE VERIFICATION TESTING

Producer’s Risk (Type I Error) Versus
Consumer’s Risk (Type II Error)

A CASE STUDY FOR RADAR TESTING
APPLICATION

To recollect, producer’s risk is the probability of loss from
rejecting a batch which, in fact, should have been accepted.
Consumer’s risk is the probability of loss from accepting a batch
from the producer which, in fact, should have been rejected.

To see how this can apply to radar field testing, consider the
testing of the detection range performance for an F5 aircraft
target in a clear environment. The null hypothesis is that the
radar has a 90% Pd performance of 100nm against an F5
target. The Pd trial is conducted based on counts of detection
of the F5 at 100nm for that particular trial. A particular trial is
considered a pass if the radar is able to detect the target. The
trial is then repeated to get a better estimate of the population
parameter.

Generally, Type I errors can be reduced by increasing the
absolute value of the critical value, | zc |. However, increasing
| zc | also increases Type II errors.
The Operating Characteristics (OC) Curve gives the probability
of acceptance for an individual lot coming from a finite
production or continuous process. There are several ways of
calculating the OC. For example, if a Binomial distribution is used
to model the OC, then the producer’s risk, , and the consumer’s
risk, , are given by:

– Equation (1)
– Equation (2)

where c is the number of “defects” in the lot, AQL is the
acceptable quality level (determined by the producer) and RQL
is the rejectable quality level (determined by the consumer).
An illustrative OC Curve is given in Figure 4 below.

First, assume that the radar can be accepted at a confidence
level of 95%. From Table 2, it can be inferred that at least
29 trials are required for a 90% Pd at 95% confidence level.
From Figure 3, it can be seen that 29 successful trials out of
the 29 trials conducted are required in order to conclude that
the radar satisfies a 90% Pd at 95% confidence level, i.e. the
null hypothesis is retained. Supposing the radar only manages
to accumulate 28 or less successful trials out of the 29 trials
conducted, the null hypothesis is rejected and the alternative
hypothesis is accepted instead. It is then concluded that at
95% confidence level, the radar is not capable of detecting an
F5 aircraft target at 100nm with a Pd of 90% (i.e. the Pd is
probably less than 90%).

Figure 4. An illustrative Operating Characteristics (OC) Curve
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Next, how the consumer’s risk and producer’s risk are applied in
this case is examined. Based on the Binomial distribution model
for the OC, 29 successes out of 29 trials (or 0 “defects” out of 29
trials) at a RQL of 10%, will result in a consumer’s risk of 0.0471
or 4.71% using Equation (1). To reduce the consumer’s risk,
the number of trials carried out can be increased. Referring to
Figure 3 again, if 60 trials are conducted and a minimum of 59
successes are required to pass the 90% Pd at 95% confidence
level, the consumer’s risk reduces to 0.0138 or 1.38%. The risk
can be further lowered by reducing the number of “defects”
criteria. Keeping to 60 trials conducted, if 0 “defects” out of
the 60 trials are allowed, i.e. 60 successes out of the 60 trials
are required, then the consumer’s risk is reduced to 0.0018 or
0.18% using Equation (1) to compute again.

CONCLUSION

In terms of producer’s risk, if the producer decides on an
AQL similar to RQL, then the result is a zero-sum game, i.e.
the producer’s risk is one minus the consumer’s risk. Hence,
29 successes out of 29 trials will translate to a producer’s risk
of 0.9529 or 95.29%. Fifty-nine successes out of the 60 trials
will translate to a producer’s risk of 0.9862 or 98.62%. Sixty
successes out of 60 trials will translate to a producer’s risk of
0.9982 or 99.82%. Note that this figure is very high. Hence the
producer may decide on a lower AQL to lower his risk.
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As can be seen from the above, while the number of trials
and lower confidence level limits can be derived based on the
confidence level, the risk to the consumer by following these
parameters can be high. To reduce the consumer’s risk, either
the number of trials or the pass-fail criteria has to increase (i.e.
increase the number of successes required for a determined
number of trials) when designing the test plan. But if the number
of trials that can be conducted is limited, the confidence level is
reduced and the consumer’s risk will increase.
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In this article, it has been shown how statistical theory can be
applied to radar field testing. It is important that radar engineers
be familiar with this methodology and design radar trials using
the limited resources accorded in order to maximise the
information gained. When conducting radar field performance
tests under a contract with limited trials, the project manager
has to be aware of the confidence interval, the consumer’s risk
and the producer’s risk. The project manager also has to design
the tests such that the confidence of the user will be enhanced.
Because both parties (the producer and the consumer) will
want to minimise their risks, there will in the end be some
trade-off or agreement based on the limited resources.

The authors would like to thank Ms Teng Oon Kee and
Mr Koh Ying Zheng for their proactive review of the article and
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mathematics.
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TRADESPACE EXPLORATION FOR
MILITARY SIMULATIONS
LAU Joon Hong, LIM Yeng Kiat, TAN Chong Wee

ABSTRACT
Simulation has been applied to evaluate increasingly complex and dynamic military issues concerning systems and
operations within a network-centric warfare environment. Exercising tradespace exploration using simulation enables the
discovery of insights and solutions from a wide spectrum of potential outcomes and alternatives. It can be applied to military
system design, operations analysis and systems architecture. The advent of network technology and advanced software
has greatly enhanced the efficiency and effectiveness of conducting tradespace exploration. This was illustrated using a
fictitious asset-based defence scenario generated by the Extended Air Defence Simulation. An Operations Analysis Tool
Suite was developed to facilitate solution-space exploration across the three phases of the simulation.
Keywords: operations analysis, tradespace exploration, warfare simulation, decision making, systems architecture

INTRODUCTION
In the military arena, understanding and managing uncertainties
is essential to build up a strong fighting force. Uncertainties lie
in multiple domains: operational tactics, technology, systems,
political environment, weather and terrain. It is always in the
best interests of decision makers to factor in such uncertainties
during decision making. This will ensure that the solution
would be able to cope with changes, and be robust and
flexible. Tradespace exploration can be applied to realise such
solutions.
Tradespace is defined as a wide spectrum of potential
outcomes spanning over a set of numerous operational and
system parameters, attributes and characteristics to provide
possible design options and to satisfy operational expectations
and system performance criteria (Brantley, McFadden, &
Davis, 2002). Exploration over the tradespace refers to the
identification of the best or most robust system design
variables or operational concepts to meet decision makers’
threshold expectations through data trend and outlier analysis.
As opposed to optimisation to find the global solution to a
fixed configuration, such exploration better captures the fact
that the systems, environments and even requirements are
dynamic and complex (Ross & Hastings, 2005). In the military
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systems context, tradespace exploration provides a multifaceted solution space from which robust and flexible solutions
can be obtained. It will also allow military systems designers
to recognise better design solutions, and not be entrapped by
point designs that just happen to work.

Use of Tradespace Exploration
In this era of high performance and distributed computing,
tradespace exploration can be more pervasive and less costly.
Tradespace exploration can be used in the following areas:
a) System Design – During the system design, planning or
acquisition phase, different variables can be explored across
multiple – mostly conflicting – constraints and stakeholder
interests. This is so that robust or optimal system specifications
can be recommended. By covering all possibilities, tradespace
exploration helps to boost the decision makers’ confidence
in the quality of weapon and platform production and cost
effectiveness of the acquisition. For example, when designing
a missile, engagement-level simulation can be run exhaustively
to determine effective single-target interception by considering
factors such as aerodynamics, propulsion and seeker guidance.
Cost, a crucial element, should be factored in to determine a
cost-effective solution.

b) Operations Analysis – Since World War II, military
Operations Analysis (OA) has been a systematic and scientific
approach in articulating the operational value of deployed
tactics and warfighting systems, providing solutions to military
decision makers. Beyond the system design level, OA unravels
the operational (mission to campaign level) effectiveness of
single or multiple systems and concepts. The solution space
is both wider and more dynamic due to interactions among
multiple opposing sides. Tradespace exploration is necessary
for OA studies to be considered comprehensive. For example,
it leads one to question the mission effectiveness of a landbased air defence platform (system-level) which can perform
reasonably over an asset-protective scenario against both
fighter and missile types approaching at different flight profiles
(tactic-based) in the hilly or desert areas (environment-driven).
Unfortunately, OA simulation applications typically generate
multiple runs and accumulate massive amounts of data, but do
not offer features to facilitate tradespace exploration.
c) Systems Architecture – Improvements in communication,
computing and information technologies have revolutionised
the warfighting landscape by enabling systems to
interoperate in a network-centric environment. Systems
architecture is a means for conceptualising and designing
coherent and consistent networked solutions among weapons,
sensors, and command and control systems (Tan, Teo, Lee, &
Lim, 2008). The challenges of assessing systems architecture
come from eliciting and fusing strategic perspectives in terms
of political, environmental and social aspects; operational
perspectives to consider potential threat assessment as well
as mission objectives and constraints; and technical
perspectives taking into account new and legacy system
performances and environmental context. More often than
not, OA is a systematic aid to understand the art and science
of systems architecture. To address these challenges through
OA, tradespace exploration is a powerful enabler for the
understanding of System-of-Systems (networked systems)
characteristics.
d) Changeability – One main system architectural effort is
to address the changeability of environment, structural and
functional system designs and stakeholders’ expectations.
Changeability comprises factors such as flexibility, adaptability,
scalability, modularity, vulnerability and survivability. Such
ilities address the ability of a system to cope with changes
(McManus, Richards, Ross, & Hastings, 2007). This paradigm
of changeability forces military bodies to address changes
actively at different levels of systems, needs and environments
over different time epochs. Tradespace exploration broadens
the perspective of systems architects and designers by

directing them to deliver values of single or multiple systems
which are robust enough to achieve insensitivity to changing
preferences, environments and system offerings (Ross,
Rhodes, & Hastings, 2008). For example, while survivability
is conventionally a passive activity achieved through the
hardening of key installations or making platforms stealthier, it
can be made more active by avoiding, deterring and recovering
from disturbances by means of regeneration, retaliation and
relocation over time (Richards, Hastings, Rhodes, & Weigel,
2007). Multiple survivability attributes of a system such as
armour thickness (hardening), radar signature (detection
susceptibility) in conjunction with its weapon (retaliation) and
mobility (relocation) against the enemy dispositions and their
system performances can be explored.

APPLYING TRADESPACE
EXPLORATION
The authors seek to propose ways to improve the effectiveness
and efficiency of tradespace exploration through a high level of
automation and customisation in three conventional phases of
simulation: input, process and output. A software tool, currently
named Operations Analysis Tool Suite (OATS), was developed
as a simulation wrapper to implement tradespace exploration
and has been successfully operationalised in several analytical
military studies. This article1 uses a fictitious, but illustrative
case study example of a military scenario using both OATS
and Extended Air Defence Simulation (EADSIM), a US Army
constructive simulation application.

INPUT PHASE
Input Considerations
Input phase is the stage where input variables are generated
prior to the execution of any simulation runs. In order to ensure
that input automation can be supported during the input phase,
the following aspects should be considered:
a) Variable Forms – Input variables can be categorised either
as numerical or categorical forms. Numerical form refers to
the quantitative and continuous measurements in terms of
numerical values. Categorical variables are those which have
only discrete values. For example, the kill probability of a
missile can be quantified as a numerical value between 0 and
1 while soldier postures can only be represented categorically
as hiding, running or stationary. Categorical variables can be
further classified into ordinal for ordered labelling, or nominal in
which the values are treated as unordered.
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b) Value Variability – Boundaries of the input parameters and
value spacing have to be carefully thought through because
data sets can cause dramatic changes in output. Excessive
inputs create so vast a solution space that it might be difficult
or impossible to make analytical insights in the output phase.
One suggestion is to set the minimum and maximum values
of a variable, followed by the average or most likely value.
A good example is the maximum, nominal and minimum
altitude of an aircraft within safety and operational constraints.
Progressive increment and decrement can be performed by
initially generating wide intervals to obtain the general trend,
followed by narrower intervals to understand any tipping points
and outliers for the output in the previous phase. Values which
require ordered arrangement or repetition must be taken note
of. For example, deployment of tanks over vital sites for an
evenly dispersed fire distribution means that allocation of tanks
need to be optimal and no two tanks should be at the same
place.
c) Input File Structure and Formats – The input file formats
are dependent on the simulation application utilised. Simulation
applications with a single input file, such as MANA (Map-Aware
Non-uniform Automata), an agent-based simulation tool, can
be easily configured. However, a larger or networked simulation
application, such as EADSIM, may generate different input files
that span across multiple folders, requiring users to understand
its unique file hierarchy structures for direct automated
configuration. Input data, in its raw file, should be in plain text
and easily edited so that data manipulation can be conducted
efficiently without going through an intermediate Graphical
User Interface editor. Text or XML (eXtended Markup Language)

formats are preferred. With the proliferation of the Internet and
markup languages, the XML format has gained traction among
simulation applications in recent years. It offers ease of parsing
and nesting, as well as the flexibility to modify tags, attributes
and styles. For example, EADSIM has gradually transformed its
text-based data files into XML-format. It is therefore advisable
that simulation applications adopt XML-formatted data to
facilitate the conduct of tradespace exploration.
d) Design of Experiment – This is an experimental design
method to quantify measurement of factors and their
interactions to ensure output robustness later on. Proper Design
of Experiment is strongly recommended to minimise, yet justify,
the runs for large solution space so as to minimise mistakes and
re-running. Experimental techniques to reduce the size of the
tradespace to be explored such as Latin Hypercube Sampling,
Orthogonal Sampling and Antithetic Variance Reduction can
be applied. Statistical tools such as JMP (Sall, Creighton, &
Lehman, 2007) can assist in constructing experimental designs
and lay down all input data sets before proceeding into the
process phase.

Illustration Through Case Scenario
To illustrate the execution of tradespace exploration, the
fictitious case scenario of asset-based defence was generated
in EADSIM (see Figure 1). EADSIM is a many-on-many
simulation of air, missile and space warfare. It is a military
simulation widely used internationally by over 390 user
agencies.

Figure 1. Asset-based defence scenario in EADSIM
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EADSIM was applied to model Blue missile launchers deployed
to protect assets (as indicated by blue house icons) against
Red attacking fighters. Red fighters were out to destroy the
Blue assets whereas the missile launchers can autonomously
engage any threats within their sensor and weapon ranges.
Four Blue launchers were deployed to cover the perimeters
of the operational area and there were six potential sites
available to deploy another three launchers to enhance overall
defence. Blue commander had the choice of employing any
one of three different weapon types. The technical attributes of
kill probabilities, weapon speeds and launch delays could be
specified to determine the operational value of each technical
attribute against the specified threats and how they influence
the overall mission effectiveness. Red forces would attempt to
approach their target area in any two of the eight directions
(N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, NW) and have the choice of either
adopting a strategy of flying at high altitude to maximise
weapon release range or at low altitude to reduce susceptibility
of detection. Figure 2 details the input factors and levels which
generate a total of 4,320 possible scenario variants.

Operations Analysis Tool Suite
OATS was developed as a generic wrapper around several
warfare simulation applications, including MANA and
EADSIM, to automate and customise data farming, distributed
computing and post-processing in all three phases of
simulation. OATS has been deployed in various OA studies
over the past few years, including maritime surveillance, air
defence and urban operations.

Factors

Description

Levels

Red Attack
Direction

8 directions
choose 2 with repetition

36

Red Flying
Height

2 choices of
flying height

2

Blue Deployment
of Additional
Launchers

6 potential sites
choose 3 without
repetition

20

Blue Weapon
Type

3 sets of weapon
attributes

3

Figure 2. Tradespace for exploration

To illustrate how it facilitates tradespace exploration, OATS
was applied to the EADSIM scenario stated. Since EADSIM
input files were text-based and resided within multiple folders
at the time of experimentation, OATS used a file differentiation

method to identify the relevant text which represented the
factors mentioned in the input files. The file differentiation
method required the users to make two different input data
sets with different known values for the factor to be studied.
This allowed OATS to compare each row and column of the
data sets, and thereafter sieve out the relevant factor values
based on the differences between the content without the need
for users to understand the details of data format for each
EADSIM file. In the same way, this method can also be applied
to XML-formatted data. Figure 3 illustrates identification of
study factors using file differentiation method.

Figure 3. File differentiation method
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Figure 4 shows a screenshot of OATS where relevant study
factors were identified and subsequently all scenario variants
were generated based on the user-defined value combinations.

runtime error on the spot as much as possible. If the situation
cannot be remedied, the application should then proceed with
the remaining scenario runs.

PROCESS PHASE

c) Resource Management – For large experiments covering
a wide solution space, distributed computing over serverclient network offers a means to achieve statistical outputs
within a reasonable time. While current network technologies
may be applied to enhance the efficiency of the simulation
process, disk space management is also necessary. In the
event of limited disk space, on-the-fly database generation
may be adopted. This method generates the input database
and triggers the simulation run for the current scenario variant
only after the previous variant has been completed and postprocessed. This allows the raw input and output database to
be deleted so that resources are freed up for subsequent runs.

Process Considerations
Process phase is the execution of simulation runs. Multiple
scenario runs for solution space finding can be resource
intensive. Network computing and software automation are
two important capabilities to deal with the tediousness of
the process phase. Below are the findings that the authors
discovered to be helpful during the process phase.
a) Simulation Execution – Triggering the simulation runs
should be automated, rather than manually done for each
scenario variant. Simulation applications with command line
arguments can be easily called out through batch scripting.
However, simulation applications without command line
interfaces may require third-party software, such as AutoHotKey
program, to automate the sending of keystrokes and mouse
clicks to initiate simulation runs.
b) Simulation Runtime Error – Simulation applications may
crash and halt occasionally during simulation runs. Such
crashes and runtime errors are inevitable and they should be
properly and delicately managed such that they do not violate
the integrity of the results. The application should rectify the

Illustration Using Case Scenario
The asset-based defence case study utilised a clientserver network for distribution of simulation workloads. A
centralised job scheduler will assign the available computers
in the network to generate specific scenario variants, run the
simulation and post-process, as well as consolidate the results.
Upon completion of each scenario variant, the intermediate
input and output files are deleted to conserve disk space.
Such automation through the computer network allows users
to run numerous scenario variants continuously and obtain
outputs efficiently with minimum supervision. Runtime errors

Figure 4. OATS screenshot of data farming features
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are determined by the job scheduler after a defined threshold
duration of inactivity, upon which the computer will be instructed
to terminate the erroneous run and proceed with the rest of the
runs. The results of erroneous and incomplete runs would not
be considered in the statistical sampling in the output phase,
but stored separately for future rectification and diagnosis. The
process flow of tradespace exploration is illustrated in Figure 5.

OUTPUT PHASE
Output Considerations
This final phase should not stop at the generation of cluttered
tables and graphs, but rather develop insightful assessments
which can ultimately be used to guide the development of
effective plans and decisions. To an experienced practitioner,
any simulation application is a tool to influence decision
makers and commanders. He or she has to go beyond
the ‘what’ and ‘how’ of experiment design and simulation
execution, and derive the ‘why’ behind the outputs generated
from the simulations (Geoffrion, 1976). Although the ultimate
stage of artificial intelligence, where deductions and insights
may be made by computers alone, is not on the near horizon,
computers are essential tools that reduce the burden of
an analyst. Given the proliferation of multimedia and data
management in today’s information technology arena, the
following important assessments about the simulation output
phase can be made.

a) Output Filter – Output data can grow exponentially with
the number of factors to be studied. Similar to the input
phases, users must be aware of where the necessary outputs
are stored before they can extract the relevant values for output
measurements. Data should be filtered to quantify indicators
such as Measures of Performances (MOPs) and Measures of
Effectiveness (MOEs). However, translation of raw outputs to
MOPs and MOEs is a non-trivial activity. For example, weapon
expenditure has to be determined by aggregating the number
of occurrences at which the weapon was fired over the entire
timeline of each simulation run, and then obtaining an average
of all the simulation runs for every scenario variant, followed
by generating statistics for relevant groups of scenario variants
to test for robustness. Although most simulations can provide
the first-order output extraction, they often do not provide
sufficient features to perform statistical filtering across scenario
variants or timelines, not to mention the lack of second-order
output for insight inference. Offline output customisation and
configuration are usually needed to complete the data filtering
and mining. XML-formatted outputs are conducive for data
filtering because the elements and attributes tagged to each
content markup indicates the data nature. Unicode or textbased output files, although more reader-friendly, require the
user to understand every sentence format to apply string
manipulation such as truncation and trimming. For example,
to determine the number of kills of ‘Weapon X’ in a log file
which contains a sentence that ‘Weapon X destroys Asset
Y’, the word ‘destroys’, which appears at the third string item

Figure 5. Process flow of tradespace exploration
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associated with the precedent ‘Weapon X’, should be captured
in the file content.
b) Output Mining and Insight Assessment – Data mining,
the process of extracting patterns from data, follows the
data extraction and filtering leading to insight assessment.
Interpretation of the simulation outputs should be of equal,
if not more, importance to the techniques and methodology
of a simulation experiment. Conventionally, with substantial
simulation runs, information such as statistical mean, minimum
and maximum range, mode, median and sigma errors are
determined and compared to infer any regressive trend,
boundaries, skewness, volatility, as well as outliers to determine
forecasts, emerging phenomena or any ‘black-swan’ events.
Data visualisation and interactivity are two important features
to add confidence to data mining and insight assessment.
Statistical data should be plotted in charts or decision trees
for all key decision parameters to determine any distribution,
composition, comparison, cluster, classification or regression.
Interactivity between the tabular numerical values and charts
would direct users to the relevant data based on specific
highlighted regions of the charts for further analysis. One
example of a tool featuring such visualisation and interactivity
is JMP, a data analysis and statistical tool. If obtaining solution
robustness is required, the minimum of all maximum values or
minimax values across specific groups of scenario variants is
to be derived. Challenges of evaluating multiple-parametric
solution landscapes mainly lie in discovering any confounding

and emergent effects. In highly complex environments such
as a network-centric warfare, interdependence between
multiple systems complicates not only the deduction of
correlations, but also the task of distinguishing causations
and correlations among them. Hence, domain knowledge and
expert consultations are essential to make the judgements
over the data plots shown. The importance of conducting
appropriate experiment design appears in the sieving of main
and interactive effects amid the confounding environment.
Assuming there is differentiation of any potential logic errors,
deducing any unknown and emerging behaviours out of the
complex and even adaptive scenarios, is a daunting task with
no standard or clear methodology.

Illustration Through Case Scenario
With reference to the asset-based defence scenario case
study, OATS extracts and post-processes EADSIM results from
the text-based engagement report to determine paramounts
such as the number of Blue and Red attritions, as well as the
number of Blue weapon expended. By instructing OATS to
parse the standard sentence format of the report, it computes
the required values and outputs them into comma-separated
values file, from which spreadsheet or statistical applications,
such as Excel or JMP, can perform statistical inferences.
Exceptional conditions such as the number of weapons
expended within a certain time period can be configured as
shown in the Figure 6.

Figure 6. OATS snapshot of post-processing feature
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Figure 7. Illustration of Red strategies dependencies on terrain

INSIGHTS ASSESSMENT
Illustration Through Case Scenario
Insights into both Blue and Red strategies were derived from
the results of this fictitious study with the number of Blue assets
attrition being the primary MOE. Some of the key insights are:
a) Blue Deployment – If the enemy has an equal probability
of attacking from any combination of directions (enemy has
no prior information about the Blue deployment and selects
a strategy at random), Blue should adopt perimeter defence.
However, if the enemy has the means to obtain prior information
about Blue deployment and selects its best strategy against
known Blue deployment, Blue should adopt close range
defence and deploy its launchers in proximity to the assets.
These are derived by identifying the deployment that has the
best average and most robust (minimax of Blue assets attrition)
results respectively.
b) Dependencies of Red Attack Strategies on Blue
Deployment – It was discovered that the effectiveness of
Red flying altitude is dependent on the terrain elevation in the
direction of approach. Low flying is only advantageous from
the W direction where terrain provides detection avoidance
for the Red fighters until they are in range. High flying is
advantageous particularly for approach direction from the N,
E and SE directions where maximising target acquisition and

weapon release range is beneficial for the terrain profile (see
Figure 7).
c) Strategy Dynamics – The objective function plot of Blue
strategies against Red strategies in Figure 8 shows that both
sides have no clear dominant strategies. However, the figure
shows that in the centre of the red solution axis, the objective
function displayed a significant uptrend amid all blue solutions.
This suggested that certain Red strategies could be robust
against all possible Blue strategies.

Figure 8. Objective function plots of Blue strategies
against Red strategies
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d) System-level Parameter Tuning – With the results in
mind, it would be possible to target specific system-level
attributes and tune them such that the system could be more
effective against different threats. For instance, the Blue sensors
could be tuned to look for low flying aircraft in hilly terrain and
the Blue weapons could be tuned for better performance at
shorter intercept ranges.

CONCLUSION
The method of tradespace exploration was described in this
article and its value illustrated through an air defence case
study utilising EADSIM and OATS. It is clear that to achieve
efficiency and effectiveness of tradespace exploration, all the
three stages (input, process and output) of simulation execution
must be addressed. Deep analysis and data mining at the
output phase can surface insights to illuminate the problematic
issues, and subsequently to influence decision making.
Network technology and software automation have expanded
the boundaries for exploring a wide spectrum of potential
outcomes. This is clearly illustrated in the case study in which
in-house developed OATS seamlessly integrated with the
EADSIM to perform data farming, simulation runs and postprocessing. This was achieved with minimal configuration
changes and was automated across large tradespace.
Suggestions for further work in the area of enhancing
tradespace exploration techniques include:
a) simulation playback that can be seamlessly integrated
and interact with tabular data and graphs to enhance insights
assessment
b) automated determination of factor dependencies and
refinement of tradespace to explore
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tradespace exploration, the concept highlighted in this article
was presented to an audience of experts in simulation from
government, industry and academia at the inaugural Autumn
Simulation Multiconference held in October 2012 at San Diego,
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MODELLING THE DEBRIS THROW
FROM A REINFORCED CONCRETE
AMMUNITION STORAGE MAGAZINE
KANG Kok Wei, KOH Yong Hong, LIM Heng Soon

ABSTRACT
In the field of explosive safety, DSTA and its collaborators have been working together to develop a model to predict the
breakup and debris throw of a reinforced concrete ammunition storage magazine subjected to internal explosion. The
entire debris throw event starting from how the debris are formed to their trajectory and final at-ground resting place have
been simplified into five stages. The five stages are (a) internal blast loading, (b) structural response and breakup, (c) debris
launch, (d) debris trajectory and (e) post ground impact. This article describes some of the challenges faced in the modelling
and the lack of understanding of the physical phenomenon associated with debris post launch conditions. It also describes
the work done to overcome these challenges by introducing new techniques in modelling and conducting laboratory tests
to provide empirical inputs for the development of the model.
Keywords: debris throw, modelling, trajectory, post ground impact

INTRODUCTION
In an accidental explosion of an ammunition storage magazine,
the two main contributors of hazards to the surrounding are
airblast and debris throw. Airblast in an open field is a relatively
well-known phenomenon and it can be accurately predicted
using existing tools and charts. The same cannot be said
of the hazard posed by debris. Despite the best efforts of
the international community in the last 15 years, the current
capability in understanding debris throw is still limited and it
does not produce a good match with explosive test results.
DSTA has been working closely with its local and overseas
collaborators to enhance the capability to predict debris throw.

DEFINITION OF DEBRIS
Debris refers to any objects that are thrown out from the

reinforced concrete (RC) magazine due to an explosion.

These objects have a finite mass and energy (mainly kinetic)
and could potentially cause injury to humans and damage
properties. Based on the UK explosive safety code, the Joint
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Staff Publication (JSP) 482 (Ministry of Defence, Explosives
Storage and Transport Committee, 2008), debris can be further
divided into three main categories. They are:
a) primary fragments which are the casings from explosive
articles. They have velocities of up to 3000m/s and weigh from
1g to 500g.
b) debris from structural materials used for construction and
ammunition packaging. It typically has a much lower velocity
(up to a few hundred metres per second) and a much wider
range of weight.
c) debris from material thrown from the crater formed by the
explosive event. This debris has the lowest velocity, shorter
throw range and is usually less hazardous.
The main focus of DSTA research is on the debris from structural
materials (reinforced concrete). It is chosen as it forms the bulk
of the debris generated from a breakup of the RC ammunition
storage magazine and is the most lethal due to its high impact
energy. Furthermore, there is currently no means to predict
debris throw well.

FRAMEWORK FOR THE
DEVELOPMENT OF THE DEBRIS
THROW MODEL
DSTA has conceptualised a framework for the development
of the debris throw model. It involves categorising the entire
debris developmental processes into five main stages and
understanding the behaviour and contribution to the debris
throw from each stage. This is done via a combination of
numerical simulation and experimental testing. The five main
stages as shown in Figure 1 are (a) internal blast loading, (b)
structural response and breakup, (c) debris launch, (d) debris
trajectory and (e) post ground impact (Lim, Kang, Fan, Yu, &
Yang, 2010). These five phases are not cleanly demarcated
in time and are dependent on one another. Numerical finite
element codes like LSDYNA have been used for the numerical
simulations.

FIRST STAGE – INTERNAL BLAST
LOADING
The first stage of the debris prediction model is to get a good
estimate of the internal blast loading of the structures. For an
internal explosion, the blast loading on the walls consists of
multiple high pressure shock reflections and a much lower gas
pressure build-up which is attributed to the confinement of
the explosive products. As energy is imparted to the structure
through the shock and gas pressures, the structure deforms,
develops cracks and eventually breaks up to form debris. When
the cracks in the structure develop, the blast pressure will be
vented through them and thus relieves the effective internal
loading of the structure. Conventional engineering methods
are limited in predicting the internal blast pressures due to the
limited understanding of the dynamic interactions between
the fluid blast pressure and the solid structure’s response. The
problem is further exacerbated by the state of the art in the
knowledge of structural breakup.

1st Stage

2nd Stage

Internal
blast
loading

Structural
response
and
breakup

3rd Stage
Debris
launch

This class of blast-structure interaction problem requires an
advanced numerical model, which is capable of modelling
accurately the internal blast pressure, fluid-structure
interactions as well as structural breakup. The finite element
code LSDYNA was selected for this purpose (Fan, Yu, Yang,
Lim, & Kang, 2010). The finite element method is a numerical
technique that derives the structural response by discretising
the actual continuous system into small elements of finite
dimensions, into which the material and element formulations
can be assigned. In order to validate the fidelity of the
simulation’s response, the results were compared with those
of actual explosive tests at different time steps (see Figure 2).

SECOND STAGE – STRUCTURAL
RESPONSE AND BREAKUP
In the second stage of the debris throw phenomenon –
structural response and breakup – challenges in modelling
encountered are (i) modelling of concrete breakup, (ii) modelling
of the effects of soil cover on the concrete breakup and (iii) the
size of element mesh used for modelling.

Modelling of Concrete Breakup
The modelling of material breakup in a finite element code like
LSDYNA will require special techniques. One of the techniques
is the use of erosion or deletion of elements to simulate a crack
in concrete. It was reported that such a technique results in
massive loss of elements especially under higher loading
density (>2.5kg/m3) when the explosive energy overwhelms
the material strength (Lu, Tu, Lim, & Tan, 2006). Another method
explored is to combine two different techniques (i) erosion of
elements and (ii) nodal split (Yu, Yang, Fan, Lim, & Koh, 2008).
The latter technique overcomes the problem of excessive
element erosion by creating a discontinuity between elements
to model cracks. However, it suffers another disadvantage
in requiring modellers to arbitrarily pre-select a critical strain
value (εcr) that determines the splitting of the nodes.

4th Stage

5th Stage

Debris
trajectory

Post
ground
impact

Final
debris
hazard
prediction

Figure 1. Five stages of debris developmental process
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Response and simulation
at 2ms

Response and simulation
at 4ms

Response and simulation
at 8ms

Figure 2. Response of a reinforced concrete structure capture from a high speed video and its corresponding
numerical simulation at different time steps

To overcome the arbitrary selection problem, a more physicsbased breakup criteria based on concrete fracture energy was
proposed by Nanyang Technological University’s Protective
Technology Research Centre. A series of laboratory tests
to determine the dynamic fracture energy of concrete was
also conducted. The non-physical cohesive elements which
effectively act like glue are inserted between concrete elements
and they fail when fracture energy is attained. Therefore, there
is no longer a need for modellers to determine the breakup
failure criteria arbitrarily. The concrete breakup modelling is
illustrated in Figure 3.
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Modelling of Effect of Soil Cover
Soil covered reinforced concrete magazine is one of the most
common types of magazine structure used around the world
to reduce the explosive hazards from accidental explosions.
The presence of soil will affect the debris throw prediction. The
challenge is to establish a correct material model for the soil
cover as it will affect the debris modelling in the following ways:
a) Soil adds weight to the concrete roof and slab, thereby
reducing the initial launch velocity of debris. The effective
soil thickness will not be a constant since soil spallation at its
free end will reduce the effective overburden weight on the
structure.

MODELLING THE DEBRIS THROW FROM A REINFORCED CONCRETE AMMUNITION STORAGE MAGAZINE

Figure 3. Illustration of numerical techniques to model concrete breakup: (a) erosion, (b) nodal split, (c) cohesive elements

Figure 4. Schematic view of experimental setup of the Split Hopkinson Bar to establish the dynamic properties of the soil

b) The presence of soil cover affects the breakup mechanism
of the RC ammunition storage magazine. The failure mechanism
transits from a material failure for non-earth cover magazine to
a structural response failure for earth-covered magazine.
Thus, DSTA proposed conducting a series of laboratory tests
to establish the material properties of the soil under dynamic
loading. Split Hopkinson Bar (see Figure 4) was utilised and the
soil samples were subjected to a shock loading to determine
its dynamic properties. Figure 5 is a typical dynamic stressstrain curve obtained through the analysis of the readings of
the strain gauges. This work was conducted with support from
Ernst-Mach-Institut, Germany (Stolz, 2012).

Figure 5. Typical dynamic stress-strain curve of sandy soil
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With the available material model for the soil, the modelling of
soil covered ammunition magazine is illustrated in Figure 6.

the calibration of the numerical model to achieve a reasonable
fidelity in an acceptable time.

Size of Mesh Used for Modelling

THIRD STAGE – DEBRIS LAUNCH

Debris mass and shapes are required to estimate the debris
trajectory with the initial launch conditions. As observed in
Figure 3, numerical models can generate the breakup of the
concrete structure, from which modellers can collect data of
the various concrete debris. The challenge is to find the right
mesh size as the fidelity of the results is highly dependent on
it. A finer mesh will allow the model to yield smaller debris
as compared to a coarser mesh. In addition, there are more
possible crack patterns in a finer mesh than those from a
coarser mesh. However, a finer mesh is computationally more
intensive and this also takes a longer time. Trade-off between
fidelity and speed is required to be taken into consideration in
performing numerical analysis. To overcome this, test data on
debris mass and shape is relevant and important as it allows

At the third stage, the numerical model would be able to
generate the initial launch conditions (see Figure 7) for the
debris such as (i) the numbers, shape and size of the debris,
(ii) initial launch velocities and (iii) initial horizontal and vertical
launch angles.

FOURTH STAGE - DEBRIS
TRAJECTORY
The initial launch conditions for the debris as mentioned
previously are generated by the numerical models. With this as
input, the debris flight trajectory can be calculated. However,
the challenge is in the determination of the aerodynamic
coefficients which the debris flight path trajectory is highly

Figure 6. Numerical model of the breakup of an earth covered magazine showing the soil response at (a) 6msec and (b) 20msec after detonation
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Mass, shape, size,
initial launch velocities
and angles for all
debris generated

Figure 7. Modelling of the ammunition storage magazine and the initial conditions for debris launch

dependent on. An example of the influence of the drag
coefficient on the trajectory is shown in Figure 8.
The aerodynamics coefficients of interests that would affect
debris trajectory are (i) Drag Coefficient (CD), (ii) Lift Coefficient
(CL) and (iii) Lift Coefficient due to rotation (CLA). These
aerodynamics coefficients are influenced by:
a) the shape of the object
b) the Mach number of the object, where Mach number =
Speed of object/Speed of sound
c) the proximity of the debris to other debris objects (“cloud
effect”), which means that some debris can decrease their drag
in the slipstream of preceding debris
d) the rotational speed of the object (Magnus effect), which
could affect the lift of the object
As concrete debris is both irregular in shape and weight, its
aerodynamic coefficients are not well understood. To overcome

(a)

Figure 8. Comparison of distance travelled with or without
drag coefficient

this challenge, a series of wind tunnel tests was conducted
at subsonic speeds (10- 265m/s) at various concrete shapes
to try to derive the aerodynamics coefficients as shown in
Figure 9 (Schlüter, Sarkar, & Boopathy, 2013).

(b)

(c)

Figure 9. (a) Experimental and (b), (c) numerical modelling to derive aerodynamics coefficients of concrete debris
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From the results of the experiments and numerical modelling,
it was found that CD and CL are independent of the Reynolds
number. These coefficients are dependent on the orientation
and shape of the debris. In addition, it was established that CD
increases with the speed of the debris as well. In the case of
CLA, an increase in the speed of the rotation increases the lift.
In general, CD is more significant than CL and CLA in predicting
debris trajectory prediction.
In an internal detonation of a RC ammunition storage magazine,
the number of concrete debris generated could be in the range
of a few hundred thousand pieces. The concrete debris would
vary in both shape and size and thus a framework to assign
different aerodynamics coefficients to individual concrete
debris was developed (see Figure 10).

FIFTH STAGE – POST GROUND
IMPACT
When the debris first impacts the ground, it is expected to roll,
bounce and/or break up further. Limited understanding of these
physical phenomena presents a challenge. The understanding
of these phenomena is important as the debris area density
and mass distribution at the final resting ground would be

affected if they are ignored. To overcome this knowledge gap,
a methodology to study these phenomena was proposed by
DSTA and Toegepast Natuurwetenschappelijk Onderzoek
(Applied Scientific Research in English) (TNO) of the
Netherlands. The methodology includes:
a) pre-stressing two sets of concrete specimens to a predefined stress-strain state to simulate the damaged concrete
debris from a blast loading
b) using the first set of pre-stressed concrete specimens
for slicing in order to study and quantify the damage level in
the concrete (Wong & Teoh, 2013). The lower the strain level,
the lower is the damage to the concrete specimens (see
Figure 11).
c) firing the second set of pre-stressed concrete specimens
from a specially made gas launcher to determine the breakup
characteristics (see Figure 12)
Through this study, DSTA and its collaborators hope to find a
relationship between the concrete debris breakup upon ground
impact and its strain and damage level.

Figure 10. Procedure for obtaining aerodynamic coefficients of flying debris
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Slice 3
a. Slicing of concrete to study the internal damage.

b. Concrete damage at strain level 1.

Slice 3

Slice 3

c. Concrete damage at strain level 2.

d. Concrete damage at strain level 3.

Figure 11. Study of concrete damage under varying strain levels (strain level 1 has the lowest strain and strain level 3 has the highest strain)

Figure 12. Schematic view of gas launcher setup for the bounce, ricochet and breakup study of concrete specimens
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CONCLUSION
A five-stage model outlining the debris phenomenon has been
described. Each stage has its unique challenges and different
sub-topics for each stage were identified and studied. This
research and development work has developed a numerical
model that is able to model the breakup of concrete ammunition
storage magazine. It has also enhanced the understanding of
aerodynamic coefficients that would affect the debris trajectory
prediction and how different concrete damage levels affect the
breakup of debris upon impact. These works contribute to the
development of a predictive debris throw model. As the debris
phenomenon is intrinsically complicated, future validation tests
would be required to validate the simulation results.
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ENHANCING NETWORK RESILIENCY
– INNOVATIVE EXPLOITATION
OF FABRICPATH SWITCHING
TECHNOLOGY
CHEN Yaohao, TEE Chee Kiong , CHNG Hock Guan Andrew, NGA Chee Meng

ABSTRACT
Large-scale and complex enterprise IT systems are critical for the smooth running of large organisations. These systems have
become interdependent and this has increased their reliance on networks. At the same time, users are expecting systems
to be available constantly and hence have lower tolerance for system downtime. The networks with high performance and
resiliency that are needed to meet these expectations are challenging to design and implement. To support the myriad types
of applications, networks are also becoming increasingly complex. Furthermore, network engineers have to accomplish
these in a cost-effective manner.
This article explores the innovative exploitation of FabricPath Switching (FPS) technology in “ring” networks to provide
highly scalable and resilient multipath networks. The FPS technology was originally developed for use in data centres to
overcome lateral communication limitation associated with distributed application architecture.
Keywords: ring network, FabricPath Switching, dynamic packet transport

INTRODUCTION
A large-scale complex system is formed by coherently
integrating many component systems which are interdependent
and require comprehensive network connectivity to operate
efficiently. A fully interconnected network architecture offers
maximum connectivity for the systems. However, in practice, a
huge cabling infrastructure will have to be provided to support
this architecture design.
To strike a balance between enhancing connectivity and
conserving infrastructure usage, a ring topology was
implemented for some of the network infrastructure. Dynamic
Packet Transport (DPT), an optical ring network technology
based upon the Resilient Packet Ring (RPR) protocol, was
adopted in the deployment of such “ring” networks. This
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solution overcame site physical constraints and provided
resiliency to meet operational requirements.
While DPT remains a resilient and robust technology, the
equipment is facing obsolescence. Instead of simply replacing
them with newer equipment, the DSTA network engineering
team took the opportunity to investigate whether emerging
network technologies can provide or enhance the network
resilience and performance at lower costs. Among the new
technologies, the FabricPath Switching (FPS) technology
stands out for its flexibility and scalability.
FPS was designed to overcome the scalability challenges in
large data centres. This article explores the innovative use
of FPS technology in data networks outside data centres.
Furthermore, this article explains how FPS can bring about
enhanced “ring” networks.

BACKGROUND
DPT technology uses two symmetric bi-directional counterrotating fibre rings – the “inner” ring and the “outer” ring – for
sending data. The concurrent use of the two rings to send data
results in higher bandwidth and resiliency. This is opposed to
earlier standards and protocols which use only one “active”
ring, such as Fibre Distributed Data Interface.
In a DPT network, each of the routers is a network node in
the “ring” network and a subscriber access node may be
connected to one of the nodes in the ring. Refer to Figure 1 for
the illustration.
The Intelligent Protection Switching feature in DPT identifies
and overcomes fibre and nodal failures. It monitors the network
performance proactively and has self-healing capability against
failures by wrapping the “broken” ends of the “inner” ring with
the “outer” ring.

THE RESILIENCY ENHANCEMENT IN
A “RING” NETWORK
If two or more link failures occur in the “ring” network
concurrently, then there will be an isolation of network nodes.
This can break critical communication between systems that
are on different isolated networks.
Generally, additional links can be added to a network to enhance
its resiliency to offer more protection through the meshing.
Even a partially meshed network offers more protection than a
“ring” network.
However, a DPT ring does not allow additional links across the
ring to mesh up the network. Thus, the mitigating solution is to
recover link failures and node failures as quickly as possible.

Figure 1. Sample topology of a DPT ring network
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RE-ENGINEERING FABRICPATH
INNOVATIVELY FOR RING NETWORKS

VALIDATING FABRICPATH FOR
“RING” NETWORKS

Data centres are built with the goal of achieving high availability.
In building redundancies for availability and enlarging the
network segments coverage for agility, lateral communication
may face higher latencies and encounter bottlenecks at
the higher layer of the network routing (see Figure 2a). FPS
redefines how lateral communication can take place and brings
about more bisectional bandwidth to transport data (see Figure
2b).

A set of FPS equipment was configured to represent a large
“ring” network. Simulated streams of network traffic were then
passed through this “ring” network for validation. The test
cases were designed to study the network behaviour under
different failover conditions.

Besides appreciating the resiliency that FPS has to offer, the
network engineering team explored the use of FPS in a “ring”
network as shown in Figure 3. This novel way of using the FPS
technology is discussed in detail in the following sections.

The design considerations for the tests included the size of
the user base, the type and frequency of network traffic
transactions, security configurations and network failure
scenarios. Refer to Figure 4 for the sample network architecture.
The results from the tests show that FPS is able to meet the
design objectives.

Bottleneck

(a) Traditional data centre

(b) Making use of multiple paths

Figure 2. Sample topology to illustrate typical lateral communication in data centre networks

(a) Replicating a ring topology

(b) Adding links for partial meshing

Figure 3. Making use of FabricPath to form a ring topology
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Figure 4. Sample network architecture of a FPS setup

KEY FEATURES IN FPS APPLICABLE
TO RING NETWORKS
FPS possesses several key features that favour deployment in
data centres, where multiple network transactions are required
to be completed efficiently with low latencies. The network
engineering team studied the superiority of FPS’s features and
explored the relevance of them in “ring” networks conversion.

Flexibility in Network Design
FPS, being a topology-agnostic technology, can be deployed
in a ring topology to replicate an existing enterprise network.
A partial meshing of the FPS nodes increases resiliency and
operational availability, which will thus lead to better support
of enterprise operations. The network engineering team
conducted a simulation of a “ring” network with n nodes to
examine the effects on network survivability1 with the inclusion
of meshing links. The results as illustrated in Figure 5 show that
the network has higher network survivability with the meshing
links than without.

Improved Performance
Traditional local area network deployment blocks redundant
paths to prevent loops and thus prevent data traffic from
circling indefinitely in the network. One example is an Ethernet
network running the Spanning Tree Protocol (STP), in which
there is only one active path between any two network nodes.
In a well-designed network, this active path may be the best
path, but the bandwidths in all the other paths cannot be
utilised as they are “blocked” by STP. These inactive paths only
serve as backups. Even if multiple links were aggregated to
increase the bandwidth of each path, there would still be idling
bandwidths that cannot be utilised efficiently.
On the other hand, a FPS network will not face such a scenario.
FPS’s loop prevention and mitigation measures – which exist in
the equipment’s data plane – ensure safe forwarding of network
frames without any blocked ports. Safety mechanisms such as
the time-to-live field and the reverse path forwarding check are
incorporated to prevent data traffic from looping indefinitely.
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Graph of Network Survivability VS Link Failures

Figure 5. Graph to illustrate higher network survivability when there is a partial meshing of the nodes

With no paths blocked, all paths that qualify as the “shortest”
route can be used to transport the network traffic between two
nodes. This load balancing is known as Equal-Cost MultiPath
(ECMP) in FPS. Up to 16 such paths can be included for ECMP
routing and each of these 16 paths can be made of up to 16
10Gbps bundled-links. This represents a potential bandwidth
of 2.56Tbps between two network nodes, which is more
than a thousand times what a “ring” network running on DPT
technology will be able to provide. With a greater network
bandwidth, new capabilities may be added even if a large link
utilisation is required.

Co-existence of Various Network Segments
Networks are normally segmented and clustered behind a
gateway. Network clients belonging to one segment sends
traffic destined for other segments via the gateway. Hence,
network clients of the same segment are located close to one
another, so that their access network can be consolidated
effectively in a nearby network communications room or wiring
closet. Usually, this is not a problem in an enterprise where
staff of the same department are seated on the same level
of the office building. However, modern enterprises require
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more agility and mobility of personnel. FPS hence provides
the flexibility to support this without complicating the network
infrastructure.
With FPS, the same network segment may exist concurrently
at physically different locations. Running FPS in the networks
allows for better manageability in addressing new demands
arising from growth of large enterprise (see Figure 4 for
illustration).

Compatibility with Other Existing Network
Switching Protocols
FPS equipment also supports standard traditional Ethernet
connections with virtual PortChannel (vPC+), a virtualisation
technology that makes two physical links connecting to
different FPS devices from a network device appear as one.
This provides non-blocking multipaths to a standard traditional
Ethernet switch and enables load balancing to two different
FPS devices (see Figure 4 for illustration). The compatibility
of FPS equipment with other network devices therefore offers
resiliency and integration without requiring an overhaul of the
entire infrastructure.

ENHANCING NETWORK RESILIENCY – INNOVATIVE EXPLOITATION OF FABRICPATH SWITCHING TECHNOLOGY

Lower Costs and Reduced Form-factor
When used in “ring” networks conversion, a unit of the FPS
equipment generally costs 84% less, requires 65% less power
and 81% less cooling energy than the new DPT router model.
In addition, the FPS equipment takes up less rack space than
the new DPT router. On the whole, the FPS solution offers a
lower operating cost and a more effective usage of space.

Overlay-Transport Virtualisation (OTV) technology can be used
to extend FPS networks across different locations. It allows
for the deployment of systems on the same local area network
across two different geographical locations. OTV can also be
used to extend data centre resources across different sites,
thus simplifying the configurations required for the rest of the
network.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

OTHER TECHNOLOGIES FOR
CONSIDERATION

In addition to the enhancements FPS can bring to a “ring”
network, there are also promising features that may be of value
in supporting IT infrastructure at the enterprise level in the
future.

There exist other technologies that are meant for high
availability and high performance networks. However, they
have limitations which make them unsuitable for the intended
DPT network conversion.

Multiple Instances of FPS

In an Ethernet Ring setup, loop avoidance is achieved by
blocking a link in the ring (known as the ring protection link).
This puts a restriction on the bandwidth that is available for use
in the network.

FPS supports the concept of “multiple topologies”, such that
there can be more than one instance of FPS running in the
network. This forms a logical separation of network segments,
which is an alternative to physical network separation. Such a
feature provides a cost-effective option to segregate networks
and will be useful in an IT environment where the infrastructure
is virtualised.
On the other hand, each instance of FPS may also be configured
with a separate set of routing metrics to influence the selection
of routing paths. This feature enables traffic engineering for
efficient use of bandwidth and improves network latency by
influencing the traffic to make use of the shortest path. As a
result, this increases the network operational capability by
allowing network traffic route customisations.

Extending FPS Across Different Physical
Sites
As operations become more mobile, the network is required
to be extended to multiple sites to facilitate seamless data
communication and connectivity. Traditional technologies
were not built for extending network segments across different
locations.

Shortest Path Bridging, a technology that requires complex trees
[n3 log n] computation and does not perform real multipathing,
works by forwarding packets across the shortest path between
two endpoints and is an incremental advancement to the
Multiple Spanning Tree Protocol.

CONCLUSION
Although FPS was developed for use in data centre networks
to overcome lateral communication limitation associated
with distributed application architecture, the DSTA network
engineering team has adopted the technology creatively to
enhance enterprise networks. This was done by performing
engineering studies using modelling and simulations to prove
that its adoption in enterprise networks can achieve improved
resiliency, as well as savings in costs and space.
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HUMAN COMPUTER ‘COOPERATION’
IN ENVIRONMENTAL SCANNING
TAN Kwan Chong, WONG Rong Fah

ABSTRACT
In today’s Information Age, analysts have to make sense of overwhelming amounts of data to uncover patterns and glean
insights into global trends and developments. This is a cognitively challenging task. It is therefore important to integrate
humans, processes and technology to empower agencies with the capability to conduct such analyses effectively.
This article describes how the Risk Assessment and Horizon Scanning Experimentation Centre has creatively exploited
information analytics to architect a technology-enabled process that enhances environmental scanning operations. The
innovative solution leverages advanced software and algorithms to harvest content from the web automatically, process and
extract relevant information from large amounts of textual data, and develop interactive visualisations for human analysts to
make sense of the data.
Keywords: environmental scanning, human computer interaction, cognitive systems engineering, visual analytics, text mining

INTRODUCTION
The Risk Assessment and Horizon Scanning (RAHS)
Experimentation Centre, or REC, is one of the three entities
under the RAHS Programme Office (RPO)1. REC spearheads
the Singapore government’s efforts in applying leading-edge
analytics and modelling to anticipate and understand emerging
geopolitical, strategic, security and economic risks.
To perform this role effectively, REC continuously scans and
monitors for emerging technologies which could impact
RAHS capabilities. The aim of this article is to share REC’s
experiences in developing a technology-enabled process
to enhance environmental scanning efforts. This innovative
solution was first demonstrated successfully for REC
technology scanning before being proliferated across the
whole of government.
Traditionally, environmental scanning in the government has
been done qualitatively without scientific rigour or statistical
analysis. This makes it susceptible to human biases and
influences by stakeholders who are either the most vocal or
senior in rank. Within dedicated environmental scanning units,
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the process tends to be unstructured and disorganised with
emails being the most commonly utilised method to share
content of interest. Unfortunately, valuable content shared
via emails tend to be lost over time if they are not archived
properly. Moreover, it is also difficult to access and analyse
emails. To address this challenge, REC proposed, designed
and implemented a systematic approach for environmental
scanning units to build up a repository of rich content via
crowdsourcing which can subsequently be analysed to identify
emerging trends.

SOLUTION DESIGN
The overall solution design is illustrated in Figure 1. Relevant
articles are first crowdsourced from social media and
automatically ranked before being manually curated by
analysts for publication. The articles are subsequently crawled
by machines and processed by text mining algorithms to
extract valuable information such as themes and entities (i.e.,
people, places, organisations). Finally, advanced visualisation
tools enhance the analysts’ ability to identify patterns and
glean insights from the harvested data.

Filter Tweets
by Keywords

Expand URL

Aggregate and
Rank URLs
by Count

Grab Web
Content

Curate Articles
for Publication

Web Harvesting

SKAN Publication

Save Results
to Database

Develop
Dashboards and
Visualisations

Social Media Crowd Sourcing

Extract
Plain Text

Entity and Theme
Extraction,
Summarisation
Text Mining

Visual Analytics
Figure 1. Solution design

Leveraging the Wisdom of Crowds
Twitter is an online social networking and micro-blogging
service that enables its users to send and read text-based
posts of up to 140 characters, known as “tweets”. Twitter’s
appeal stems from its openly accessible data model and the
existence of a significant pool of subject matter experts who
actively share content using the service.
The solution has a module that monitors tweets based on
keyword search strings provided by analysts. For each archive
that is created, the application expands and counts the number
of times a link has been shared. This provides a first order
indication of the quality or credibility of an article as users will
normally only tweet or re-tweet articles that they have read and
find meaningful to share. For example, an archive to monitor
the term “analytic” can be created. Intuitively, a few of the top
links such as “Data Analytics: So, What’s Your Algorithm?” and
“Big Data Analytics: Trends to Watch For in 2012” strike the
analyst as interesting and worth reading (see Figure 2).

Technology Scan Publication
REC compiles a monthly publication, Tech-SKAN, which is
distributed to Singapore government officers (see Figure 3).
This initiative started in January 2011 and is still ongoing. In

Figure 2. Top links in REC Twitter Monitor “analytic” archive

this publication, REC makes use of the URL shortening service
Bitly. Apart from shortening URLs, this service also tracks
the number of times users have clicked to read a particular
article. This provides useful feedback on which articles readers
find most interesting and serves as a proxy indicator of the
importance placed on a particular issue. Bitly also provides
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Figure 3. REC technology scan February 2011 and January 2013 issues

statistics on the number of times the article has been shared
and accessed by the wider global community. This is a further
illustration of how the solution has integrated crowdsourcing
into the environmental scanning process.

Web Harvesting
After the article links and summaries have been published, the
solution automatically mines the articles’ full textual content.
This is a challenging task as the articles originate from a variety
of sites with different formatting standards. The underlying
HTML document often contains other common building
blocks such as navigation menus, headers, footers and
advertisements. These elements, also known as boilerplates,
are typically not related to the main content and introduce
unnecessary noise into the text analytics process. They are
thus detected and removed.
Instead of using a site-specific solution, REC implemented a
heuristic approach to distinguish the main content of a web
page based on the Readability tools developed by arc90
lab. The Readability tools have been implemented in various
applications including Instapaper and Safari Reader. Although
Readability is not 100% accurate, it has been proven to work
well on many news sites and blogs.
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The heuristic approach first studies the HTML document
and removes the text block within tags such as “stylesheet”,
“scripts”, “form”, “table”, which are likely to be boilerplates.
It then adheres to a linguistic law that is commonly used in
web pages to separate the main content and boilerplate. To
identify the main content from HTML, the solution studies the
longest block of text that has most paragraphs and commas.
While this separation seems to work in most cases, it can
get tricky in cases where the HTML is made up of headlines,
short sentences, disclaimers and copyright footers. To help
separate the main content in such a situation, the solution
observes the commonly used HTML class name, for instance,
“comment”, “footer”, “footnote”, to remove ambiguity. From
this experience, REC has learnt that while it is not difficult to
implement a heuristic approach that works well, it gets more
challenging when trying to achieve close to 100% accuracy.

Text Mining
Next, the article content is processed using text mining
algorithms. Potential themes are extracted based on part-ofspeech patterns. Noun phrases are part-of-speech patterns
that include a noun, and are generally useful in describing
the content of the article. Lexical chaining is then applied to

HUMAN COMPUTER ‘COOPERATION’ IN ENVIRONMENTAL SCANNING

score and rank themes. Lexical chaining is a natural language
processing technique that relates sentences via thesaurally
related nouns. Hence, even if sentences are not adjacent to each
other in the text, they can be lexically related and associated
with each other. The score of a lexical chain is directly related
to the length of the chain and the relationships between the
chaining nouns e.g. same word, antonym and synonym.
Themes are scored higher if they belong to the highest scoring
chain and if they are more frequently mentioned.
Apart from theme extraction, named entity extraction is
also performed on the text. REC’s text mining software
incorporates five methods for extracting entities. The first is
the use of known lists such as that of people or technology
companies. The second is the application of part-of-speech
patterns that allows the user to define noun or verb phrases
as entities. Third, the library of regular expressions allows the
specification of patterns like phone numbers, date ranges and
email addresses as entities. Fourth, the software provides a
pre-trained conditional random field model that recognises the

following entity types: Person, Date, Place, Company, Product
and Job Title. Finally, the software provides tools to train a
Maximum Entropy based model to recognise specific types of
entities.
The text mining software is also able to perform basic
summarisation by identifying and concatenating key sentences
based on the lexical chaining technique. This is useful in
providing a quick overview of the article without having to read
the full content.

Visual Analytics
Both the raw and enriched data are stored in a relational
database. Visual analytics software is used to create interactive
dashboards to analyse the data. The summary dashboard
developed provides basic statistics such as the breakdown
of contributors, number of articles shared each month and
scatterplots to illustrate the popularity of different articles (see
Figure 4). The sites are also ranked according to the number

Figure 4. REC technology scan summary dashboard
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of articles selected by following the process. This is useful to
highlight quality sites that other members can refer to in the
future as well as to raise awareness about potential source bias
within the group if there is over-reliance on too few sites.
The analysis dashboard allows analysts to rank, interactively
filter, and drill down on emerging themes, entities and topics
(see Figure 5). The aggregation and clustering of articles across
these dimensions augment the efforts by analysts in identifying
noteworthy issues. For example, in REC’s analysis of RAHS
technology trends, the top themes identified included social
networks, big data, social media, unstructured data, data
mining, massive amounts, much data, business intelligence
and large data. An emerging narrative identified from REC’s
scanning efforts is the existence of massive amounts of data
available for mining, with a significant amount being generated
by social media and networks. There is potential to harness

and exploit this data to enhance business and government
intelligence.
By filtering the articles based on the key themes identified,
top entities such as Facebook, Google, IBM, Amazon.
com, Microsoft, New York, and Twitter were mentioned.
Many of the leading organisations and businesses in REC’s
technological area of interest are based in the US. From the
temporal visualisation, analysts observed a steady increase
in the number of articles relating to these themes, indicating
emergence. Top news sources for content included Mashable,
Gigaom, Smartdatacollective, Techcrunch, Readwriteweb,
Technology Review and Radar O’Reilly.
Finally, after the analysts have filtered down to a set of
interesting articles using the dashboards, they are provided
with a summary for each of the articles that will aid them in

Figure 5. REC technology scan analysis dashboard
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deciding if they want to access the original article for further
reading.

INSIGHTS FROM ANALYSIS OF DATA
IN 2011
Using the system developed, REC conducted an internal
exercise to analyse the data collected in 2011 and identified
three key insights. These were then incorporated as
experimental projects into REC’s 2012 work plan. Today, these
trends have emerged and continue to grow in importance and
prevalence, validating the technology scanning efforts. REC’s
early investments in these areas in 2012 have put the centre in
a good position to exploit these technologies to improve the
operations of government analysts. A summary of the three
insights is provided below:
a) Use of social media data for predictive analytics – There
has been increasing research and application of social media
to anticipate the future. This has been experimented in a variety
of different use cases including predicting disease outbreaks,
financial markets, elections and revolutions.

b) Advances in artificial intelligence and semantic
technologies – There have been significant advances in artificial
intelligence technologies as demonstrated by the success of
projects including IBM Watson, Apple Siri and Wolfram Alpha.
Semantic technology is also increasingly being used to help
organisations manage, integrate and gain intelligence from
multiple streams of unstructured data and information.
c) Exploitation of network analysis and information
visualisation – Advanced methods such as network analysis
and information visualisation help to make sense of the large
amounts of data being created on the web. Furthermore, visual
analytics is an emerging area of research into interactive tools
that can assist users in comprehending datasets to glean
insights.

NEXT STEPS
Building on its successful experiment in developing a
technology-enabled process for environmental scanning and
analysis, REC proceeded to scale the solution architecture so
that it could support usage across the whole of government
(see Figure 6).

Figure 6. Enhanced solution architecture
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Given the prevalence of mobile computing and social media
platforms, the solution is designed to be flexible in ingesting
content via a variety of channels. For example, REC has
developed a module that allows analysts to collaborate and
share content using a private Facebook group and automatically
export this content into the system for analysis.
In addition, REC has developed a web portal and clipper plugin module. This is a simple add-on to any web browser that
allows analysts to easily clip and save any web-based article
that is of interest to them.
The system also has a publication module which allows analysts
to perform editorial tasks, select articles and quickly create a
publication that can then be distributed to a wider audience.

CONCLUSION
This article shares REC’s journey in developing a technologyenabled process for environmental scanning and analysis. Its
work has demonstrated how human computer ‘cooperation’
and crowdsourcing can effectively deliver the desired outcomes.
The article also describes some of the underlying technology,
the initial solution design and the current enhanced solution
architecture. REC hopes that other agencies can benefit from
the centre’s experiences with technology and crowdsourcing to
further their environmental scanning and strategic anticipation
capabilities.

ENDNOTES
1

The other two entities are the RAHS Think Centre and the
RAHS Solution Centre.
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